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1.10. !~IBQQY~I!Q~

This report summarises the proceedings of the ARPT/CIMMYT
networkshop on "The Role of Rural Sociology (and
Anthropology> in Farming Systems Research". The Workshop was
held at the Ridgeway Hotel, Lusaka, Zambia from the 27th to
the 29th November, 1984. 23 social scientist~, largely
sociologists and anthropologists from 10 countries of the
Eastern a~d Southern African Regions attended (see Annex
5.7). All presented papers were based on their experience of
working with farming systems research (FSR) and/or small
farmer agr Lcul tural dev:=lopment (see Anne:·: 5.6) • Other
participants included several farming systems economists and
farming systems agronomists from within the region, and a
good number of technical scientists (crop breeders, soil
~cientists and a weed specialist>, working in Zambia. In
addition, a small number of interested social scientists
working in Zambia also attended (See Annex 5.7 fo~ a full
list of participants). The other disciplines were invited in
order to to try and keep discussions grounded in issues
relevant to ~pplied agricultural research, and avqid extended
debat~s centering on definitional problems, and academic
i SSLlE·S.

The report has four m~in objectives:

1. To provide ongoing FSR programmes with ideas and
information regarding the contribution which sociologists and
anthropologists can make.

2. To provide ideas and guidelines for soc~al scientists,
particularly non-econQmic social scientists, currentlv
working in FSRprogrammes as to how they might further plan
a~d focus their work in general,· and particularly how to
sensitise their programmes to important social and cultural
issues impinging on technology generation and adoption.

3. To inform planners of agrictiltural research and
development programmes who are in the process of setting up
farming systems research programmes, Dr are thinking of
involving sociologists/anthropologists in existing
programmes.

4. To make the proceedings available to a wider professional
a~dience with a view to stimulating further discussion and
debate.

1.12. ORGANISATION OF THE REPORT

The organisation of the report follows t~e basi~ programme of
discussion during the ~orkshop and meets the original
workshop objectives (see Annex 5.1). Space did not permIt
publication of each paper in full. Instead, each paper is



summar i S",ed ,
discussions
summar iE'S""
he<~dings:

and this summary is followed by a resume
within the small group and plenary sessions.

are organised on a topic basis under three

of
Thf:?

main

1). "Contributicms of sociology within the CIMMYT sequence
for farming systems research",

2). "Specialist areas outside of the CIMMYT sequence" and

3). "Institutional, organisational and int.er-disciplinar-y
i sSLles".

Paper summaries are intended to provide aM outline of the
main themes of Each paper (if readers require further
information, it is recommended that authors be contacted
directly). Discussion summaries vary somewhat in format dnd
in fullness due to differences in the style of group
secretar:i es and th€~ actu.al amount and qu.,,,, I itY of di scussi on
which took place.

The summaries are o~ganised on a topic basis in order to
make the r~port more readable and more applicable. Where
papers/discussions cover more than one topic, cross
references are made. Each topic area is concluded with
general remarks and recommendations relating to the
contribution. of sociology in the region. These are
summarised below in the conclusion to the report.

11 of the 24 papers have been revised for publication in
efci~~n §gGi~l B~§§§c£b~ ~§: Special Issue entitled "African
Farming Systems Research; the contributions of Anthropology
and Sociology (available from The Publications Office~

University of Zambia, P.O. Box 32379, Lusaka, Zambia).

llJhat foIl o~."s below is a summary of the mai n conci Llsi ons
arising from the papers and discussions during the workshop.
The order of topics is the same as in the main report. The
relevant section to which readers can refer to for a fuller
account of the proceedings relating to a particular topic is
indicated in brackets at the end of the heading to each
topic. The extent to which an FSR programme is able to
implement these recommendations will, of course, depend on
their manpower availability and commitment to incorporating a
soci 01 c'gi Cell pers:.pecti '.Ie i rlto thei r progr"amme. Some of, the
recommendations do not need a fulltime sociologist in order
to bEe" impIE:ment.ecl, but do r€'.:-quire tE'am members ~",ith cl
sensitivity to social and cultural .issues and a real
commitment to ensuring these are incorporated into thb work
at an early stage. If a .full~ime sociologist is net
available, it is very important that team members have access
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to an experienced rural sociologist or anthropologist
familiar with agricultural development with whom they can
easily consult prior to implementing the recommendations.

1.21. CONTRIBUTIONS OF SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY WITHIN THE FSR
SEQUENCE [2. OJ.

This set of recommendations relate to the mainstream FSR
methodology, primarily as set out by CIMMYT (~ee Annex 5.4.).

1. Secondary literature (especially anthropological
monographs), is a valuable source of data for zoning and
shoul d be Llsed by FSR tecwls more than at present.

should
of data

local
more

loc')l

2. Agricultural staff and. local political figures
never b~ the only, nor even perhaps the main source
for target grouping and system description. The
~nowledge of farmers and community leaders should be
fully used for deriving de~criptions of differences in
farming systems and. explanations for these differences.

3. During zoning the sociologist can assist by ensuring that
the interests of disadvantaged groups are recognised,
especially women and poorer households. This implies th~t

these groups should provide key informa~ts during zoning. In
areas where ethnic differences are important, the sociologist
can also check to ensure that these are properly considered
dLtring zoning.

4. It is also very important that the sociologist check th~t

target groups identified during zoning are prope~ly

represented during survey work and on-farm experimentation,
and 'that areas selected for diagno~tic survey and on-farm
research are representative in terms of community structure
and culture.

5. ""ore can be done to integrate zoning nH::?thods used
ad~ptive livestock research with those used for on-farm
research, especially in relation to wealth differences.

fer
crop

6. When conducting target grouping/zoning exercises without
an experienced social scientist, FSR programmes should
consider hiring the services of anthropologists with reI event
e:·: per i ence in the area. on a short term basi s when SL!ch pe.op 1 c'
are avc:~ilable.

1. Sociologists and· anthropo16gists particularly, should be

3



involved in defining the unit of data collection and analysis
.because this is very important during diagnostic survey work
for FSR. They will be most· effective when they have a
knowledge of the local culture/social structure.

2. Involvement should extend into giving guidance as to how
to identify and analyse situations in which important farming
deci5i~ns are made at different levels within the local
social structure - intra-household, household, homestead,
ethnic group etc.

3. Sampling for surveys (informal and ~ormal) is another
area in need of attention from sociologists\anthropologists.
The need is to identify strategies which reduce or bypass
obvious biases from extension workers and local leaders, and
which allow a survey to bring out the significance o~

linkages between households and groupings within a community.

4. Sociologists/anthropologists should be involved in the
analysis and interpretation of survey ·results. The
meaningful and sensitive interpretation of survey results
depends on a prior understanding of the local social
structure. This understanding can be enhanced by consulting
anthropological literature on the local area.

5. If suitable local manpower is not available, serious
consideration should be given to hiring anthropologists who
have prior familiarity with a particular .local area/ethnic
group, as short term consultants, especially if these have a
development orientation.

6. The household, defined as a unit of decision-making
relating to production, is the most fundamental unit of data
collection and analysis in the region's farming systems.

7. In using secondary survey data, care should be taken in
establishing how households were defined before attempting to
make comparisons and draw conclusions.

8. Sociologists and/or anthropologists should be involved in
the training of enumerators (including professional staff
involved in survey work), and in the framing of questions in
questionnaires, so that the farmers' view comes across
clearly during surveys.

1. During on-farm research, anthropologists can act as a
channel of, and a stimulus to, communication between
technical scientists and farmers. This is especially
important when they are familiar with the local culture and
the other team members are not.

4



2. Anthropologists/sociologists h~vc a definite role to play
in the pre-screening of technologies to be tested on farmers
fields. Further professional gUid~nce is required as to the
best methods for achieving this task, which will be more
difficult wh~n the non-economic social scientist is not a
fLII( time team member. Of particular- concern to participants
was a means of assessing the likely social impact of a new
technology at a relatively early stage in its testing on
farm.

3. Anthropologists/sociologists have a role to play in the
selection of cooperating farmers. There is a need to further
develop methods which guarantee a cross-section of the target
group so that the likelihood of adoption can be more
effe~tively predicted and social impact more easily assessed
in advance.

4. The extent to which farmers' reactions to new
technologies can be predicted in advance through attitudinal
surveys was an unresdlv&d issue. The general feeling ~as

that continuous and open dialogue with farmers in the field
was t~e most effective way of predicting future behaviour.

5. The participato~y approach described for Kenyan
agroforestry research was well received. Anthropoiogists and
sociologists should give serious attention to developing
methodologies for the assessment of on-farm trials which
attach more im~ortance to the crit~ria used by farmers and
local communities.

6. The historical experience which 16cal communities have of
agricultural/rural development pOl1cies and projects can
exert a major influence of how they receive FSR.
Anthropologists and sociologists can assist FSR teams by
carrying out research into this history, preferably at the
start of a project.

7. Anthropologists have expertise in building up trusting
relationships of the kind essential for an honest dialogue
with farmers. They have a role to play in assisting and
training other FSR team members in how to cultivate ~uch

reI C'\ t i on !:;;h ips.

1.22. CONTRIBUTIONS OUTSIDE OF THE CIMMYT OFR SEQUENCE [3.0)

This section of recommendations relates mainly to
contributions of sociology and anthropology outside of, or in
addition to, the sequence of activities set out in appendix
5.4.. While it is anticipated that some of the points bel6vJ
will ~e incorporated more fully into the sequence quite
easily, others will be more difficult. Participants
express~d a firm belief that some types of data which are
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important for FSR can only be properly and effectively
.collected by using more intensive and longer term methods
than those of rapid rural appraisal. FSR teams will need to
d~cide for themselves whether these topics are sufficiently
important in their areas to merit extra attention, and if so
whether they have the maApower and other rpsources necesary
for' mewe i nb.?f1<:;i Vf.:~ i nVE'st i qat i ons. MOI~eover , it is very
possible that topic areas other than those covered here will
be important (see Annex 5.1, appendix 1). If this is the
case teams should seek advice from experienced social
t-(~sea)"'(:het-s who <~re fami I i at" wi th the lor.:al ar-ea they ar-e
dealing with.

1. ' HIe:,
, '~c1r"mi ng

r-l2qui I'"CS

accuracy

collection of labour data in
systems is a difficult and

in-depth methods to achieve
and sensitivity.

subsistence oriented
demanding t~sk which
a reliable measure of

2. In-depth re~earch into labour is expensive, but the cost
is usually justified in systems where labour is identified as
the major constraint to increased production.

,3. While in-depth studies are costly,
be generalised over a wider area.

findings can usually

4. In-depth research has revealed that economic treatments
of labour in subsistence systems al'"~ oversimplistic. Very
large differences betwe2n households in economic returns to
labour are apparent, questioning the validity of making
economic calculations when ~ssessing the benefits of new
tect-inol ogy. I n order for Ff3R pr·ogr".Hrdllps to m<:d<e bE':t tel'" u,"·e
of labour data in the planning of research programmes there
i~:; "" nE>ed to .::~dopt a more' qual i tat.i ve approach to thr",
analysis and collection of labour data: to look at labour
less as a commodity with unit value, and more in relation to
th2 cultural context .in which it takes place and the goals
and ambitions of individual f""rmr:-:'r",;.

5. Individuals often have difficulty in quantifying their
1 ""bour input. or putting c\ value em it (OftE"n t.his is
cullw"ally inapprDpt-i,,~t£'~), but sc)me seelTI to be met-E' ~'Jilliny

Dr able than others to increase their labour input in order
to increase production. This questions the utility of
irJc:.,ptifying "1 a boul'" r~Dnstr'aints" 'as c\ pr'oduc:tion bottle-neck
and the US2 of this notion in explaining the poor timing of
key agricilitural operations. Further in-depth studies are
required to determi~e the usefulness of tho labour constraint
conCE'pt for Ff3R.

6. Ch i 1 dn:::.,'n '~";

whi ch is
labour is sn impcrtant but under researched

particularly amenable to study using
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anthropological methods. AnthropologIcal monographs are an
impurtant sourCD of data on child labuur fur FSR teams.

7. The study of labour can ~ecomc a moral as well as ~n

economic issue, especially when less priveloged groups such
as women and children are concerned. The tCJffi

anthropologist/sociologist has a role to play in ensuring
that the i ntc!n::·st(.; of such (]t-OLlp'5 "d...·O full y ct.lnsi dE::.'rc~d wl1(gl

new tcchnologi2s involving increased labour input from women
and children are being considered for testing.

1. l_iC\nd tE'nur'F' i 5SU£::o5 eIrE'

in areas where population
P(·L'SS~.lr·c.". dr-E' (jt-oat.

most important to FSR
densities aro high

p r og r' .:\rnrnes;·

iJ.11d J .:\r.d

:? L..;,\nd tc'nur'r;' is i::\ vcr',' impc~-tL'nt f;,.c:tur to CDf·;·::idc:r" if: F'::::F,
t E when technologics requiring longer than seasonal
i nvc",:t:nc;'nt 'C;:. Dre bc",i "''II;:) i ntt'o oclucc.rj.
3. If an FHR programme plans to und0rtake!test interventions
in tr'IL' fc\t-mins,: ~=,ystE':-n involvi.r"l(j IC)flgco'r' th",(n ~>E·<::i::,Dn:::,.:.

investm~nts. 3nrl/or cooperation within a community. it should
invul··/c· ,,;\ sucial s:,ciL'ntis;t i-Jith ",~ t;,1Dcd knc:"-JIE'dgc· of lE'fid
tenure issues in the planning stago.

4. Becausp land tenure is both a political and a legal IS5U2,

it ni:,c'd::; to be c,naIY'3~O'd in Y-elation to both nati(Y.... cctJ leg;:d
fr,,'lTic\-JuY"I;c"; "Hld n3tion",11 polici2~' c;nd rJDlitic:.=1.l idc·olDgi(?~.

rel.~t i r1CJ to 1.:::nd. F:3F: progY-,a;n:~· ... ·'3 n~'ed to takc~ dccuunt 'JI'

these national lev~l f~~~crs when considering technologios
requiring lonn~; than seas6nal investments.

5. Ir: the' region, L:md tenLirc is:. c1c;:;.c1y t.iE·d in \-Jith t:.:::
local kinship and community organisation. It is a flexihl2
and dynamic systom of relationships with a complex 2nd
sen~:;it.i·.·£? natLWI:! \'Jhich cdnnc,t. <:·2',=,il.." b(;~ inve~;tig.;::'I.:c·d by if: ":0·;':; n00
of {clt"'r:121 ~:;ul'"·vc'Y mcthDcjc. Cii~ ra;::.id '::l[,pr<':'li-::;.zi.l -t'cc..I···Ir:iquC':::.. L..c·,r,d
tenuro is best dealt with by in-depth studies using classic~l

anthropological methods and a tr2incd professional.

A general obsmrvation duri~g the workshop was that FSR
pro~rammes usually und~rutilise the stock of knowledge held
by thf:? farmers thf2Y arC? trying to as,::.ist. Dft£?n i:npol'-t;::.llt
decisions are taken withDut propprly involving the farmer In
the decision precess and without m3~ing full usc of his
knDwlc'c1gc' of· both tcc:hniC:cd arid ~';OCiE;} rc:lC:ltioilsr·llps. \'Jhic:h
·3 r- :=:.~ 1 i k f::a 1 '>' t f:) i n·f 1 Lt en C E' t h f:: P 1.:-:'1"'- f f:) ~- rn ..:!. n c: E' .::.. n:j ~.;. c! 0 P t:i c~r': c:·t-= j"'; :~',.!. ..~

t c' c h n C) 1 c:< giL' c· ~ T c i ~"; c: r c·;:; ':; E:' t h ::' L.~ 5 C, c' f ~;: :0. t- iT: C· i'- ~. t c· c j' ; II i CEll ,I r-; u
social knowledge by FSR proqrammes in the region it is
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suggested that the
formulated for Zambia

follo\.-Jing
(3.33) ,:H-E::'

recommendations originally
intr'oduc:t,ej ir1 thE' n:='gio;;.

1. Anthropologists and sociologists should assist and guide
the formal recording of existing IATK (Indigeno0s
Agricultural Technical Knowledge) at a given point in time.
Thif:, would include ~::rlm"Jleclgl? dealir"lg \.-Jit.h pr"oductjon,
storage, processing and nutrition.

2. The next step is to assist with
knowl edge provi cj(:?·s t.hE·? ba~,i s few small
decision-making strategies.

descri~ing how this
farmers' agricultural

3. Help to facilItate comparisons by natural scientIsts of
IATK with scientific technical knowledge systems to
facilitate FSR understanding of indigenous systems and
f ae. iIi tatf~ t.ll!,ai (. 10';01''' k :i. n9 \'1i t.h .'='.nd l:.I-it-ou(;:h these s/5t~2m'::;

4. Help to define how exogenous factors (such as technical
in r-,o\/.-,:1"t: i CH1'::':;. , P'" 'j. C FJ pol :i. cy ~ m.3 r- k (,2t i ng s 'j'. t"· LtC t ur ':;:'50.) 2,<"12

perceiv2d by and factor into the small farmers' indigenous
decision-making rn~trix.

~. 10 use IATK techni~ues to ~nderstand small
perceptions of and respons~s to extension messages.

7. Anthropologists and sociologists can be used to provide n
liaison position and feedbdck vehicle between small farmers
and technical scientists in order to foster 2-way dialogue
and interactions.

8. To initiatE' tTcdning
analysing IATK by:

in methods of or' colI ec. t i ng Dr":d

a) Initial se~inars with farming systems teams specialist
technical scientists on approaches to formalizing small
far:m.7!r·~::.' :U·n·f::: ,:md dE·~ci ~;i on-saki ng strEltegi E~S.:'

b). To intr-oducE'J training matf..-:>rL:;lls into appnJr.:,r·i.c:II.:,f::o syl12\bi
at the university schools of agriculture, the national
colleges of agriculture;

c}. To establish periodic follow-up afternoon seminars based
on formalized IATK findings.

9. To incorporate IATK into the FSR Sequence more
rompletely, the social scientist working with IATK should be
involved in an en-going process of facilitating interaction
between the FSR team and the small farmer at all stages of
the FSR sequence.

8



One major workshop has recently published findings relevant.
to this issue (The Rockefeller Foundation and International
Service for Agricultural Research. Women and Agricultural
Technology: Relevance for Research. Vois. 1 and 2, 1985. The
Hague, Netherlands). Another meeting is shortly to take
place (FSSP and Women in Agriculture Conference on "Gender
I!::>:>ucs in FClrming SY:3tems Re!::,E'al""ch", University of FI()ridi;;~ 
26 Feb. to 1 March 1986). Thus plenty of useful information
will shortly be available to policy makers and FSR
practitioners who are concerned with tackling this important
issue. The following points arose from discussion during the
~·Jor·kshop•

1. Make efforts to secure participation of more female
professionals in FSR.

2. Create a better working climate for the employment ~{

female professionals.

3. Ci:"~rry out in-service training for- both femC:",le and fflc;llcJ
€?>: tensi on way- ke~-s reI ='Iti ng to the i mpoy-tanc:e of i nvol vi n:,;
women ~armers, and methodologies fer achieving greater
participation from females.

4. Use more female household heads as both key informants and
as farmer cooperators.

5. Involve wives much more in survey ~'1ork and on-feU-IT!
experimentation and trial evaluation.

6. Aim to design more technology specifically addressing
women's interests, and covering the full spectrum of women's
work (including food shortage, preservation, processing a~d

off-farm work). This reqUires educating and inforffiing
agricultural planners, administrators, and trainers .about the
importance of training and recruiting scientists to develop.
and work with this type of technology.

7. Develop more sensitive interview and interaction methods
whi ch take i nt 0 account pr i vi:\te "i n-the-hoLlse" deci Sl on
making, and accommodate cultural differencp-s in this.

8. To note· that in the design of FSR projects\institutions
women's interests should be integrated creatively - but there
may still be a need to contact women separately.

9. In tt-aining of national professionals, more atten-tion
shoLlld be paid to training in the local conte:·:t, ri:\ther thc:u:
imposing ideas about women's development learned overseas.

10. Training in agricultural colleges on women's
agr-iculture need to be lmprcved in order to ma~e

extension link more effective.

9
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11. Use the forthcomlng FAD guidellnes (coming out
ICRAF, Nairobi) relating to women's involvement.

thrOLtgh.

1. FSR programmes must take the broader socia-political and
i nf I'"',::.~struc:tl.lt-al contE?:d. o·f small f .;:~nneY" df?velopmC0nt into
account. Social scientists on teams should be prepared to
spend time studying and following up broader iS5U2S which are
not technical related but are nevertheless vital to
agricultural development once technologies have been
identified. They should also be prepared to comment to
relevant authorities on the equity implications of policies
and prartices, while being sensitive tG the fact that
national interests may differ from those of their client
gr-oup.

2. Relatedly, anthropc)logists/sGciologists have a role
play in studying the larger institutional context
at;:lr'icultl.wc:d, dE'\/E?lDpnIE·nt with a vie~o.J to mel.king it
effective in meeting the needs of the small farmer (as
as, ned,ior':sl j.ntpn=,·s;t~~). Fi'e<::.,eDr-c:r; is. reC/uin?d into both
Internal functioning of inefficient support institutions
linkclgE's bf!."b·J£:~t:Tl ir'I~;titu'::ions sETvirH,:j the s,ri'lall faY'mc,·r.

to
of

n1C)r" 0:1

~lLJC~ J. 1
the
:::\nd

'3. FSF: pr'o'JI''''=:iiTlme~~ o'Ff:en tend t.o be production Qt"iented i:u';d
p~y little attention to the social impact o~ technical
i.nrlo\/a-J:icJr1, --=l()d it~; iH~pact or1 12\;-get- wt-·:i~·~ni ..~;~::\ticJnal fOt-'fn'3~

Sociologists/~nthropologists can be used to assess social
impact, both at the individual farmer/household level and at
the lev21 of larger community agricultural support services
Opt2;··· at i rlI;J :.ott, th,'? 1 Deal 1 c·?vel ..

4. Sociologists have a role to play in the evaluation of
pr-ej sets ,?nd ~:;uppor't progr" ammt:?s to ensun~ tl', cd: nat i on.""l
intE.'r[,,~::,t.s, ,:~l',rj manpcn-'Jet· dE'velopm2nt .=:,re c,t the fc;-efront of
3ctiviti~s 3nd short-term visible effects (measured as a
simG12 increase in output or agricultural activity) are
p)2CRd In their proper perspective. In looking at the largar
cc;rit.E:>~t, tt-"iE-:r"E: i~;:; clr:·~3i-l'/ i.'~ diffcr-C'i;CS' of ;:::E'rs.}:)E:"ct.i···/E' be"tt-'"!S"E1r"y
FSR projects of a limited lifespan and programmes For
institutioGalisinq FSR into the national agricultural
r e~;f?arch ,':H'1d e~,: 'b,~f)s Ion s true t (.n-t:'? FSR ~'"jt-lJ j ec: t <;> t. end t c h<:~ \IE,'

a more hclistic ViEW of dev218pment and so run th~ risk of
undertaking support activities which ~re the responsibility
of other"' ~:;o'/9;~nmcmt dcpar't:-:12r-;ts for the sake of "projE'ct
success"; government employees may be wsed to further project
objectives, r~th~~ than to increase the effecti\!e~ess of th~

government department from which they are seconded.
Pr'Dgr-ammes of FSR institutIonalisation 2ttempt to build up
the nation~l capability to carry out on-farm research and
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e:·:tension which will, in the longer term,
smallholder productivity.

lead to improved

1.23. INSTITUTIONALISATION OF SOCIOLOGY INTO FSR AND
INTERDISCIPLINARY RELATIONSHIPS [4.00J.

Institutionalisation is clearly a critical issue when
developing guidelines for the incorporation of sociology and
anthropology into farming systems research. Policymakers in
each country will be faced with the choice as how to
incorporate. Some may consider it is better to set up a
separate sociology unit, others to incorporate social
scientists as members of existing specialist research teams.
Yet others with more restriction on resources may choose to
forge closer links with sociologists working in allied
departments or related institutions. If resourc~s permit,
thr likely best option may be to employ a small number Gf
sociologists and use these both in training non-social
scientists and in car~ying out sp~cial research tasks which
c~nnot easily be delegated because they demand professional
expertise. Such people must be properly qualified and above
all have the relevant experience and apprbach to the job.
While the choice of precisely how to institutionalise and
incorporate a sociological perspective rests with individual
cDuntries, several relevant points arise from the papers and
discussions on this issue.

1. It is very important, whE're ever- possible, to involve
sociologists at the planning stage of FSR projects, to help
get the team on the right track. This will avoid the
sociologist who joins. later being regarded by other team
member-s as a "problem solver" or "trouble s.hooter "

2. In situations where economists and sociologists are
working together in the same team, while a rigid division of
tasks should be avoided, the economists should concentrate
more on the quantitative aspects and the sociologist more on
the qualitative aspects of data collection and analysis.

3. Of great importance is the training of graduates in
national universities. Agricultural graduates require a
sociological perspective, while sociology graduates r-equire
more background in technical subjects relating to rural
development and agriculture.

4. The creation of a career str~cture with incentives is
necessary to retain good people in post.

5. Sociologists or anthropologists employed fulltime in FSR
should have a training role in sensitisi.ng other sciontists
to social and cultural issLlPs. and improving communicc;tion
between scientists and farmers~

11



6. Sociologists or
working in FSR n~ed

t. (), t (·~,-::tfTH..,lor- k. .

anthropologists who
to have a good record
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2.00. CONTRIBUTIONS OF SOCIOLOGY WITHIN THE CIMMYT FSR
SEQUENCE

Papers discussed in this section all address issues which
fall within the mainstream of FSR methodology. Most of the
authors are (or have been) engaged fulltime on FSR
programmes. While the approaches described and sometimes
advocated are often not those of CIMMYT, most of the papers
and ensueing discussions do take the CIMMYT approach as their
basic reference point for FSR methods (see Collinson, Annex
5.4) •

Three papers fall into this topic area which is a critical
stage in the FSR diagnostic sequence (see Annex 5.4).
Kabagambe proposes the value of a phenomenological approach
to target grouping, and Grandin also argues for a similarly
emic approach for use in pastoral societies as well as those
practising mixed farming. Kerven, while not specifically
calling for an emic approach, argues that an anthropological
perspective and expertise is the most effective for this
stage of FSR. Kerven also discusses anthropological
contributions to later phases in the diagnostic sequence.
She puts forward an alternative low cost methodology which
assumes that target grouping can only be effectively done
after intensive survey work. Other papers which make similar
points relating to target grouping are those of Hansen
(2.32), Sharpe (3.32), ~nd Sutherland (2.23).

2.11. "Using local perceptions in tan]et grouping for farming
systems rE.search ". By JOHN KABAGAI'1BE

Kabagambe's paper started out by accepting the importance of
categorising rural populations into target groups fer
development purposes. He argued that as development is most
effective when the self help element is greatest, a
"phenomenological" approach, using farmer's' m'1n definitions
and classifications, is a worthwhile starting point for
target grouping.

Kabagambe provided an example of how he begun to do thi~ in
rural Swaziland, arguing that his approach yielded different
res;ult~; from the, "positivist" (or etic) approach of an
agricultural economist CTesterink), who used objective
criteria in his classification of Swazi farmers. While
Tssterink used such criteria as output and cultivated area of
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marketed crops (cotton, tobacco, maize and legumes) in
relation to household size, to determine who was a commercial
farmer, Kabagambe found Swazi farmers themselves used a
greater variety of criteria, and that these varied from area
to area. In ene area U52 of improved technologies (hybrid
maize and fertil iz~r) were necessary qualifications for being
a II f "'irmE:.T" (hlG.l.i.rni) . In anoth~"T, memb~'rshi p of the farmE:'I~s

ass;oc i at i on was necl0'sscwy. I n other cases grolo'Ji ng enough for
subsistence qualified a person as a farmer. In yet other
al'-eas such f actors as gr-owi ng a surpl us f or sal e, growi ng a
specific cash crop, attendance at a farmers course, owning a
tractor, hirirlg labour, and having close ties with e:-:tension
workers or agricultural development projects were factors
which local people regarded as important in defining a person
as hlmlimi.

Kabag~mbe concluded that in local areas, who is or is not
perceived as ymlimi depends on variations in resource base
and opportunities. H~ feels that the phenomenological
approach of the sociologist would be most USEful in the
e~ploratory and verification survey stages of FSR.

§m§!l §~g~Q Qi£~~2igQ (secretary Margo Russell>

ThE! (jroup discll~:;~;cd t.he origins of the term "!:!mlimi" which
acquir-'ed the:;pecific meaning of "farmer" when a "master
farmer'" S-~ChF!me v-las introduced in colonial times. The term
has been uS2d already in Swaziland by a 'sociologist (Sibisi) ~

as the basis for self selecting a sample of people regarded
1 ocall y ·3S "f armers" . Kabagambe descr i bed hi s method o·f
selecting, somewhat randomly, a list of locally defined
"f ZlrmGrS" . He s.ai d the ne:-:t stage of his research woul d be
to interview a sample of these to see what they hZlve 1n
commC'rl. "rhis t-,~oLlld peY'°iTtit tli~n to e;'~\~lTline the rel.;:,tionst·lip
between subjective perceptions and more objective facts, ~nd

p~?rh.'::\ps ref i ne Ol~ revi se c 1assi f i cc... t ions based on more can'
v~ntional crite~ia.

The group wondered if
in a homestead and
"f ar"rner" •

there'could be more
if a farmer's wife

thc:~n ·one II farmer"
could also be a

They felt that the study would provide information useful to
development planners in Swaziland. In terms of method it was
similar to Grandin's (2.12), being based on subjectlve local
pen:: E'.:'p t :i on .~:;.

The historical origins
disc(.lssed. M~Ph,llips

of the term Ymlimi in Swazila~d was
noted that l3m~ian extension workers

make ~ similar distinction;
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"farmers" rather than "villagers". The session agreed that
such local distinctions should be included in the diagnostic

·survey phase of FSR, and also in the selection of cooperators
for on-farm trials.

2. 12. "Del i mi ti ng target popul at ions through i nf ormant weal th
ranking". By BARBARA E. GRANDIN

Summary of paper

This paper discussed the importance of wealth differences
between producers in traditional pastoral production systems.
It argued that significant wealth differences exist, and that
these have a profound effect on production strategies. For
~oo long these differences have been insufficiently
understood as researchers described and developers planned
for the "avt:?rc."Ige" pas.;toral i ~;t. Pastoral systems rese"'.... rch
should specifically focus on differences within communities
at all stages of operation from defining target populations
to designing and testing interventions. Wealth, as (a proxy
for) resource endowment, is the single-most important
differentiating factor.

The paper briefly described an inexpensive and rapid
technique for determining the wealth statu~ of producers
within a given community based on ranking by local
informants. The technique stems from anthropological
interests and methods. It recognises that the average
producer is a statistical artifact, not a real world entity;
stressing that wealth varies greatly in traditional
production systems despite ide610gie5 of equality and
"levelling" mechanis.ms and that these differences lead to
quantitatively different production strategies. The
technique relies on indigenous informants, both to explain
the natur-e o·f "weal th" in thei r commLtni ty and to categor i z e
their neighbours accordingly, and it enables the researcher
to obtain potentially sensitive information on wealth status
in a socially acceptable manner. While the paper focused on
the informant ranking of producers a~c6rding to wealth, the
technique could be used for virtually any producer
characteristic, such as education, management skills, use of
hired laboLw, etc.

Grandin listed the following points for discussion:-

1. The value of "wealth"as a single
'lis. defining target populations
specific criteria (e.Q. labour supply,
owned) •

stratifying param~ter

according to more
n~mber of draft oxen

2. The most appropriate timing in the FSR\PSR process for
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using informant wealth ranking. What would be the
advantages\disadvantages of ranking before the informal

'survey; or might it best be used as an aid in choosing a
sample for a verification surve~.

3. To what extent, at what point, and for what purpose
might FSR require absolute wealth calculations vs. relative
wealth rcmking.

§m~ll §~QYQ Qi§£Y~§iQD (Sec. Mike Warren)

Grandin summarised her paper emphasising that it presents
a methodology to deal with the outsider's perception of
apparel-It homc1gene:i ty of pastoral groups and othel~ small-"scal e
societies. Grandin explained that she oper~tionalized the
method in a mixed farming society of SW Nigeria (the Egun)
~nd among the Kenyan Masai with equal success. The method
involves working with key informants to differentiate and
categorize members of the community along a wealth or
resource' base continuum. This method can be used
successfully by locally trained investigators, so costs are
low.

The group noted that the strategy entails emic or indigenous
criteria for categorizi.ng individuals along the resou;--ce
continuum. Its advantages are that it allows outsiders ~o

understand the heterogeneity within a community, allows fer
an LlI"iderstanding of the critpria used lece:.!ly in the
dec i ~5i on--ma~,: i ng process to categor i se i nd i vi duc..~l '0::;, and woul d
allow the FSR team to better establish their recommendation
domains or target groups along indigenous dimensions.

Grandin noted that in her SW Nigeria study she found
strong correlations between local categories of wealth
ranking and such variables as animal assets, house types,
number of farms, timing of maize sales, etc. Among the Masai
in Kenya indigenous categories correlated with empirical
evidence of number of livestock, animal offtake, labour,
income, and other variables. Hence emic (local) and etic
(universal) categories can be used in a complementary
fClshion.

In response to a question from Russell on optimum sample
size, Grandin noted that the technique was community-based
and large communities could be subdivided. When asked by

'Collinson about "cut-of'f" pDints between groups, Grandin
noted that informants provide criteria to identify specific
groups. It was noted that similar techniques were used in
psychological tests and in ranking crop varieties and
classifying tropical gr-assesD 8~ntje asked if the techniqL~2

would work bett2r in communities with a uniform wealth base
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than those with differential bases for wealth. Grandin
replied that the techniques would be appropriate in highly
differentiated peasant societies, where sourc~s of wealth are
often difficLnt to conceal. Opio Odongo followed a similar
track by asking if the technique would work in multi-ethnic
situations. Grandin noted that in such situations a cross
section of informants, should be used and the local language
must be used. Another participant asked if the high
correlation of results was due to the use of local leaders
and extension workers. Grandin replied that her informants
represented a wide spectrum of social types. Hansen noted
that the simplicity of the technique made it useful for
selection of farmers for on-farm trials. Curry noted that a
similar method was used by Watts in Hausaland to rank
communities and individuals and establish differences in the
farming systems from the emic perspective.

2.13. "The family of arm and outmigration:
in Af ric a. " By CAF~OL KERVEN

Summary of paper

some issues for FSR

Kerven's paper, focussing on the effects of out-migration for
small scale farming, put a question mark against popular
economic models of Africah rural econ6my, particularly those
current in farming systems research prdgrammes. She argued
that the notion of a "family farm", togethel'"° with the need
for economists to identify discrete social units for
statistical modelling, has tended to over-simpl"ify the multi
dimensional economic ~trategies pursued by African rural
dwellers. The paper derived support from other
anthropologists, particularly Guyer and Hill, in arguing that
household su~vey type approaches are only effective after in
depth studies revealing the basic p~inciples of how rural
families manage their environment and economy h~ve been
carried out. Kerven then reviewed literature on the effGcts
of out-migration and off-farm employment on African small
farmeroagriculture, particularly on production methods, crop
preferences, output, division of labour, and involvement by
families.

The second and most substantial part of Kerven's paper
contained a discussion of how out-migration and off-farm
employment in African farming systems can be incorporated
into farmi ng systems rOE?search. She argued that the e:-: i s.t i ng
standard diagnostic survey methods require modification,
particularly a re-focus of the analytical framework which
does not hOWEver, involve greater research expenditure.
Kerven set out a four stage programme of "diagnostic work, as
an alt2rnativ2 to the CIMMYT diagnostic seqLlencsQ S~~e

suggested an economic anthropologist as the most appropriate
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person to carry out such work in conjuction with an
agricultural scientist. The first stage consisted of a
review of secondary sources, especially available information
on Dut-migrat10n and off-farm employment. The second stage
teok the form of a more intensiv(~ "zoning" e:·:ercise,
involving compilation of a rough map of land use systems with
accompanying farm management systems. The more appropriate
systems would then be subjected to short field studies of
several days each, covering similar subject matter to the
CIMMYT informal survey, but involving more intensive focus on
the activities of individual families over a year. Kerven
stressed that the second stage diffel~ed from CH1MYT "zoning"
in two respects. Firstly it involved in-depth interviews
wi th farm fami 1 i es. Secondl y, it assumed that the "reI evant
cri ter i a for groupi ng farmf.;r-s into "homogenous groLlps" c.:innot
be sufficiently known prior to field investigation.

The third stage consisted of the preliminary analysis of the
results of the shor-t field studies, followed by a two week
field study. The pr-eliminary analysis would allow the
resE;?arche'rs to as;sembl e a "prel i mi nary typolog)l of f ami 1 y
strategies/Ii which might cr-oss-cut ecological zones and
economic spheres, but which would repr-esent different socio
economic strata. The typology would guide the two ~eek field
study during which the social researchers would focus on
family resource management, income sources, and the
distribution of income and farm produce, taking due account
of inter-family linkages. The fourth stage would consist of
the analysis of all survey r~sults with the CIMMYT objective
of preparing a scenario of the local farming system to form
the 'basis for hypothesis formation on the constraints in the
system' . In adeLl t ion; the Y-esear-chers woul d pr-epare a
typology of family strategies which would replace the
recommendation domains, being a typology of families rather
than a typology of far-ming systems.

Kerven concludes that a formal verification survey would not
be necessary and th.:it the cost is similar to that of the
CIMMYT approach.

Small Group Discussioli; (Sec. M. Russell>

Kerven noted that pp 10 - 19 of her paper directly challenges
the CH'iMYT sequence for" FSH in A-frica, and or; her suggestion
the group focussed on this part of the paper rather- than the
earlier issues of definition of farm family, and migration.
~':er-ven desct"i bed her plan for a 60 - day i nvol vement of a
professionally trained anthropologist as part of the
diagnostic team, to collect initial data before any pla~ning

for technology generation.

The group expressed reservations about whether an accurate
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picture of any community could be obtained within
time, by either the CIMMYT or the alternative
traditionally anthropologists have taken years to
and wri te up th~?i r accounts, why shoul d they now
accomplish this task in 60 days?

so short a
model. If
obtain data"
be able to

In reply Kerven suggested that their previous training, and
in particular their immersion ~n a similar environment (and
she would insist on this as a prerequisite for the selection
of any particular anthropologist for any particular
programme) would enable the anthropologist or sociologist to
give a more accurate description in a shorter time. The
group wondered if anthropologists would be prepared to
compromise their professional standards by preparing an
account after only a very brief exposure to a situation or
community. Kerven felt that anthropologists were perceived
as impractical specialists precisely because they preferred a
slower pace of data collection= but that this would have to
change if they were to find employment at all in a climate in
which cost-effectiveness is a major consideration. If
anthropologists could prove their ability in a short time,
their value might be recognised, and opportunities for more
thorough study be offered to them.

The group also wondered what the~ssence of anthropological
method was - noting that Collinson himself recommended an
"al most anthropol ogi cal approach". Kerven argL\ed tr"iat the
anthropological approach required an anthropologist. An
economist could adopt an anthropological tQ£bnigYQ (as an
anthropologist can adopt an economic technique) but not an
anthropological approach, which requires years of training
(and vice versa).

Somebody suggested that a traditional social survey with in
depth un':5truct.Lwed i nt.E?rvi ew.s woul d be as ef fect i ve, and
questioned Kerven's proposal to select informants
"opportunistically" (p.12).

The questi on was rai sed as to the " aCCL\racy" of an
anthropol og1 cal (or any other) study." The group noted
accuracy is very difficult to define. How would such a claim
be verified? Kerven argued that an anthropologist is likely
to present more accurate data than is possible by
conventional survey methods because of anthropological
training noting that "we must put more trust in the trained
observer and less in the calculator". Anthropologists WQuid
present relevant. data; accurate but irrelevant data is
ultimately very costly.

A fundamental weakness of the FSR method, the group noted,
was its reliance on local agricultural field staff whose
stake in the research could not be discounted. The
agronomj.st in the gr(~l.lp saw a greater need fOI'·

anthropclogical skills later in the programme, in analysing
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why recommendations were not adopted.

In reaction to this account of the group discussion Kerven
said she was playing devil 's advocate, overstating the case
in order to make the case. ,Disciplinary arguments were
counter productive. The important questions were what kind
of information do we want, and who is best trained to get it.
The stereotype of anthropologists as people interested in
rituals and beliefs must be dispelled. Economic
anthropologists are as interested in economics as any
economist.

Fr'ancis commented th":\t. the nan'''OlrJ spE'cifications for this
anthropologist (local knowledge, interest in ~conomics and
agriculture) made it unlikely that one would be available.

Kerven replied that detailed local knowledge was not
essential: rat.her that one had worked in a similar culture,
and this great.ly increased the probability of finding such a
person. Francis also noted he found Kerven's proposals
rather close to CIMMYT's.

Kerv£.~n sai d
ccnr5trai nts,
r BE;CLll- c €~ an d

zoning was a quick strategy:
an anfhropologist would start with

hEIne€:: zonE:.

given
land

time
as <::.

Hansen sai d if anthropol ogi st.s conducted thei r di agflo~,ti c
survey in isolation from natural scientists, their emerging
research priorities would not be acc2pted by some team
members. The political dynamics of the team had to be taken
int.o account. KErven nqt.ed that she int.ended the
anthropological survey to be concurrent with the diagnostic
survey of other nat.ural scientists.

Collinson ~nded the discussion by congratulating Kerven on
having spelled out a proposal for incorporating
anthropologists into the FSR team. Economists had been early
i ntE-£'gY"ated bE:.:Cc.\L\S2 of thei r'~ ~loJi 11 i ngness to tal k to t.he
technical scientists in their own terms. They had created a
bridge. In the same way anthropolcgists needed to show huw
they coul d cantr i bU'i:f? .- though cl ear"l y not all the prof essi on
would want to participate in FSR.

2.14. gb2QCy~tigD.2 ~D9 B§SQffiffi§D.Q~tigD.§~ I~Cg§t §C9~QiD9 and
ZQQiD.gL£l~§§ifYiD9 E~[miog §y§tgm§

1. Secondary 1 i terature (especi all y
f:"lon C)g r· ~"l,p h ~:;~,), i ~:; c':\ \/ Et ll.l(:":\b 1 e ~·C)ltr~:::: s' c,f d .':1. t a

should be used by FSR teams more than it is
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Hansen[2.32 sp and annex 5.3J an~ Kerven (2.13 spJ).

2. The local knowlQdge of farmers and community leaders
can be more effectively used for deriving descriptions of
differences in local farming systems and explanations for
these differences. Agricultural staff and local political
figures should neVEr be the only, nor even perhaps the main
source of data for target grouping and system description
<sde Sharpe [3.32 ps and gdJ, Kabagambe [2.11 ps and gdJ,
Sutherland [2.23 ps and pdJ and Kerven [2.13 ps].

3. Zoning is a continuous process, but given its importance
in targeting research efforts it might merit more -attention
than it is often given. The sociologist can assist by
ensuring that the interests of disadvantaged groups are
recognised in the zoning pro~ess, especially women and poorer
hOLl"5r2hol d~;. Thi -;:; imp Ii 25 that these groups shoul d provi de hi?y
inform~nts during zoning. The sociologist can also check to
ensure that in areas where ethnic differences are important
these are properly considered during zoning (see Sharpe [3.32
ps and pdJ. It is also very important that the sociologist
check that target groups identified during zoning are
properly represented during survey work and on-farm
experimentation, and that areas selected for diagnostic
survey and on-farm research are representative in terms of
community structure and culture.

4.
for
cr"op
( SeE?

More needs to be done to integrate zoning
adaptive livestock rEsea~ch with those used
research, especially in relation to wealth
Grandin, [2.12 ps,gd,and pdJ).

met.hods used
for or.-f c.rm
differences

5. When conductinq target grouping/zoning exercises FSR
programmes should consider hiring the services of
anthropologists with relevent experience in the area on a
short term basis when such people are available (see Hansen
[2.32 ps and annex 5.3] and Kerven (2.13 pdJ Baker and
Lesothlo [22.22 ps]).

This topic area attracted the largest number of contributions
from participants. Five papers and one discussion session
are summarised in this section. Other papers, notably those
of Kerven(abovc), Hansen, Bantje, Tripp, Opio-Odongo, Curry,
Francis and Sharpe (all below>, had important points to make
in relation to this stage of FSR. These are incorporated in
d i scussi on and n?commend.:,t ions (bel o~'l 2.27).

2.21. "I rn~)t-ovj ng f an-ner
e}; f) ..::;;r- i rnC.lfl t c{ t. :i. (In II 13v' C:,r:;~A~3 Tr;~·...:Cl
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Summary of Paper

Bulla's paper argued that because farming system research
(FSR) is directed at the problems of smallholder farmers,
there is a need to improve their participation in on-farm
experimentation so that the technology generated is
appropriate to their circumstances. It stated that the
Department of Agriculture Research in Malawi has developed
many technically sound technologies, but uptake has, however,
come up against unanticipated social problems because of very
little fc:lrmet"" involvement in thE-it"" generation: "technological
change cannot be real i s€~d ina soci o-cul tural vacuum".

The technical scientists did theit"" t""esearch without
considering the human element involved in the intt""oduction of
the innovation. High yielding varieties (HYV) had been
developed with good results at the research station. The
aS5sumption was that the HYV would make an impact on the
farmers such that local varieties which were low yielding
would automatically disappear from the fat""ming system. This
howevet"" was not the case at present because HYV have been
adopted by a limited number of fat""mers only. Most of the
farmers still prefet"" to gt""ow the local variety because it
stot""es well in local storage structures and has good pounding
qualities.

Following the CIMMYT sequence, Two types of survey were
carried out, namely infot""mal and formal. In these surveys
the FSR team t""elied ori local leaders to make .the initial
contact with the farmers. Farmel""s wet""e usually suspicious of
outsidet""s if the outsiders were not in the company of some
local resident, preferrably the IOLal leadel""s. Sometimes
extension agents W2t""e used to make the contact. These local
experts at times took the FSR team to better than average
farmet""s. In the infot""mal intet""views, respondents wet""E not
chosen in advance.

Group interviews wet""e found useful. They gave a genet""al
picture of farming in the area. Later, individuals were
i ntet""vi ewed. In gt""oup i ntervi ews, it was noted that women
didn't participate fully. Men dominated the interviews. The
FSR team therefore found the individual intet""views a useful
tool that would allow full participation fl""om both sexes.
The need for a woman membet"" on the team was also noted.

The fOl""mal interview met with some pl""oblems. Some of the
selected fat""met""s wet""e too old and some were not found at home
because the survey was carl""ied out during the off-season ~hen

some of the fat""mers wet""e not involved in off-farm activities.
Bulla noted two impol""tant social relatad is~ues which came
out of the surveys:-

1. Hybrid maize was adopted by a limited number of
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becaUSE'
store in

it had poor pounding quality and was
local grain stores.

difficult to

2. Farmers ~sed low rates of fertiliser on the hybrid
because some of the fertilizer was diverted to local maize, a
variety that is grown to meet the farmers' priority number
one of food security.
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A number of questions were raised. One was how much of the
technologies have been adopted by farmers? The group noted
that it was generally difficult to establish the extent or
level to which technologies had been adopted.

Another question was on the criteria used to determine which
farmers should carry out the trials. It was observed by the
group that trials should be done on a range of farms, that
is, both better and poorly managed farms.

It was observed that the small farmers' primary objective is
to produce sufficient food using local materials under local
conditions. Some argued that with the right improved
technology this can lead to a reduction of land under food
crops, thereby releasing the land for the cultivation of
other crops. This may probably result in more efficient
utilization of resources (land, labour and capital) ..

2.22. "?"~ methodolog~' for farm management research in
Bot s\<'u:m a " By DOYLE Bf~KER and JOHN LESOTHLO

Summary of paper

The paper, presented by Lesothlo, summarised the socio
economic research approach of the Mahalapye team of a farming
systems research programme in eastern Botswana, known as the
Agricultural Technology Improvement Project (ATIP). The
authors argued in favour of a multi-disciplinary approach to
farm management research, emphasisiHg the common ground of
rural sociology and agricultural economics, rather than
specialist contributions. They further argued that a systems
perspective on farm management provides a foundation for
inter-disciplinary cooperation.

After an overview of ATIP research activities, the paper
highlighted three surveys which illustrate attempts by the
authors to draw on both rural sociology and agricultural

per-psc:'ctivf?~s in de'::,igning ·:::1 FSR and E "sc!cio--
research programme. One survey, a multiple-visit
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farm management survey, showed how rural sociology
methodology could improve the effectiveness of economic
research. The other two surveys illustrate the specialist
contributions of rural sociology in FSR. A draft power
arangements survey, focussing on inter-household connections,
was used to evaluate social institutions affecting timely
accesS", to pI cughi ng resources. A more recent "deci si on uni t
management infor'mation" study was carried out to look at the
way social institutions influence decisions relating to
agricultural production.

Throughout the paper, the importance of "non-economic"
objectives and constraints faced by farming households is
stressed, along with the need for whole household and 5upra
household perspectives in farm management research. However,
when discussing guidelines for incorporating social science
issues into FSR and E, the authors note that both
sociologists and economists must be able to demonstrate that
investments in social science research are translated into
higher adoption rates and improved farmer productivity.

The paper concluded by cautioning against arguments over
"disciplinary pE':rspective". The underlying conclusion was~

that agriCUltural economists and rural sociologists can
cooperate effectively in conducting f~rm management research
for Botswana's small farmers, each usefully applying their
perspectivE' to the situation at hand rather than engaging in
arguments about which perspective is the most appropriate.

John Lesothlo answered qu~stions relating to the paper
and the sociological contribution to the ATIP FSR project.
HE" rioted the')t the domi n<.,n·=e of <:l qual if i ed agr i cuI tural
economist in the programme limited his impact as an
unqualified rural sociologist, especially as he was newly
recruited. It was noted that the political pressure for
quick results may jeopardiSE an FSR approach which
incorporates a long-term investment of socia-economic
research. The technical scientist in the group (Ken
McPhi I ips) noted that technical scientists often pLlrsLle thf:ir
disciplines in isolation and emphasised the importance of
farmiliarising them with small farmer practice. This implied
cooperation with social scientists familiar with local
conditions. McPhilips felt the language used in the paper
~as too obtuse and that the flow charts t~ndEd to obscure the
linkages. He also stressed the need for scientists to be~ome

less concerned with measurement and data collection for its
own sake, and more concerned with defining problems and
develcping methods of analysis.

The gr·oup felt that the paper suggested rural sociology
had a more important role in subsistence agriculture than in
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commercial agriculture, and particulary with target grouping
in heterogenous farming populations. There was disagreement
about whether the focus of FSR should be to look at ways of
releasing labdur from subsistence crops in order to increase
cash crop production. Whalen felt this was the kind of top
down perspective FSR was trying to avoid.

Discussion was brief as Lesothlo noted his newness to the
project. Lesothlo noted the importance of kinship networks
and i nte'Y-hoLlsehol d pr-ocesses for draft power arrangments, and
that recommendation domains were based on access to traction
and type of traction used. Kerven, who was familiar with the
survey on dr-aught power- and the delineation of recommendation
domains, noted that this was completed in three months which
was consistent with the suggestion in her paper for
establishing recommendation domains.

2.2~:;. II Rur-i:":\l ~:>Ciciology and
susbsistence farming sy~tems:

AL I STA I F\ SUTI·IEF:LAND

technology generation
t~ Zambian e~.:,':\mple. I!

for'
by

SuthE-r-l and' s papf~:'r us;ed <;( c.:;,se study appr··oach to arg!.lE' fOI~

the special relevance of rural sociology (including
anthropblogy) in subsistencE' farming systems. The paper- began
by describing typical features of a subsistence farming
system, highlighting those aspe~ts which do not lend
themselves easilly to conventiQnal economic analysis. Above
all else, the paper argued for the introduction of a
community perspective into FSR in Zambia, especially in food
deficit areas. It pointed to the gbals which characterise
subsistence based communities:- physical survival, self
sufficiency, fulfilment of local community and kinship
obligations, adherence to a pattern of seasonal actiVity and
a set of traditional values, and the usc .of .surplus
pr-oduction for- i~cre0sing local statu~ rather than productive
capacity. These characteristics were then related to the
kinds of technology more likely to be favour-ably received in
this kind of community.

Using case material collected in a food deficit area in the
Western Province of Zambia, S~therland described a method of
ra.~)id su.t'""\/ey ~"Jhi.Ct-·l t.c:c)k in C:I. C:OfTi(OLtni..t'/ P8r-~":'I=!2rti\!e '':.:lr,d l"iad
several other advantages over conveMtional FSR . surv~/
rnc:·t h C)c:! ::;;. n 1'~1e illctt'\C)rl 211~~L~2tj fCJr'

and di·f·f8ren't ~YP2S' of
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structure~; in an ecologically diverse area with a subsistence
economy based on mi:·: of livesf.ock, cultivation, hunting,
fishing, and gathering. Household types and ethnic groups
were compared in relation to a selection of key variables in
the farming system including access to different types of
land, access to draught oxen and ploughs, and planting
priorities for maize, sorghum and bulrush millet. By
applying this comparative method, technical options for
improving the cropping system, and thus addressing the
problem of food shortage, were identified. In identifying
appropriate technologies the emphasis was on technical
improvements which benefitted the community as a whole,
rather than different groups within it. Thus, while
significant differences between ethnic groups and households
were identified, limited national research resources
currently precluded considering technical options specific to
each group. Given this limitation, together with the high
degree of interdependence between different household types
and ethnic groups, and communities, Sutherland advocated an
approach which looks at the needs of the whole community
against a background understanding of the differences within
it. He argued that this compromise made on-farm research and
resulting extension easier to administer and more cost
effective, especially in areas which are ecologically and
culturally diverse.

The group felt that the methodology could be equally
applicable to scmi-commercialised or commercial farming
systems, although the author maintained that it was
particularly appropriate for studying subsistence
agricultural systems. It was agreed in any case th~t an
absolute distinction between "pure subsistence" and
"commerci,;:;\l farming" often ~'JOuld not holel. Members of t.he
group noted that cash was used for transactions in the study
area. Asked what the main sources of cash were the author
listed sale of c3tlle, migrant labour, illegal hunting, local
salaries, and sales of beer, milk, fish and handicrafts.

This provoked a discussion en the difficulty of obtaining
information about cash flows into households. Most
investment of cash by farmers in the study area was for
purchasing draught oxen and ploughs. The agronomist asked
why farmers needed to use ploughs on the sandy soils in part
of the study area. It was thought that this was due to a
l~bour constraint; since 40% of the households were female
headed, ploughing was more attractive than hand . hoe
cultivation.

Questions were raised about. t.he methodology used; it was felt
that insufficient time was allocated to interviewing a large
fiumb2'I"· of hOUSE-hoI clS",. TI"',[:, ,:?ut.hcr- ~-[:'pl::' ad that ~'Ji th prevj.ou,,;
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experience in a similar cultural and ecological area he was
able to study the interdependences between households. The
actual study was a little short on an interdisciplinery'
component, largely because the project agronomist and
economists were busy with research trials at the time.
However, consultation took place before implementation, and
other team members contributed feedback, helped with data
collection and would have participated more fully if time had
been availatle. .

It was agreed that the study was low cost. On the question
of training required, it was the author's opinion that
enummerators could not be used, at least in the early stages,
because a knowledge of how the social structure would
influence the design of data collection required professional

expertise,
w~s agreed
small study
students.

and could not be easily delegated. However, ~+

that a senior social scientist could design a
to be done under supervision by gradu3te

It was agreed that the methodology used for survey differed
from that normally used by the Zambian FSR programme. The
latter's diagnostic studies ~re carried out using extension
workers (who lack experience) ~nder the supervision of
agronomist? and economists who have not been trained in the
incorporation of the ~ommllnity perspective into diagnostic
work.

There was a discussion of the problems of interviewing women
in a group situation. The author stressed that generally the
style of interviewing would haVE to vary according to the
local gender roles and related kinship system and customary
norms relating to public discussion.

In summary, the ~uthor noted the advantages of his method.
The main advantage was that the resear"cher can focus on how
the community handles problems in its farming system. By
looking at this one can s~e how a community is sub-divided
into relevant decision making units. Whether these units are
households Dr larger units not does not matter in itself.
What is important is to identify units and then focus on key
decisions. The agronomist found the results of the study
useful, as the technical scientists could now proceed to test
out new vari~ties in the area.

A question was asked about how the author's methodology
corrected biases in other FSR surveys. Th?re was a query on
whether recommending a single technical solution to a common
community probl~m might end up serving no one. Anoth2r
participdnt queried the cost eff~ctiver:ess of the method.
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Collinson noted that the study's costs were within budgetary
limits and were reasonable.

It was pointed out that where a community has unequal access
to draft power, there are research implications for different
kinds of producers. For example, it might be that reduced
tillage would be more cost effective th2n hiring draft power
for producers without their own draught power.

In response to some of the above points the author noted
that the national research station had limited resources and
could not be expected to provide technical solutions to each
and every probl em. In the susbsi stence system descri bed,
food sharing is the norm and oxen are freely loaned and so
the question of unequal ownership of oxen is less critical
than in situations where cash cropping is important and oxen
are hir'ed.

The question of the feasibility of interviewing 19 households
in a day was asked, in view of the fact that an
anthropologist's strong point was getting to know farmers in
a deeper way. The author replied that the speed was possible
due to the nature of the local social structure and his
ability to interpret results on the basis of experience in a
similar cultural area.

2.2;'1. "Closer
i ntervi e~'IIi ng
MARGO RUSSELL

focus: a plea for more small-scale face-to-face
in contE'rnporary Africa:! social research" by

Russell argued that data £QllQ£iiQQ has become an undervalued
task in African social research which has been too often
delegated to juniors. This, she claimed, has resulted in an
unnecessary distance between the analyst and subjects of
research, thus increasing the probability of
misunderstandings and misinterpretations. Using the work of
two economists from Swaziland as a means of illustrating her
case, Russell suggested that face-to-face interviewing by
profession811y skilled observers was an essential complement
to the mass data routinely collected in surveys.

While Russell used the work of economists to make her case,
she took rare to point out that her comments apply equally to
sociologists and other so=ial scientists who rely heavily on
large scale survey methods and spend little time in the
field. No matter how much data was colle=ted, sensitiVE and
meaningful interpretation of soci~l survey data required a
proper understanding of the situation which the data
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reflects. This was often hampered by a lack of understanding
of the la~guage when research was carried out by outsiders.

Russell critisised her economist colleague, de Vletter, for
failing to properly understand the mechanisms which prevail
in Swazi homesteads fer managing income from the migrant
labour process. She argued th~t he imposed a western notion
of a "regulcH- income" on Swazi homesteads, and derived
correlates o~ inequality on the basis of an imcomplete
understanding of the Swazi system of kinship obligations
relating to the distribution of income. Russell then turned
to Low's wor-k, particular-Iy to his use of an "as if" model o·f

economic behaviour in Swazi households, which she argued
ignored local indigenous exp~anations of involvement In
migrant labo~r. Russell asserted that Low's model served to
distort Swazi e=onemic behaviour and did not ta~e account of
t h€~: s.t r E::n<:J t h of thE? k i r-; r~h i p s)\y"~~~ t E'f1i and f' LlF" cil CLtl tLtr e i n ~\:h i ~!i

men retire early from wage labour.on the b~sis of support
from kin in order to participate more fully in the local
political system. Russell also critised Low for treating the
S"Jazi hou:;ehold as a decision-mclking unit, rather than as "a
collection of individuals differentially bound to each other
in a variety of sets of rights and obligations each seeking
to protect individual interests .within a set 0; cultural
constraints". She suggested that in situations where the
household is characterised by a latent conflict of interests,
decisi8ns are not alw~ys cost minimising. She further
critisised Low for applying a household model of decision
making to a "homestead" IIJhich wc;s "multi-hoLl.s2hold in
structure" and whi ch consequentl y compr i sed sever-al rleci::;i cm-'
mal( i ng un its. Hussell conc I uded that a proper undE'I~standing
of indigenous social structures, through sensitive small
scale face-tn-face research, is an essential prerequisite to
a proper iritsrpretation of national statistics, a factor
particularly salient when the interpreter of these was an
alien.

After Russell had outlined the main points in her paper the
group began by dis=ussing the training and use of en~mErators

in survey work. A group member pointed out that many senior
researchers never set foot in a Village, and asked why they
bother to come to Africa if theY never leave their offices
and only supervise qUEstionnaires. Another member felt that
there was ~n anti-fieldwork bias among many researchers, and
suggested that o'ften such peep 1 e feel uncom·fort.abl e actuall y
talkin(] to peoplE' frc!in ether cultun::.'s. This v.ic,S particl.,lZirl'/
trUE of economists who rarely carried out fieldwo~k. It was
also suggested that many aspects of the rural economy co~ld

n ot G:~ -:":1 ;:";:~ .l"'/ h;'2 ~;; t Ltd i c;~d h ~/ rn C:.' ~:;i, r'i .~; C) f .~~, .q l ..ti-;;'~·:~. t: i :-:J n n ~=~ i t-· ~::...~ -::;\)t- \j J.~::''''' ; .~: ~.J ;.-.

e>~ample cash flows, remittanCEs from urban migrants, ~nd
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livestock distribution.

The author felt that one needed professional training in.
order to know why certain questions are being asked. A group
member noted that lowly paid enumerators have no motivation
to understand the complexity of the questions and answers in
a sl.lrvE:~Y.

Russell's critique of Low's ~ork on Swazi rural family
decision making was felt to be weakly grounded. Her
explanation of household labour allocation was a cultural
tautology; she tried to explain labour allocation in terms of
a culturally accepted norm, but in fact used many of the
economic explanations used by Low.

The author noted that Low did not do any fieldwork, and
therefore misunderstood the difference between a household
and a homestead in Swaziland. Low also misconstrued the
nature of the family developmental cycle, and was not able to
analyse female headed households as a result.

The group concluded that Russell's paper was relevant to FSR
because she stressed the need to understand family and
domestic economies.

Questions were general in nature and centred around t~e

methodological problems of identifying the appropriate unit
when sampling rural populations, and on the effectiveness
of questionnaire based surveys.

2.25. "Isit the househol d or ·the homestead that is the basi c
unit for research?: some considerations on data collection
methodology in rural Swaziland." by FUNEKILE SIi'lELANE

Summary of paper

Simelane's paper was about selecting the most appropriate
social unit for collecting and analysing data relating to
farming systems research in Swaziland. She questioned the
current practice of interviewing the homestead head,
especially in the very common event of a homestead being made
up of more than one household. The paper argued that the
household is 2 more appropriate unit of observation -and
analysis than the homestead.

Simelane went on to differentiate between
"mul t i -hOUS8~lOl c1" homE?stf?,:\ds, and to further
different types of household within each type
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homestead
in rural

fall under
i nb?rvi e\.<JG'd
Llsed as the

The paper pointed out that inequalities among households
existed, and that these limited a household's ability to
follow extension service advice. The process of decision
making varied according to the type of household and
homest.ec\d, with th€~ main implication that "one individual
cannot be held spokesman for the whole homestead on cropping
matters because each household may operate in a semi
independent manner." Simelane's suggestion was that during
formal surveys each househ6ld should be interviewed
seperately. This would ensure that the main target group of
FSR, the small resource limited farmers, were more
effectively catered for in Swaziland.

The group was excited about the paper as it related to the
issue of defining the unit of analysis which was felt to be
an important contribution of social science to FSR. The
major thrusts of the discussion were: 1) using the household
vs using the homestead as the unit of production; 2)
clarifying the use of the homestead in Swaziland as the unit
of analysis and 3) congruence of units of production and
consumption.

Discussion revealed that in previous studies the
has been considered the unit of production
Swaziland. All fields 2nd cattle are assumed to
the control of the homestead head who is the one
in surveys, contacted by extension workers, and
unit of analysis.

Further discussion revealed ·that the Swazi homestead is a
basic kinship unit of structural equivalence to the "matri
vi 11 age" in Zamb i a and 1'1a 1 c\wi. The homestead head is the head
of the co--resi dent i al fc\mi 1 y ·or lineage uni t , compr- i sed of
one or more households; seven households being the largest.
I n pol ygynou::; hOiTiE',3teads the wi ves uSI_tall y I i'led and cooked
seperately as in Zambia and Malawi, and could be considered
as a s~parate household. Further disussion revealed that the
household in Swaziland was both a production and a
consumption unit. Production was the starting point for FSR
in the region, but often the issue was confused when official
definitions were based on consumption.

Further discussion focused on the specifics of a polygynous
situation with two wives in Swaziland. It transpired that
each wife had her own field and food store and in addition
the homestead had a field and store which was used for ~ood

when household stores were exhausted - or the contents could
be sold. In relation to production on household fields the
husband played a major role if present, and in their absenC2
wives had more independence. The same applied t~

distribution and storage. Women and other descisicn makers at
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the household level were subject to the authority of th2
homestead head in matters relating to land allocation, and
also usually in relation to credit and ox power. Married·
brothers and sons have limited autonomy as houshold heads in
relation to t~e above. If such individuals wish to
commercialise their production then a division af the
homestead usually takes place.

Further comparisons were made between Swaziland and Malawi in
reI at i on to the reI at i ve cr.utonomy of husbands and I'Ji ves. It
was noted that in Malawi the system of matrilocal residence
allowed a man to marry and farm land in different villages if
he had more than one wife. In both countries, women could
hold small plots of land separately from their husbands, but
it was noted that Malawi husbands had more claim to their
wive's earnings than did Swazi husbands.

Further points relating to the comparison between Swaziland,
Malawi and Zambia revealed that intra-household production
units are not very important as separate fields for husbands
and wives are not common. Households are the most important
production and consumption units in all three countries. The
Swazi homestead is also a production unit and the head has
var-yi n.;) i nf I u(·?nce on hOL.lsf2hul d pr'oduct ion. Assumi ng that the
homestead is the only, or the most .important, production unit
leads to mistakes in policies and recommendations. For
e:,;ample dC?stocking \l'J<"IS tried on this ass'..lmption but ~'ias

LlnSLtCCe5sf Ltl •

The homestead head is an important 'gat~ke2per' and should be
first consulted before talking to household heads.

A question was raised as to whether it would be
extend credit to a homestead as a unit. Would
L.I1'1A credit p.-ogramfne ~'ihich .enabled credit for
hectare or more on the basis of groups of ten
SLli t.abl L'?

possible to
the Zambi,-:n
qU2\rter' cf a

f3rmers b2

Zoning in Swaziland was also discussed; there did not seem to
be a strong correlation between wealth and geographical
location.

Regarding destocking, it wa~ asked if this programme failed
because af d iff el'·E'nt types 0;' ownersh i p , or because the
homestead head did not own all the cattle. Both reasons were
true. . I t was poi nted out that in reI at i on to cuI t i vati on,
contr'ol of drallght. pm'J(?r is. i rrrpor·t.2ln"t ~ ~"'Jhi ch supports the idea
of usi ng the hOmC?:st2ad as a uni t , as the order i n ~'Jh i ch
fields are cultivated is determined by the homestead head.
Moreover, all homesteads do not have Sl.l·fficiel~t draught ~:cw2r

and may hire n:·~fi'n or tr··actor·t=, fr'Dm nE'ighbour-:;;.
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Simelane noted that the timing of inputs is determined by
diverse authority within the homestead, and that the cropping
systems programme is aware of this complexity in producticn
units.

Gr'andi n noted that the noti on of "nested spheres" of
production and decision-making come out of the paper. She
raised two questions. How do w~ train people to handle these
comple:·: units? Are we able to work out a simple sampling
frame for this to be used by less well trained staff?

2.26."Sampling and the unit of production" by CONCLUDING
SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION SESSION (secretary Barbar-a Grandin)

The main points agreed by the group were:-

1). The need for a practical view in terms of CIMMYT's
sequence, training requirements, and constraints due to
manpower limitations - especially trained social scientists.

2). In the lQng t~cm (or per~aps sooner with outside
funding) the objective would be to have, depending on the
size and ~omplexity of the country, at least one permanent
full-time senior non-economic 'social scientist in FSR
programmes. He or she should have significant rural an~

inter-disciplinary experience. This person would serve
primarily as a resource person and trainer for field teams
involved in FSR. Such a person could h8lp conduct informal
short surveys for diagnosis including choosing the unit of
sampling, advising generally on data collection techniquEs
(e.g. mix of formal and informal methods), and assist In
setting up/carrying out iritensive investigations into
sociological concerns that arise.

3) . In tl-H:? short-term, CIMMYT' s current trai ni ng prograrnme
should try to sensitise FSR trainees to various areas
of sociological concern. The area discussed in some detail
was the unit of production. The group felt that trainees
need to be sensitised to the fact that social reality is
£QmQlg~~ but that they don't .need to be overwhelmed by that.
Categorisation was felt to be essential, but one had to be
careful not to take those categories, which are heuristic
devices, as REAL. It was generally agreed that there is no
such thing as a "unit of production", but th2"lt there are
"nested spheres": basi call y the i ndi vi dual, the ~ub-

household, the household, the homestead, etc. At each level
different resQurces/assests are controlled, and differ2~t

types of prModuc·tion decision~ are made. A unit needs to b?
identified fer sampling, but not all analysis can or sh=~ld

b~? dOnE? on this; l(~vcl. Something akin t:;:> a "household" l3
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probably the simplest/best ( Gra8din preferred ·it for wealth
ranking). A question raised was, 'depending on the nature of
the problem, what level of the nested sphere is the locus of
control/decis~on making for it?' The group concluded that the
researcher would have to either look within the unit (e.g.
individual wives' control of fields, goats etc.), or to the
links of that unit to other units (e.g. for marshalling
draught power). The group felt that a look at current
training materials used in FSR programmes would be necessary
before it could be more specific.

2.27.

1. Defining the unit of data collection and analysis is very
important during diagnostic survey work for FSR.
Sociologists and anthropologists particularly, should be
involved in this, and will be most effective when they have a
knowledge of the local culture/social structure (Kervcn
(2.13J, Onyango [2.34], Russell [2.24], Simelane [2.25] Curry

,[3.53], CDS [2.26J.

2. Involvement shou:d not stop at definitions, but should
extend into giving guidance as to how to id~ntify and analyse
situdtions in which important farming decisions are made at
different levels within the local social structure intra
hous~hold, household, homestead, ethnic.group etc. (Curry
[3.53J, Baker and Lesothlo [2.22], CDS·[2.26J, Kerven [2.13J
C' I [~~~J C th 1 d [~~7J Ch [7 7~'J).:::>1 me ane ..::. . .;;,...;, 't;u er an ..:;. • .;;, ..:. ~ w a!"'pe "';" '':''':''. .

3. Sampling for surveys is an area within FSR in need of
attention from sociologists\anthropologists. This applies to
beth informal and formal surveys. The need is to identify
strategies which reduce Dr bypass obvious biases from
extension workers and local leaders, and which allow a survey
to bring out the significance of linkages between households
and groupings within a community (Baker and Lesothlo [2.22J,
Bulla [2.21J Kabagambe [2.11] Grandin [2.12] Sutherland
[2.23], Simelane [2.25], Sharpe [3.32], CDS [2.26]).

4. Sociologists/anthropologists should be involved in the
analysis and interpretation of survey results. The
meQningful and .sensitive inte~pretation of survey results
depends on a prior understanding of the local social
structure (Chilivumbo [3.52], Curry [3.53], Kerven [2.13],
Francis [3.11], Russell [2.24], Sutherland [2.23J). This
understanding can often be obtained by consulting
anthropological literature on the local area if nobody o~ the
team has this understanding (Hansen [2.32 and A~~ex 5.3]).

6. The extent of sociological/anthropological invo~vement

in diagncstic survey wor~~ will depend on local manpower
availability. The input is most important during the
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planning and interpretation of surveys, but involvment during
data collection will enhance the quality of the survey and
should be encouraged if resources permit (CDS 2.26).

7. If suitable local manpower is not available,
consideration should be given to hiring short-term
consultants who have prior familiarity with a particular
local area/ethnit group, e$pecially if these have a
development orientation (Kerven [2.13J, Hansen [2.32J).

8. The household, defined as a unit of decision-making
relating to production, is the most fundamental unit of data
collection and analysis in the regions farming systems. In
using secondary survey data, care should be taken in
establishing how households were defined before attempting to
make comparisons and draw conclusions (Simelane [2.25J, CDS
(2.26 J) .

9. Perhaps as important as methods of sampling and
definition of units of data collection, are methods of
interViewing and recording of data. Sociologists and/or
anthropologists should be involved in the training of
enumerators (including professional staff involved in survey
work), and in the framing of questions in questionnaires, so
that the farmers' view comes acr.oss clearly (CDS [2.26],
Tripp [2.3.1J).

2.30. ON FARM RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION

This stage in the FSR sequence attracted fewer papers than
that of diagnostic survey work. Tripp's paper argued that
the anthropological contribution to FSR is more valuable, but
less us~d, during on-farm research tha~ during diagnostic
surveys. Hansen, an anth~opologist with experience of
managing on-farm experiments in Malawi, noted that his input
into the planning and design of experiments was crucial, and
an anthropological approach enabled the identification of
potential recommendation domains based on the analysis of on
farm experiments. Rocheleau, also points to the clear need
for social science skills during the planning and evaluation
of agro-forestry on-site experiments involving participation
of the local community. Onyango's paper was the only one to
address the final stage of technology adoption, which he did
from the point of view of measuring farmers' attitudes and
values in order to anticipate their likely response to
innovation.

2.31. "Anthropology and on-farm research" by ROB TRIPP

§h!!!H.TJ~CL Q£ Q~[?g[
Tripp's pap2~ presented his peFspective on the
anthropology in FSR, with particular emphasis on
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experimentation. The paper pointed to the many similarities
between anthropology and FSR with their holistic approaches
and common concerns with the impact of agricultural
development on gender differences, equity, and ecological
balance.

Addressing the issue of the specific contribution of
anthropology vis a vis eco0omics, Tripp argued that
"comple:dty of reality" severely limits the ability of both
disciplines to devise models that accurately predict farmer
beh3vi our and argued instead f or an "i terat i ve" apprc.ach
involving researchers in the field in a constant dialogue
with farmers, just as an anthropologist is in constant
contact with the subjects of his or her study. The paper then
USGS case material from Ecuador to illustrate this point, and
to suggest ths most appropriate role for anthropologists in
FSR.

It is argued that often too many social scientists are
involved in the di~gnostic phase of FSR and too few are
involved in on-farm experimentation. An account of five
years of on-farm research in Ecuador illustrated that
diagnostic surveys are only a starting point and that further
for~al surveys and a continuous dialogue with local farmers
based on the est.i,\b 1 i shmEmt of t.rqst i ng reI at i onshi ps ~\lETe

ess~ntial for the programme to deliver what the farmers
needed. Tr·ipp c:,rgued further that goed inten::lisciplinai~y

cocperati~n IS essential if anthropologIsts are to play a
usefJl role in FSR prGgrammes~ and that they need to be aware
of their pocw repllt,"d:.ion in this re-::.,;pect. The pc:1per·
cautioned that sophisticated anthropological aproaches are no
mere neces;sar-y than Selph i st i cated economi c ones and ~:hc\t

research must be based on solid field experience. The n2cd
for sper::i<?lised an!:hr-opologic:.31 stLtdies for par-ticulai~

problems was recognised. But th~ major need identified was
an anthropological contribuiion to development of better
diagnostic experimental and analytical research tools for
nationc:~l n.=:'seat-·chen;; involved in FSR. Tripp conc:lLld€~d If,ith "",
plea for on-farm research to become "~'Jhat anthropology dOEJS

best - the careful, iterative e~amination of selected
researc.h themes through participant observation". (A revisE:!d
version of Tripp's paper is published in ~Ym~O Q~£~Qi§~tigD,

1985) •

(SEcretary John Curry)

The paper invoked a long discussion, the first part being
taken up wi th a summ.::try of Tr i pp • s paper by ColI i nson' as
Tripp was absent. Collinson noted t.hat Tripp regarded
anthn:;pol C(] i c;::.l i nvcl vei';"ient in FSR as a "natural" pL\rsui t
since anthropologists have long been describing farming
syst~fns as ~ cCJmponcnt Gf their' cthnc)graphic field stucjiesn
Hm'J~?¥'€·.'r· '=uch ethrH::.gr aphi c. dF-2S,Cr i pt i OriS; i:\re not Llsuc:\ll y
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related to a plan of action and this lack of purpose is a
serious short coming in such description. If FSR does not
deliver the goods it will not survive and as participants
anthropologists must be prepared to make their contribution
purposive.

The group discussed the role of the anthropologist in FSR.
They agreed with Tripp that the.anthropologist, given his or
her often long-term familiarity with local groups can act as
the conscience of the FSR team by representing the local
cultural or "emic" viewpoint to team members. In addition,
the anthropologist possesses the analytical expertise which
further contributes to the research effort. This can include
a specialised knowledge of such topics as: patterns of land
use; the local labour allocation system; and the impact of
off-farm employment on the farming system. Often the
anthropologist can tell the economist how to qualify economic
models to fit local reality. A melding' of both the
anthropological and economic perspectives is essential for a
better understanding of the local farming system and the
constraints under which it operates.

The group then discussed the anthropologists' role in
relation to the FSR sequence. It was noted that formal
re~earch instruments are incapable .of providing the local or
emic persp~ctive. Anthropologists who are sometimes asked to
administer such surveys can be saddled with the blame of
being superficial when the surveys do not provide the
nece~sary information. This leads to a caricature of social
science as "soft and flakey" by technical sciE'ntists, thus
undermining effectiveness. However, Collinson noted that
anthropological criteria contribute significantly to the
formulation of recommendations. Rocheleau stated that Tripp's
example from Ecuador demonstrated the importance of
exploratory surveys for tri~l design: she felt Tripp was
over-optimistic on an anthropologist's ability to specify
values on important socio-economic variables as economist~

and technical scientists would wish. She felt the strength
of anthropological expertise lay in the identification of
sources of constraints, partiCUlarly non-market factors, the
understanding of which is crucial for experimental evaluation
by the FS agronomist.

Eyland stated that anthropologists perform gr~at service to
farming systems research teams in the key roles of trial
assesment and of sensitising biological scientists to the
economic and cultural dimensions of the farm.
Anthropologists, he claimed, are even more valuable in
assessing the economic and cultural reasons why' technlcal
recommendations are not adopted by farmers. In addittion
Eyland felt that an dgronomist's skills and effectiveness are
heightened through collaboration with social scienists in
field or on-farm sUrvey work.
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The final comments initiated a discussion of the place of the
multidisciplinary perspective in FSR. It was generally
agreed that multi-disciplinary sensitivity rests with the
individual. Ideally, FSR teams would consist of individuals
who, although groundod in their own discipline, possessed
adequate familiarity with other disciplines to enable them to
collaborate in the field. Thus agronomists would, for
example, include social and economic information as part of
their field work and analysis. At present, this is difficult
to achieve, due in part to lack of adequate cross
disciplinary training for FSR staff.

Other issuos discussed included problems of assesment,
identification of recomendation domains and participant
farmers. To date, no guidelines exist for on-farm programmes
of social assesment. A manual outlining assesment techniques
should be desIgned to alleviate this problem.

The identification of recommendation domains, it was pointed
out, is an iterative prOCESS, with recommendation domains
undergoing re-definition as research and assesment continues.

i nvol vmei-it
trials and

Several suggestions were made for greater farmer
in on-farm research. Farmers should be brought to
allowed to discuss the merits and ·shortcomings of
openly in. a group sessien. Having a critical
participant farmers in a locality not only permits
tea~ to evaluate s8cial interactions connected

mass o·f
the F~;F~

~...,i th t.he

and closer cooperation

uSJ.ng
c:hi-~ngeTh:i s

fram
honest assessment of
2~·:ampl e
ch<:-.nged

r:lubs.
selEction -for trials was

i~dividual farmers tD using farm2rs'
prcnloted gre~ter farnler participation
with extension workers.

trial, but also p~ovides a more open and
the trials. Paul Kishi~de offered an

Collinson presented a summary of Tripp's paper and Curry
summarised the discussion in the small group. Several issues
were raised in the ensuing discussion.

Bulla questioned the notion of long-term familiarity o·F
anthropologists with the local area, suggesting resident
researchers are mere often in ~ position to provide such
expertise than anthropologists on short contracts. Bulla also
advocated the need to involve policy makers in FSR and
wondered how anthropological contributIons weuld be
evaluated. Francis responded to this last point by stating
that social scientists would be judged as part of a team and
not as individual researchers.

i"1cF-'I'ji 1 :i. r)~::· ?t'~r-~:··'·?:.?;.f·:::d thE: nE':7:::d .+.c:~!,.. ·~;r.:.:c i E:':,J. ;:~.c::i t:::f;ti ;:::.t.=:.. tCl bri:o ·~:·L~t··E~

of their objectives, since the goal of FSR is to participate
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in change, a process which itself precipitates problems.

Rocheleau added that the role of the social scientist is to
point out areas most amenable to change, and to concentrate
on those aspects of the system wher8 change is possible. The
problem for the anthropologist is getting an agronomist who
will listen to their recommendations.

Whalen addressed the problem of the anthropologists' long
term ~amiliarity with the system. The point at which the
social scientist joins the project will affect the role he or
she plays on the FSR team. Also, the position of the social
scientist in the hierarchy is critical. Young, inexperienced
and junior social scientists are often at a disadvantage in
representing their views to senior researchers, thereby
linliting their effectiveness. Curry called into question the
whol e not i on of "1 0ng-term f ami I i .=tri ty" ~'Jj. th the local at-ea
in view of the previous discussion. Rocheleau sa~ the role
of the social scientist as one of facilitating communication
between the agronomist and those with long-term local
familiarity through imparting analytical listening skills.
Whalen concluded the discussion by emphasising the need to
understand the varying perceptions of local ~eople as well as
these of the various members of the team as well.

Curry and Rocheleau emphasised the need for guidelines for
assessment procedures fc~ trials, especially procedures which
use informal or ethnogr3phic methods.

2.32.. II AnthropoJ. c.g}' contri bLtt i c:ns., recogni t ions B.nd anal y=.j, s·
in fc\rmi ng sy~.;tems rp.search" by ART HANSEN

Hansens's paper discussed approaches to the incorporation of
anthropology into FSR. The first was a low cost approach
which involved FSR team members making full use of
anthropological knowledge of a local area. This implied
reading anthropological m~nographs and papers, corresponding
with anthropologists, and inviting anthropologists on short
tonsultancie~ to discuss problems, the latter being the more
expensive but the most productive option of the low cost
approach. In support of his argument, Hansen cited examples
from Zambia and elsewhere in Africa of anthropological
monograph~; which WE:'re invaluable to FSR tealJiS, and also of
e~{a,npres o·f p~ato'- FSR wor~~ in Zambia dating back to the
19305. Hansen argued that this low cost approach wa~ cost
effective b2caUS8 it GF2atly ~e~~t=8j the chance of ma~~irg

c(l~;t:ly (nif;".t.<:\i·::E'~::: at. t.hf'i plr<i'H'iing s.tai,-]2 cf agriC:Llltur"d
research and dev21opn~2nt progr3m~es.
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The second approach discusse~ by Hansen was the more
expensive one of hiring an anthropologist to work full time
on an FSR team. Hansen gave a first hand account of this
approach as implemented in Malawi from 1981 to 1983, where he
initiated and supervised an FSR programme. The
anthropological contribution, in that instance, consisted of
organising informal survey work. This work brought together
agricultural administrators and scientists from different,
but connected, institutions, and generated a common
recognition of small farmers problems, and highlighted
discrepancies between research recommendations, extension
workers' recommendations, and farmers' practice. With his
anthropological inclination of sympathy tow~rd= local
practises, Hansen describes how he went against the advice of
the maize breeders, and included local varieties in an on
farm trial programme which compared maize recommendations
with farmer practice. He further exercised anthropological
initiative by purposely selecting farmer cooperators who
represented both female farmers and small farmers (previously
on-farm research had been carried out only on the fields of
more progessive farmers who were usually men).

An anthropological approach was also applied in the analysis
of trial results, which showed no significant advantQge of
uSlng the improved open pollinated maiz~ recommended by
research. Going beyond aggregates to individual cases, the
trial showed that the recommended package was only
profitable for the 20% or so of 'good farmers' who obtained
high yields. Hansen concluded that his -approach revealed two
recommendation domains for maize in the area; one for
improved varieties plus fertilizer~nd one for improved
management of local varieties. Hansen's final point is that

'if two disciplines agree all the time, on~

and noted that argument between himself
breeder produced positive communication
changes.

is
and
and

redundant',
the maize

programme

(Secretary, B. Grandin)

Questions were asked about the organisation of the informal
survey in Malawi. Hansen noted that the surveys were brief,
3 or 4 days, that extension worker bias was r"educed by
selecting farmers opportunistically, and the team of 10-15
people divided into teams of three to cover different
villages in an area. Hansen noted that the use of a broadly
based diagnostic team and use of secondary data were methods
with wide applicability.

Grandin raised the question of anthropologists taking a more
active, advocacy role to ensure the use of anthropological
literature. Hansen f~lt that this was an important i~5ue to
be addressed by anthropologists as a professional body, and
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the role should extend to face to face interaction with
agricultural extension and research staff.

Chipulu queried the outcome of ~ dialogue between specialists
of different disciplines. Hansen noted that this is
productive if the specialists have a common goal. Chipulu
wondered if the dialogue and common goal carried on into
field work, and Simelane noted that due to university
training, where cooperation between disciplines is not
emphasised, each specialist tends to go his or her own way
once in the field.

Hansen pointed out that FSR tries to prevent this by focusing
on what producers are actually doing, and his approach forced
agricultural officers to recognise the importance of local
maize. Masi ,confirmed that agronomists are trained to think
of local varieties as low-yielding and tend to push hybrids
or composites. Grandin raised the issue of the specifically
anthropological contribution to the Malawi project. Hansen
replied that he felt the anthropological perspective was a
crucial addition to FSR, noting that as an anthropologist he
went in more open-minded, not having the same assumptions as
other' disciplines, and not being judgemental of local
practices before trying to understand them. Hansen
emphasised that the strength of anthropology was its'
indu:tive nature, while a weakness was assuming that the
local system is good/natural; ignoring its problems. On the
other hand the technical researchers tend to assume the local
system is not good, and believe they can dramatically change
it. What is required is dialogue and marriage of the two
distinct world views.

Grandin noted that differEnces of world views are probably
greater among highly trained expatriate scientists, than
among national researchers. She noted that an important
topic for discussion was t~e advantages\disadvantages o~

training rSR researcher5 strongly on a disciplinary basis,
and the related issue of the hierarchical organisation of FSR
within a country or region. Hansen agreed, and expressed a
need for training researchers to see broader connections.

Grandin noted that by looking at differences within
communities, Hansen had demonstrated more of an
anthropological/case study approach less likely to be used by
an economist.

Warren responded to the report of the small group discussion
by noting that the need for inter-disciplinarity is
increasingly accepted, pointing to masters level courses in
tl"le L! .. S.A. spcci.;;.""-tl1)/ d8=;i~~nc?d f(J~·" tr"~':\:in:i.r1g ... :1

interdisciplinary work. Bantje noted that problems often
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arisE' becausE' governments ask for highly specialised people
whose expertise can't be used, and asked Hansen if there was
a common theme to cross-disciplinary arguments. Hansen gave
examples of common themes: agronomists saying "if we can grow
it "why can't you sell it?; economist.s responding "why bothE'r
to grow things you can't sell". Between agronomists and
anthropol ogi sots; "you anthropol ogi sts don't want change"
versus "'lOLl agronomists don't pay attention to people".

Rocheleau wondered how far interdisciplinary training abroad
was transferable to Africa.

Kean noted that in the School of Agriculture at the
University of Zambia, students now do both an extra year of
specialisation after a general training, and a compulsory
course on inter-disciplinary work modelled on the FSR
approach.

2.33. _ "Land usc..;> p I ann i rig wi th farm f ami 1 i es and communi ties:
participatory agroforesb~y r2search" by DIANNE E. RDCHELEAU

Rocheleau's paper presents a Kenya case study of "diagnosis
ard design" (D ~nd D), a participato~y approach used to
involve farmers and farm communities in agroforestry
research. The paper described how the approach used by ICRAF
(Inte~nat i Dn,;;,l Counc i 1 for Resec:\rch in Agrof orestt-y) w;::,s
first modelled on FSR 2pproaches based on arable crops, in
which th2 farm household is identified as the basic unit of
analysis. Exper-ience of applying such an approach in Kenyan
agroforestry had shewn that this approach needed broadening
to include i.s-:;w:?S relating to intr-'a---hoLlseho1d proc2ssi:~S,

community and ecosystem. A combined farm and community
approach was being developed as a cost effective way to
include these important issues into agroforestry research in
a way that would yield results for rural people.

Rocheleau presented a case study of agroforestry irl Machakos
district to illustrate the importance of taking into ac=cunt
social factors when designing agroforestry technology.
Monitori~g ten farm trials revealed that ownership of, and
access to, water was a major factor constraining propagation
of trees by farmers, and that failure to account for intra
household division of labour (e.g. wo:nen's responsibility -for
collp-cting ~Jat.er) resulted in poor planning of individual
nurseries and loss of seedlings by men participants.
Prahl ems wi t.h pe'5t.s, browsi ng of domesti c 1 i ·-.,Ies'\:ock, and the:,

of understanding local land tenure and land use arrangements
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when planning experiments and technical interventions. It
became clear that many of the technical improvements planned

'such as fodder tree protection and enrichment planting in
both private and public lands, 'would require community deci
sions rather than decisions taken at the household level.

In a second phase of the project, watershed units were the
major foci of diagnosis and experimental design. In this
case, a number of leverage points were identified involving
water and soil conservation measures and planting of improved
tree species for fodder and firewood. These improvements
involved cooperation .at the community level, and at the same
time a household survey revealed a differentiated local com
munity with a dominance of households headed or managed by
women with varying degrees of male decision-making in the
latter. The finding was that different household types
"imply distinct sets of technology designs and landscape
riches at the farm level, and their separate treatment can
set the context for reconciliation of conflicting interests
at the community level".

An important outcome of the participatory approach was the
in~egration of group and individual farm trials in response
to farmers suggestions, which also resulted in modifications
of, and alternatives to, previously proposed alley cropping
technology.

Important lessons learned from the participatory approach
included: the need to mobilise group labour, the need to
address agroforestry to take account of different types of
households ~nd labour availability ·as it was affected by
household and community development cycles.

§~mm~~~ gf 9~9~2 ~i§£~§§igQ (secretary Paul Kishindo)

The group felt the type of approach to community problems
adopted in the case study was very useful in that:

(a) it allowed the active participation
community as experimenters with technology,
recipients of it;

clf the vi 11 age
rather than as

(b) it allowed information feedback which enabled the
researchers to modify the design of the research project, and

(c) it allowed the community to feel the project was their
own baby and motivated them to ensure its success.

It was also felt that the method could be adopted by
agricultural extension service, but that the agricultural
extension agent would require a high level of training in the
use of the method.
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The group also felt the method could be used by non-govern-
. mental organi sati ons i nter-ested in r-ural devE?1 opmeid:. The
author felt that in such a sit~aticn a technical specialist
should be included to deal with the t~chnical pr-oblems.

Finally,
mind the
attempting
study in ""

the gr-oup felt that cl r-esear-cher- needed
cr- it i cal soc 1. .....d. and cuI tur-al VC:lllleS at
to use the D & D method discussed in

new social 8nvir-onment.

to bear in
wor-k when
the case

1. The question was as~ed r-egar-dlng the level of
professional input r-equir-ed if the process followed in the
case study was to be institutionalised.

The aut~or felt a SSc. degree with a special diploma in the
method would be adequate.

2. As to whether- it was possible to do field tr-ials in
combination with the method~ the author said qualified people
would have to be used as in any other- agr-icultural research
situation.

3. Ther-e was a general feeling
extension agent or- anybody attempting
would need guidelines and a manual
effectively.

that an agr-icultural
to use the D & D method
to be able to use it

2. ~54. "E:.:tr-acti ng and
attitudes to agricultural
ONYANGO

measur-ing farmer-'s values
tec.hnol ogy" B·y' CHFUSTOPHER

and
I\.
r••

Onyango's pc:-\per set out to "hi ghl i ght val ue and
attitudinal factor-s which influence far-msr-s in adoption of
new technDlogy" i:lnd t.o dj ~;cuss "heM r-esei·weh can be conductpd
to doc~ment these factor-s·'. The discussion i~ th2 paper
fucused largely on r-esearch methods. In addition~ some
gensr-al attitudinal factors such as local values r-elating tc
land, family labour-, i.ncome TOt.. pLwcha~;ed input.s, e;·;tensioit
wor-kers, consumption, marketin~ and pr-icing W2r-e listed, and
the paper- gave an e;·:ample of how beet- prefer-ences hillder-E'd
the adoption of high yielding disease r-2sistant sorg~u~ in
westet-n Vel-;ya.

The discussion of methods appr-opr-iate to collecting data
on key values 2nd attitudes related ~o both
quantitative/measurement, and qualitative/interpretative
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aspects Onyango asserted that research using standard
instruments has, over time, established a direct
relationship between attitudes and behaviour, raising the
possibility of using attitudinal surveys to predict future
behaviour. He also noted that quite sophisticated research
instruments, such as Likert Scales, have been found reliable
and used for mec:\suring attitudes to fC:-lrming. Onyango went on
to caution that these research instruments must be used
carefully; that closed questions can pre-direct outcomes,
while open questions can creatp problems of data analysis and
quantification. By touching on examples from his experience,
Onyango's paper illustrated the importance of getting the
interview situation correct, and having a prior knowledge of
the language and culture of the society where values and
activities are being measured. For example, he found it was
~lmost futile to ask Durumona people in the Samburu Area of
Kenya how many cattle they had. This example also showed
that responses to questions were influenced strongly by
situational factors, (such as who else was present from the
household during the interview) and by seasonal factors (such
as the transhumance of livestock).

Onyango recognised that one way to avoid obvious error
and distortion in measurement was to use participant
observation. While this method was 'likelY to produce good
data', it was also a more expensive method if quantification
was required.

He noted further that the biggest difficuly in this area
of research is reliability and validity due to the value
judgements associated with responses. Other such methods as
case studies, infrequent surveys and multiple visit surveys
can increase reliability, especially if used in conjunction
with such safeguards as small samples, reliance on major
decision makers, and pre-surveys followed by pest-surveys to
test validity of data.

Onyango concluded that the costs of this type of research
can be kept down by using students as enumerators, and that
its effE'ctj \.···,:c:~~:, c~':\n be maintained by designing sLlrvey
instruments to fit specific cases where attitude and values
are closely tied in with technology adoption among small
scale farmers.

(Secretary J.M. Opio-Odongo)

The small group discussion raised certain issues which
were not recorded "'\~.; bei ng re·;;ol ved dur i ng the d i SCLISsi. on,
but which are clearly relevant to the whole issue of the
place of attitudinal research within FSR.

L In situations wt1er"e effective demonstration of
package have becn (Dade,
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the measurement of values and attitudes be useful?

2. In terms of reliability, would it not be better to
have an anthropologist conduct a long t~rm study in the area
on attitudes and values, rather than do a one-shot survey,
given the belief that the relationship between word and deed
is in most cases uncertain?

3. What sampling procedures would be most appropriate in
measuring attitudes and values?

4. What do attitude scales actually reflect?

5. If attitudes change all the time,
benefits are th~re in measuring them?

what practical

6. While it has been well documented that factors such
as profitability of an innovation and cash flow problems tend
to result in ncn--adoption behaviour, what specific atti.tudes
and values would have a similar effect?

The discussion was short, concentrating on the effect of
long-standing colonial agricultural policies on farmers'
attitudes since independence. It was noted that situational
factors outside of the farmers' local ~ulture frequently
conditioned his attitudes to agricultural change, especially
the local history of agricultural policy.

2.35~ Qb§~C~2tigQ2 and'g§~Qm~gQ92iiQO§~QQ=£§~~ B§§§~c£b §QQ
Ig~bD9lggy e~gR~igD

Some of the points which emerge from these
discussions relating to on-farm research and
adoption are listed below:

papE:r-s .~i.nd

technology

1. During on farm rese~rch good interdisciplinary teamwork is
very important. Anthropologists in particular have a major
role to pl3y pravided that they are able to work effectively
as team members. They should make a conscious effort to
improve their reputations in this respect. Th~y need to
sustail1 a didlogue with economists and tech~ical 5ciFntists
and r-Ivoid thE' temptation to go off and 'do their own t.hinc],
(Tripp [2.31]).

2. Dur"ing the on-farm research pro=ess 1 anth~opologists heed
to act as a channel of communication between techni~al

scientists and farmers, especially when they are fa~jliar

,,~i th the I Clc~.:II cuI tur-~? and thf.? other- b~",-.ri1 G;embfH-S ,:\I'-e not
(Tripp [2.31J, CDS [3u34J).
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3. Anthropologists/sociologists.have a definite role to play
in the pre-screening of technologies to be tested on farmers
fields (Hansen [2.32J, Rocheleau [2.33J, Sutherland [2.23J).
Some professidnal guidance is required as to the best methods
for achieving this, especially when the non-economic social
scientist is not a full time team member. Of particular
concern to participants was a means of assessing the likely
social impact of a new technology at a relatively early stage
in its testing on farm.

4. Anthropologists/sociologists have a role to play in the
selection of cooperating farmers. They need to develop
methods which take in a cross-section of the target group so
that likelihood of adoption can be more effectively predicted
and social impact more easilly asessed in advance.

5. The extent to which farmers reactions can be predicted in
advance through attitudinal surveys was an unresolved issue
(Onyango [2.34 gdJ). The general feeling was that continuous
dialogue with farmers in the field was the most effective way
of predicting future behaviour and that anthropologists or
sociologists on a team should strive to find ways of
optimising such dialogue (Tripp [2.31], Rocheleau [2.33J).

6. The participatory approach described for Kenyan
agroforestry research was well received. Anthropologists and
sociologists might give serious thought to assisting with the
development of methodologies for trial· assessment which
attach less importance to the criteria used by technical
scientists on research stations and more to those used by
farmers and local communities.

7. The historical experience of agricultural/rural
development policies and projects by local communities can
exert a major influence of how they receive FSR.
Anthropologists and sociologists could assist by carrying ~ut

research into this history, preferably at the start of a
project (Reynolds [3.12J, Bantje [3.51J, Chilivumbo [3.52J,
Onyango [2.34 pdJ.

8. Anthropologists have expertise in bUilding up trusting
relationships of the kind essential for an honest dialogue
with farmers. They have a role to play in assisting and
training other FSR team members in how to cultivate such
relationships (Tripp [2.31J).
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3.00. CONTHIBLITrONS OUTSIDE OF THE CIMMYT SEQUENCE

This section looks at the contribution of anthropology and
sociology to FSR programmes outside of the sequencp of
activities outlined by Collinson in Appendix 5.4. While the
topic areas covered in this section are either not included
or receive m~nim~l attention in the current training manual,
it is hoped th.::\t. t.hE'Y will be mot-e fully incorpol'-at.ed into
future man~als and training programmes.

3. 10.

This topic attracted tWD papers. Francis provides an
analysis of labour allocation in Nort.hern Zambia based on a
detailed and in-depth labour study. Reynolds gives an
account of her ongoing study of children's labour among the
Tonga of Zimbabwe in an FSR project area.

3.11. "FactoI'"' i?-.llocation and technology adoption
'=:cale agricultu:'""e." By PAUL FF:ANCIS

in simall

E~mill9r.Y gf Q:'~Pf.?r.
This paper considers the technological transformation and
e:·:panr,:.ion in C:\griculture oc:::urTing fn much of Zambin',:::;
Northern Province, where shifting cultivation is giving way
to semi-perm2nent agriculture ~entred on hybrid maize
cult.ivation. A case study, draWing on material from Mpika
District, descr'ibes the exogenous factors encouraging the
ctdopt i on of ne~.,' t S'c:hGcJ. 09'l (pl- ice, i nf r' .::(structure, ma~- ks't i ng
ser-vi ces, <::lnd ;-:J:-; t.E·n~:;'ton), .and thE? tri~1n(::;for In i::\t ion engE'nder'cd
i~ the farming system in response to thes2 fact~rs.

Four categories of households are distirg~i5hed according to
th2ir" level of technology adopt.ion and commercialisation.
Comparative analysis of resource allocation by these
households show a consistent. set of changes accompanYlng
commer~ialisation, particularly with regard to agronomic
practices and the availability, usc and efficiency of labour.
Chan~ing patterns of labour alloc~tion recorded raised
qUE·sti or.s abou i : the n"'d:.ure of thi s fc:\ctor as a "constrai rt ",

While the high cost of multiple visit farm surveys is
concE·ded, it i s c:1i~CJU(==d that i nt;:;:'nsi ve methods are neces,sary
f o:~ the coIl ect i en of r€:>l i ab 1 e d'=tt2 on 1 clbo,.lt-· all ocat i on and
use of these may be justificj where labour is the critical
factor of production.

r:-; t t. "": C ';;...:;l. r~; c::' t, i :':, ,.:'! ~ t h ,.:; C ::;' <C, f'." ~:; t :, :, ;j/
of a kr)c)wl~dg2 o·f the social
agr"' i c: u 1 t 'J,r' ,'" +()["' I ..tndp'- s,t ,,;li I d l nfi of
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Attention is given to a number of factors in this regard
"including the social compositio0 of th~ household, the role
of off-farm economic activities, the nature of farmers'
technical concepts, and attitudes to work. It is argued that
a holistic perspective is best suited to the understanding of
the behaviour of these farmers. While aspects of this
perspective are distinctly sociological, these complement and
deepen - rather than substitute for - an approach centred on
households' varying access to, and allocation of, resources.

§~mm2~~ Qf 9[Q~E 2QQ El~Qe~~ Qi§£~§2iQQ
Bantje)

(Secretary Han

The discussion session was very intensive, with many
constructive comments coming especially from the agronomlsts.
~his showed that the participants found the approach
important, and the results useful. One of the agronGmists
called the study fundamental, and wished to p~t on record his
respect for social scientists who spend long periods in
villages in order to come up with the right answers.

Thanks to its very detailed approach, with thrice weekly
recordings over two agricultural seasons, the study shows
what is really happening in peasant households under changing
conditions, in terms of agronomic practices, economic
decision making, and labour inputs. Recording techniques are
never perfect, as it is not feasible to have every housenold
under constant observation. There is a tendency to routir.ise
among the enumerators, copying figure~ rather than asking the
questions each time. Nevertherless, this is probably the
best one can expect to get. The area, which some years ago
was considered unsuitable for commercial maize producticn,
has seen dramatic increases in production over the last few
years. This is due to the combined use of chemical
fertilizers and hybrid seed. It is most important to stress
that this has QQ1 been at the expense of food crop
production. Households selling more maize also grow more
food crops.
The greater efficiency of the larger producers shows that
something important is happening in the organisation of the
production units. One aspect is better timing of the
agricultural operations. The activities during planting time
<mid-November till end December) are crucial for th2 success
of the crop year. Among the most productive (group 4)
farmers, ox cultivation enables the advance preparation of
fields, hence a better spread of labour over the season. But
both men and women in these households work more days per
year, and more hours per day. This shows that the norms
about what is a reasonable working day are' changing. Given
the right conditions, peasants can, dnd do increase their
I aboLlr p{ 'f crts. f.) 51 mi 1 ",..1'"" cb ",',er Vi:;"\t i sr. hz.s', tie-s7'fj made a!::,cut
Tanzania in the 1950'5 (Coulson, 1983).
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A point of concern raised was that the returns to fertilizer
inputs are in fact too lew, so that the operations are
economically less rewarding than they should be. Partly this
was blamed on the weakness of farmers' quantitative knowledge
regarding field size, method of fertilizer ap~lication, and
plant spacing. In this context the effectiveness of
extension workers was questioned.

As land is not a constraint in this area,
yields and inputs per unit of land was
relevant than their expression per unit of
labour per bag of maize produced show
between groups of households.

the expression of
felt to be less
labour. Hours of
great differences

Although this study was expensive and time consuming, it was
felt to be an E?ssential complement to "quick and dirty"
methods of rapid rural appraisal. In particular it has a
bearing on the identificaticn of labour saving techniques and
although expensive, it is very cost effective.

Once the principles involved have been de~cribed in a few
places, it will not be necessary to do simil~r studies in all
farming systems; only in those which are totally different
would it be necessary to replicate the study. It was thought
similar findings would probably be obtained over most of
Ec.'\ste:--·n Zambicl. Findings from !"ibozi, . T,':"lnz,imia by Bantjc
i~dicate that similar principles operate also in systems with
differ·E:mt lc:\buur" peaks.

The author remarked that, in retrospect, the sample could
have been better focussed, and the amount of data collection
red~ced. Combination with other methodologies, notably
participant observation, is essential, for the interpretation
of quantitative data.

There was a long discussion about the ways of sampling and
stratifying, as well as the accuracy and precise meaning of
the figures produced. Some points deserve further scrutiny
e.g. the lower production per hectare by group 4 farmers (in
spite of their overall high levels of production). Grcup 1
only puts on slightly less fertilizer ·than group 4, and about
20% more labour, yet has much lcwer maize yields. Is this
only caused by diff~rent timing, or are there other reasons
such as attitudes, or lack of knowledge? There are no
answers to this yet.

In a rapidly changing system it may be difficult to stratify
farmers with accurancy. Moreover, farmers' statements are
always subject to certain errors and distortions. Jt was
sLlgglo'~sted tD do anal yses of v2r-iEmcf:'~ and si gni f i cance in vi et'J
of the range of observations on each group. Nevertheless, it
was felt that the high degree of internal ~onsistency of the
data sugge·:=.ts th ..,,,t the c;verdll pi-,\ttenl is ba';i;;ic.:ally COI-rc-ct.
OnE:? part i c i pant eiT1ph,'::'_~5ised the r- :~p:i d i. ncr·ei:.'\Sf.-~ of 1abDut'"" i np1xt_
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by women which went with increased maize production, and
raised questions on the implications of this for child care
and family feeding. There was no doubt that women and girls
put in cl lot of ~"'Jork, ~·kl·ile the result'ing income is
controlled by the head of the household. This was thought
more 5uprising as the initial capital for buying fertilizer
is mainly generated by the women through beer brewing and
collecting caterpillars for sale.

3.12. "Children's Labour in a subsist(;?nce E,conomy" by PAMEL.A
REYNOLDS

Reynold's paper described her research on children's labour
among the Tonga speaking people living on the southern bank
of Lake Kariba in Zimbabwe. Starting with a description of
the Omay Communal Area in Sebungwe region, the paper pointed
to the underdevelopment and poor agricultural potential of
the region which has a history of negligence from the central
government. Reynolds sketches the Tonga social structure and
~istor'Y o·~ contai:t, be·forE Qutlinirg ~~e&s in need of
. t +. L..(: d '.l.. .:1 ....· ,+,~~.f-~ ~ .-I t'n·-·1 n et-· ..../£·?n .... l cJr'l ~SLtCn E~5 ,00'" ::·n;=,r- :_..:\ij(?!~:. 1 iTl'::~ I iL, I-i .J. ~.L on 'J anw .. ==:

poor functioning of governnent officials in the agricultur21
extension and wildlife departments. Constraints to
i.fjt:~01·-'\!enticJIi C:ll-e li·:3':.?d as !I poor s(Jils., lc:\ck 00{; wi..,ter--j
'ft"equent dr·oL.~ght!5, damage t= CJ~OpS by 2nimals, costly and
infrequent transport", a lack of infrastructure, and a lack
of ap~roprlate knowledge a~ong extension workers. Other
constraints relate to government policies on tourism and game
management which seem to overlook the interests of local
people.

Reynolds pinpointed the key constraint to agricultural
production as "1 21.bour at certain crucial times in the
agricultural cycle". She discussed the division of labour in
crop production, explaining that women take primary
responsibility for this, and that due to being over burdened
they sometimes resort to tactics of avoidance, which further
compounds food and nutrition problems.

The . research method of participant observation (every setond
month in 12), following twelve families through the year and
concentrating on children aged 10 to 14, was described.
Details of daily activities are recorded through full-day
observations and weekly time records. ~lso, labour sharing
between households, consumptio~, diet, health, production and
cash earning studies are included in this in-depth approach
to labour. This classically anthropological apprQach is
j~stified, Reynolds argued, because it avoids the pitfalls of
maki ng "grand as:,<:;umpt i on~; about chi I d I abour it and allows thE'
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systematic study of an otherwise obscure (yet very important)
aspect of labour in subsistence economies.

The paper stressed both the moral and the economic
implications of child labour and us~d case material and
studies by. other anthropologists to show how these relate to
social nor-ms and e}:pectatio~1S (ENg. inheri"tance and rr12rriage)
as well as economic oppurtunities among Tong0 in Zimbabw2 2~d

ZambiaQ Reynolds stressed that anthropologists wor~~ing in
development S110ul d II at tempt to ant i ci pe:\te tt-;(2 impact (o·f
devQl(~pment illi.tiatives ar1d pro]rammes relatirlg to ir1creasir\G
cash C:ti:',t"'"nin~1-;'::") on cL\r"r-ent SCiC:::'D.J. r-;Dr·:ri~.11 ShE' ;r'2.isE"d t.hE·
ques'.:i on as to w!1ett1er the 8(:onomic and scc:ial autonomy o-r

and cautioned that social scientists need to reconsider the
categorisation of labour. Reynolds concluded that the
anthropological contribution to the study of child labour was
mai n I y thr'oLlgh the "traci ng of connecti ons" .

§~mffi~~~ Qi g~Q~Q £D9 Ql~D2~~ gi§£~§~igD
On'1'ango)

(Secretary:

The small group disc~ssed the contents of the pap2~ in
rel~.3ticn to Reynold '.;; de-::;.crip"!:'-.ic;tl of t"ler r-e·::.e.at-c:h .i.li (J;Tt~;';/D

I s::;l.~as E'i-ner gin;] f ("om t his disc '-\ ss· i Oi'1 WE-'r-£.::- p ~ ::ib 12fT(·::. ..i. ; : t ~j:::~

ar 82t ': 2Sp 2C i a 11 y' Si-i ;J~ t ~\g E?':; C r +c)c:;d c;~n ci 1 i:,b (:J.Jf'· 1 the b tJi'-: d 2(-:'~

'fac:irig ~~CqTtElf"i'i ~~nd t.hE: i:T;p~=t c)-f e:\
e~·:ploit.i.ng F"I:?s-;cun..::e·:=. ()·f the .::u"ea. T .1

J. ... IovCl,S not ed
P :;p~t 1 =l.t ::. CF-i

that the
indvidual anthropological 2pproach cf Reynolds was quite
oi fferent. ·Ft-om the team apFl-oac:h of CIMMYT, and that the
inbuilt mistrust of outsiders in the study area made the use
of rapid appraisal techniques problematic. Moreover, it was
noted tt1at an anthropclcgj.cal app~oar:h was nscpssary OLl2 t=
t:t1C-a .lirnited ,-;::2;=.::.\11 .::~~p ..;.t::Lty~ i:if :::hildr··t2fi .. FLurt~ii=i- diSCLtS·:.;;:;.i{)n

1 -. ",- !.'
.i. ~.;.:~ .... r,.

2SpeCJ. 2.11 ~/

1 abo~~!"- , mak i :-1 i;]

wtlict1 IGo~~ec! dt

..,. ,..... ,1- i-. 1.- ,_•••"" .-'. 1 ,-. .-'; ...- .-. 1
Co'll I \-i II '-'r-'w ... -J'-::i.L ,_<;,... .4

~.uL) j 2Ct s

o-f one vi 11 ,;:\ge E'iie:,.bl Ed "'::.he study
~hile less ir,ter~si~e =cverage o~:

ar1d art apPl·-·C)D.C~)

generati cri arid

.~.; -!
W.i.w

cliff·jeLl.It.
For income>

In depth study

approa=h beC2LtS2 tt'12
th2 cos·ts ~nd val~2 of tl'1eir

quaIl. t<:t·i~. iv',?
r~o1:icJn';5 of
q L~ar; t i fie a. t ]. en

# str",a.Jc.egi ~3S~;t

appr·cpr i at e,

othel- villc1ge:::. aJ.lowE"d for compar·ison 2,nd mor'e ger.er-z\lis~:\ticn

of resi_tl ts.

rr;ethocoJ. ':)gi C:E; 1
Or", :netliodol :.Jj;iY~

c-;i'-jer to CC)\/cr-

General commsnts on the stuc1y related to its
',:alLtfJ ~;.~rl(j CJf1 'tr12 iTH:~I·"·al i SSLl8 o·f chi Id l~-\boL\r·.

it was felt the study c~uld be int6nsif:ed in
a wider ar8a a~1d perhaps lead ·t8 a r1ew methodalcgy~ Due
the wide scope of res2arch and development possibilities, it
Wc.1S c:.: Gri sider·' ed j-i2Cess,:,ir

./ to d et ~:?:::I·-m:L r. e k \:?y ':::1'::';PSC"t'5 ·=~m{n8rii-~'ltJ 1 f2

to shGrt-·t~rfn as well as lCJng tilT\2 ir1~8stigati8r-~~ !t was
dl·~c 'felt t!~~,t {TIare L:::;;E cOLlld bf:.-:- i712d2 CJf i.~thnc;;:·-~phic ;j,;:::·.1:~3,
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available in the region on child labour. The role of women
as providers and controllers of labour, especially that of
their children, was identified as a topic generally in need
of further study in the south east Africa region.

From the moral point of view, it was felt that children in
the study area need the opportunity to have access to modern
education and development, and that alternative labour
sources should be investigated even in a decade when an
emphasis on population control, might make it difficult to
eliminate children from providing family labour .

.1. The
farming
requires
accuracy

collection of labour data in
systems is a difficult and
in-depth methods to achieve

and sensitivity.

subsistence oriented
demanding task which
a reliable measure of

2. In depth research is expensive, but the cost
justified, especially in systems where labour is
as the major constraint to increased production.

is usually
identified

3.. While in-depth studies are costly,
be generalised over a wider area.

findings can usually

4. In-depth research has revealed that economic treatments
of labour in subsistence systems are often oversimplistic.
Very large differences between hOl.lseholds in economic retLlrns
to labour are apparent, questioning the validity of making
economic calculations when assessing the benefits of new
technology. In order for FSR programmes to make better use
of labour data in the planning of research programmes there
·is a need to adopt a more qualitative approach to t~e

anal lsi 0:; and colI ect i Dn ':::Jf 1abour data: to loak at 1abG'_;:~

less as a commodity with unit value, and more in relaticr ~8

the cultural context in which it take place and the goals and
ambition~ of individual farmers.

5. Individuals often have dif·ficulty in quanti-fying t~12i:

labour input (often this is culturally inappropriate), but
some seem to be more willing/able than others to increase
their labour input in order to increase production. This
raises the whole question of the identification of l~bour

"constraints" and the use of t.his notion in e;.~plaining - the
poor timing of key agricultural operations. Further in-depth
studies .are required to determine the usefulness of the
labour constraint concept for FSR.

6. Children's labour is an important but under researched
area wi.... ic:h is particL,lar"l\/ .ari1erl~1ble to ;:~tLid)l. L~::;:).i.fij~

anthropological methods. Anthropological monographs are 2n
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important source of data for FSR teams on childrens labour.

7. The study of labour can become a moral as well as an
economic issue, especially when less privileged groups such
as women and children are concerned. The team
anthropologist/sociologist has a role to play in ensuring
that the interests of such groups are fully considered when
new technologies involving increased labour input from women
and children are being considered for testing <Rocheleau>.

3.20. LAND TENURE ISSUES

Like labour, this topic attracted two papers. Kishindo
analyses the relationship between land tenure, technology
adoption, and the matrilineal kinship in Malawi. Whalen
describes her work on. land tenure in the Ethiopian Highlands
in relation to land reform and the ILeA pastoral systems
research programme.

3.21. "Customary land and agricultural investment" by PAUL
~<ISHINDO

Kishindo's study was concerned with investigating whether or
not uxorilocality ~as inimical to smallholders' adoption of
new technologies to improve their agricultural productivity.
It was prompted by the writings of some students of Malawi
land tenure and agriculture who had presented the matrilineal
system, e~pecially its associated system of uxorilocal
marriages, as a major obstacle to smallholder agricultural
"advancement. "The drgumer1t is that matrilineal systems,
becaJse of the absence of lQ~gL~ or (bride payment) have high
divo~ce rates" This~ combin2d with th2 fact that a man
cultivates land which does not belong t~J him but to tlis wife
and t1er ~(insmen nlakes it Llr11ikely for a man to be ~otj.V~t2C~

to improve his agriculttJre since any resLllting benef:L·ts wGGlej
hay~ to be left behifld ir1 t~}e everlt of a divorce or t!"~e deat:l
of the wife wh~n the husband has to return to his G~n

'v'i 1 1 agE' .. f~ fni;~n'~) int2r"E'fst in tbe la~d it is cu.... gLte:j, 1";':~

unlikely to go beyond mere subsistence production using the
technology that is already available.

t.Dmatrilineal system is not as rigid as it l~~ ~nade (Jut
a mar~ is in fact allowed t~ ta~~~~ away ~'~is wife from

Tile study was carried cut in an area inhabited by tl"18 Vaa and
Chewa tribes who are matrilineal. Ojservations rev~ciled that
.1- I, ....,
1'4 f I'::';:

village tQ settle in a differ~nt place of their choice after
t cik E~r! p .~;~./ ;;': ~':':~i') t ·t 0 t-,E!lr- u.r"~ ~ 1 8:;. T!'-J £-3 sit U..c\. t i 8il 'I t h e;-- '7f.:Mf C~r- s, lj i ::\
"!:!"lat in tj--,::.·:~ "(,-3.0 a.na Chewa \/il1-:3.ges th·:=\t C:·:3.HI2 c"lr1dr=:;r" this "5tt.ld'l
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~xorilocally coexisted with virilocal and neo16cal residence.

The adoption of new seed varieties such as Malawi Hybrid 12
CMH12), Chitedze Composite A (CCA) and Ukiriguru Composite A
(UCA) that were being promoted by agricultural extension
staff was not hampered by uxorilocality nor were the
application of chemical fertilizers and the production of
cotton as a" cash crop.

However, none of the larger farmers who owned such equipment
as ploughs, ridgers, cultivators and oxen, worked land that
belonged to a wife's lineage or had been obtained from a
different village headman and located in a village which was
neither the man's nor the wife's. Where a man had not opted
for ~bitgD9~E rights (right of 'bride' removal) at the
beginning, the decision to go into farming on a larger scale
generally prompted the decision to move away from the wife's
village.

Due to the complexity of the case study material contained in
the paper, the group devoted much of its discussion to
gaining an understanding of the matrilineal\uxorilocal system
under investigation. Kishindo's data clearly showed, it was
felt, that contrary to the conclusions of the technical and
social scientists on the project, matrilineal kinship and
inheritance does not constitute §Yi g@Q§Ci§ a barrier to
development. Rather, the group ~oncluded that matriliny, in
combination with uxorilocality, in this instance offered a
barrier to capital accumulation for male farmers. It was
those mal e farmers who abandoned Ll:·: or i local resi dence who
tended towards commercial farming, and consequently were more
receptive to recommended practices. As these "renegade"
farmers' comprised a minority of farmers in the project area,
adoption rates were low. Furthermore, farmers refused to
adopt the proposed technologies, on non-social criteria such
as credit constraints, and due to taste preferences (a
cultural factor).

The paper identified five categories of farmer. These
categor-ies ranged from close to total subsistence farming to
commercial cropping. Since the majority of farmers - male
and female - could be assigned to the non-commercial
categories, the group felt that the project had target~~ the
wrong group of farmers for recommendations. This error was
compounded by the project's pre-occupation with male farmers.
Control over productive resources and management decision was
specialized: males controlled cash crops, females the
subsistence crops. As the farm enterprise moved from a
subsistence orientation (type 1) to commercial farming (type
5) increasing control over resources by males was observed.
In these circumstances, women became labour for cash
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cropping, while
subsistence.

having managerial responsibility for

This case then provided an excellent example of the
consequences of development efforts in the absence of sound
social 'science analysis. The project bias in favour of male
farmers was consistent with an ideology which apparently
sought to approach the matrilineal situation as though it
were patrilineal and male dominated.

Thus, when farmers failed to adapt recommended practices for
technical reasons, the matrilineal kinship system received
blame. Kishindo's work demonstrates the important role the
sociologist often must play on projects by debunking the
post-hoc rationalisations often invoked by project members to
account for "project failure".

3.22. "Land Tenure
Ethiopian Highlands"

and Technological
by IRENE WHALEN

Innovations in the

Whalen's paper looked at her ongoing work into the effects of
land tenure on te~hnology design and adoption in the
Ethiopian Highlands. Focusing primarilly on the introduction
of forage crops as a way of improving livestock productiVity,
Whalen described how the new forage crops developed through
the International Livestock Centre for Africa (ILCA)
programme (on which she is engaged as a rural sociologist)
require changes in land use patterns.

Th~ paper began by looking at the. changes in the formal land
tenure system since 1975; from a basically fuedal system to
one based on socialist principles through peasant
associations and cooperatives. This change had taken place
along side the continuation of traditional practices for
securing access to labour, draught power and credit. The
ILeA prugramme of research was next described and assessed in
relation to the influence of land tenure on technology design
and adoption.

The impe,"manence of land rights over particular plots pointed
to the relevance of forage craps which give returns within a
season, rather than aver several seasons. Same of' the
promising technologies which required two or more seasons
were thought to be less likely to be adopted. Moreover, it
was felt that the different kinds of land tenure relating to
pasture and arable land, and the competition for land between
cropping and livestock implied in some of the new technical
possibilities, were important factors which would affect
adoption. A related set of social factors were the inter-
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and intra-household processes relating to land use and land
allocation. These processes influence the attrac~ivn2ss of
new technical solutions, and may favour a non-formal
resolution of land problems relating to the adoption of
innovations. A further factor discussed was the increasing
importance of livestock as a store of wealth following
changes in land tenure, and also the possible conflict
between using land for food crops as opposed to using it for
livestock increase (i.e. survival versus increase of wealth).

The above i s,sues, the author poi nted out, rai 52 further
questions about the best methods of obtaining rel~vant and
accurate socia-economic data. Whalen concluded that while
"formal interviews and surveys are important tools for
collecting data, informal interactions with farmers is also
highly useful in not only collecting data, but also in
interpreting and elaborating on quantitative data, and
providing knowledge on social and cultural factors important
to farmer. acceptance of tE'chnol Clgy "

§~illm~Cy. of g~Q~Q ~D9 ElgD~CY. Qi2S~§2iQD
Lesothlo)

(secretary, John

The discussion for the small group and plenary session was
combined into one report. Whalen discussed her involvemment
in the ILeA programme with the group in order to clarify the
argument in her paper. The group felt the proposed
methodology of informal interviewing and' analysis of the
current data available was cost effective and noted that
since Whalen is working alone there is need for assistance.

In this context it was felt th~t more cGntinuous contact with
farmers would be necessary in order for the researcher t8
collect enough information. It W~5 further noted that mere
social science was required on the programme, and that this
calls for a fuller interdisciplinary approach.

On the question of applicability of the methodology employed,
the group felt that the methodology is quite broad and this
means that the pe~son using it will first need a knowledge of
the social structure of the society under stUdy.

The group also felt that there is a need to establish a
permanent post for the job (i.e. rural sociologist). Whalen
pointed out that a lot of quantitative data had been
collected but ne2ded qualitative interpretations. It was
also felt that programmes of this type should for~alise team
building seminars utilizing techniques that have been
designed by social ~nd managment science. The Datural
scientist pointed out th~t there is a concern about long term
.environmental problems in the ~re~.

The group noted that under such a situation,
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technology will emphasise improvements in yield per unit area
which requires changes in land use through irrigation or land
shaping, the acceptability of which will be related to
current land tenure and land use arrangements. Finally it
was pointed out that there appears to be insufficient
attention given to the breeding and selection programmes of
the more important crops in that area.

3.23.

1. Land tenure issues are particularly important to FSR
programmes in areas where population densities are high and
land pressures are great.

2. Land tenure is a very important factor to consider in FSR
& E when technologies requiring longer than seasonal
investments ·are being introduced <Whalen [3.22J, Rocheleau
[2.33J, Kishindo [3.21J).
3. If an FSR programme plans to undertake/test interventions
in the farming system involving longer term investments
and/or cOGperation within a community it should involve a
social scientist with a good knowledge of land tenure issues
in the planning stage.
4. Land tenure is both a political and a legal issue, and
needs to be analysed in relation to both national legal
frameworks and national policies and political ideologies
relating to land. FSR programmes need to take account of
these national level facto.s when considering technologies
requiring longer than seasonal investments.

5. In the region land tenure is closely tied in with the
local kinship and community organisation. It is a flexible
and dynamic system of relationships. Because of its complex
and sensitive nature, land tenure is not a subject area which
can be easily investigated by means of formal survey methods
or rapid appraisal techniques and is best dealt with by in
depth studies using classical anthropological methcds. It is
an area of study requiring a trained professional.

3.30. INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE BASES

This topic was addressed specifically by two papers. Warren
provides a literature review and many examples of the value
of indigenous technical knOWledge to FSR. Sharpe, looking at
"indigenous social kno\rJledge", illustrate.s the value of Llsing
local knowledge in building up a regional model of farming
systems in Nigeria.

3.31 .. IICo::>t-·effective methods for obtaining
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War~en's paper related to the contribution of ITK (Indigenous
Technical Knowledge) to FSR. He began by arguing that
interactions between scientists and African farmers have
increased in recent years, and that in part this has been
because FSR methods require the active participation of the
farmer in on-farm trials. The paper documented the recent
literature advocating the value of strong scientist-farmer
linkages, and the positive impact of these linkages in
improving understanding of the indigenous agronomic practices
of small farmers by agricultural scientists. The pcint was
~ad2 that research methods developed in anthropology to
facilit~te the formal recording of indigenous agricultural
technical knowl~dge components could be added to FSR
progr2mmos at minimum cost, and that the results would
groeatly enhancf::? commL.lnication:.~, linkE<oge strcltegies, and
understanding between the FSR staff and their client group,
the small scale producers. Examples of the application of
this approach were provided, including farmers decision
making in Punjab, training of indigenous healers in primary
health measures in West Africa, taxation policies ifl Ghana,
and risk taking decisions in technology adoption and soil
classifications in Zambia.

§Ymm~c~ of eCQY2 ~Q~ ~l@D~CL ~i§~Y§§iQQ
Ch i 1 ey,,;)

(secretary Charles

Dw-i ng
P?·p2t-

tt12 discussion, n}LlCh ti~e was sperlt sumnl~ri5ing th2
for the beneofit. of members who had not re2'od it L':2foiooC"0

I i-i t h£2 s=>hot- t d i sC\-.lsS',i Colli that -f all ci~·-..Jed , th e :"lei. t L.t~- :::i.1
scientists in particular felt that biologic~l scientists
would benefit greatly From a deeper understanding of
trcldit.ional falrming practiceo3 and trH? indigenou·:;:; concepto:;
used to describe these.

The group agreed on the need for 2' move away from the
If c 1 assi cc3.1 It top'-'dc;i,-~r, ·~tr-ate(jy' in def ill i ng r-f2s.::.-;;at-~h prwb 12iT;":;
ar1 d or 9 an i si n 9 i:tg r" i CLll t L\r" c{ 1 r" t2Sear c h c\"nd E'~'~ t E'n~; 1 ori . T~l COol
agreed that taking into account farme~s ideas ~ould assist
agr i C u.l t Llr- a 1. r' e~:·ei:\r· Cii ina f l.tn d an'i2r'lt C:\ 1 w(::1~'/, B.n d thc;tt rf'lCJS t
~g~ic~ltul-al researchers do not lQq~: closely enoug!l at tf12
farmers~ Cir"LLtmstarlces before releasing F·econlnlendatiof1s.
The',' a1:=,0 w21 conied War-rE,r1' S pt-oposal f or thE' set t i ng up cif an
i f1d i 9 c:-r; C)LtS agr- i C Lll t LU"- ~\ 1 tee hi", i C e;'\l krio~·o,J 1 e'dg e gt- oLtp ~~Ji t hi n t ~-! C?

Ministry of Agric~JltLtr-e a~d Water Developmer1t in Za~bid.

Memb2rs f2!t tl'13·t AR?T sociology se=tion shOLtld liaise L~ith

reported below (3.33).
disc LlS::-:- i [in

ot-gani :~.(::

cor. t. i f1 L:'C: '::~

,,1 \A.:mokf::ohcp on this SUbjEoct. The
intc a ccncluding discussion session
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3.32. "Socic:,l knowledge
ethnicity, power and the
Nigeria" by BARRIE SHARPE

and farming systems research:
invisible farmers of North Central

Sharpe's paper made a critique of farming systems rese~rch

from an anthropological point of view which put indigenous
knowledge, whether technical or social, to the forefront.
Implicit in his argument was a questioning of the validity of
models of development, including farming systems research,
which ar~ imposed from the top. Sharpe did not put forward an
alternative model of development to FSR, but he did present a
methodology for utilising local indigenous knowledge in the
planning of agricultural development. Using a case example
based on his own fieldwork in Nigeria, carried out in the
same region ~s Norman's pioneering work on farming systems,
Sharpe demonstrated how a large amount of descriptive
information on variation in regional farming systems could be
collected in a short time using local knowledge and
anthropological techniques. The paper's principal argument
was that by using local knowledge, a detailed and very useful
picture of the inter-linkages between different farming
systems in the region which took account of trade networks,
migrant labour, urban links, and ethnic variation could be
obtained.

Sharpe developed his argument as part of a critique of the
village approach used by Nor~an in the same region of
Nigeria, which had an ethnic bias and missed out on the
importance of linkages between farming systems and
communities. The method p~esented in the paper was one in
which informal discussion w·:;s used to identif'l "thre':"ds of
linkagE" between communities. The threads were followed and
in-Formal discussions in each community revealed and
elaborated further- linkages. This method enabled 50
communities to be covered in 20 days, and resulted in the
bui I di ng of a n(':~b'Jork .l;Jhi ch coul d be easi 1 y r'e--act i v.:~ted to
ask further questions. In a second stage of the study the
network was used to collect data through self reporting
techniques which were low in cost and yielded valuable data.

Sharpe's paper concluded with a commentary on agricultural
development in the region in which his study was carried- out.
It pointed to the unintended consequenCE of Norman's study
which was used for planning agricultural development policies
which have resl.tlted in t~2 d2gr2d~tion of traditional far"ming
systems ~nd the emergence o"F eth~ic and religious biases in
agricultural programmes. Because ag~icultural policy makers
in the region have relied mainly on Norman's ~tudy of Hausa
villages, Sharpe argued that the other farming systems in the
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region have rem~ined invi'sible to the policy makers, with
potentially disastrous consequences fer the intensification
of agricultural production within the framework of indigeno~s

agr i cuI tLlre.

The discussion took place in the absence of the author who
was unable to attend. Most participants had not read the
paper carefully but it was generally concluded that the style
was dense in places. A point which the group felt needed
clarification, was the link between the initial covering of
communities by the network approach using local social
knowledge and the following step of narrowing down this
sample of 50 or so communities to the 17 selected for more
in-depth study.

The group felt the criteria used for the selection of these
communities did not emerge very clearly and needed further
elaboration, as it was not evident where the criteria for
Sharpe's categorisation were derived from. It was suspected
that the strong emic approach advocated was, at this point,
broken by a deliberate choice of the author. This question,
as with others, could not be resolved due to the absence of
the author.

All members felt, though, attracted to the central approach
of the utilization of local knowledge about social networks
to ·cover a big area in a short time with the hope to arrive
at a fairly accurate description of variation in a particuJ~r

area. It was felt that the app~oach did indeed allow for a
better coverage of variation. These could further be narrowed
down to homogenous factors, rather than the differences, to
allow for recommendations about innovations in the farming
systems which would cover the greatest possible number of
people in the project area. Variations in farming systems
conceived of through local social knowledge had the pot~ntial

of determining the· feasibility and potential impact of new
technology and technical recomendations which had to be
flexibl~ enough to take account of differences in farmers'
circumstances.

It was pointed out that the approach seemed new in so far as
the b~"\sis for target grouping lI·.as not, as usual, the visible
differences in farming systems (as discerned by the farming
systems e:·: pert) but rather the apPI~oach ·:;;tar-ted wi th 1ool: i ng
at the causes of variation (presumably before going on to
identify target groups for FSR).

The di scussi on thc?n consi rJen:::·d if local soc i al know12dge
could really supply the researchers with causes, rather than
just wi th mere statements of cuS",tom. Coul d the provi oe;-s of
the knowledge also analyse the causes of variation? The
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"emi c" .approach advQcat.f-..?d· was regarded as
anthropological notion and the paper represented a
of the indigenous technical knowledge approach.

a very
wid=:ning

It was noted that the app~oach is rather sophisticated as
compared to the community approaches ~dvocated by Sutherland
and Kerven, but that it would be applicable to other parts of
Africa. However, it was also noted that West Africa ha~ a
particularly broad spectrum of ethnic and religious
variations and that in West Africa these factors seem to be
more important in relation to access to resources~ markets
and pglitical power. Thus it was conctuded that the approach
would be very useful in regions where ethnic variation and
other kinds of variation were prominent.

In the p], enary ses~~i on si mi 1 ar comment.s were made, as in the
small group discussion regarding the dense style of the paper
and the need for some clarification on the second stage of
the methodology involving a narrowing down onto a few
communities. Warren noted that the approach was reminiscent
of th~ Mary Douglas school of thought who used to teach at
University College London where the author is currently
engaged.

It was generally stressed that the covering of linkages
between systems and communities was a useful tool which
needed to be co~sid2red ~ore closely"by FSR. Collinson noted
that the paper's attack on Norman illustrated the importance
and vallj2 o~ rapid appraisal t~chniqL.t2S for coverage of a
wider area. Use of these techniques would help to avoid the
ki nd of trap pol i c'l make..- shad f" all en into by IIsi ng NOr-fnan' s
data as the only set around.

3.33. "The r-ole· of indiqenoLts kn m;,r 1edge in FSRI! by
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION SESSlnN CGroupMembers: Watts, Curry,
McPhillips, Prior, Kabagambe, Chileya, Warren [secretary])

After discussion the group agreed on the need to recog~ise

the unifying objective across discjplines involved in FSRS
i. 11'\13F' ov:i n 9 t i"ie pt- ud LtC. t i \li t 'y' o-F r:;riic:.. l1 seal E' ·f Ct. (iiE'F" sin of'd'::"r- t =
impr'cv2 the qu<:::.lity cf life i.n r'l.w,,,,l communities. It WA,5 then
agreed that social scientists in Zambia can ccntrib~t2 by
prOViding the followirg:

i. Formal r-ecording r::;{ (-:?!:-dsting Il4TK (IndigemJus
{igr-icult.LlI'"dl T<'?chnical !:::r.<:Jl.'ilEdg2) .:\t a given point 1n tli"~2.
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This would include know12dge dealing
storage, processing and n~trition.

with productIon,

2. D&:scr i bing how th is knm'-ll edqe pr ovi d8s the: b,,-,si s for'
small farmers' agricultural decision-making strategies.

3. Comparing IATK with scientific technical knowlpdge
systems to facilitate FSR understanding of indigc~Dus systCQS
and f ac iIi tatE.' thei r wor king vJi th and thY-ough these systems

4. Dpfine how exogenous factors (such as tschnical
innovations, price policy, marketing structures) are
pereei veri by and factor' into the smid I farmer!':,' i ndi genous;
decision-making matrix.

5. To
c..ollstY·cd nt s
by th(~ smcd I

identify small farmers'
to facilitate the

farmet-· in FSR.

F';- 1. or it Y
<':\ctive

pt-obl ems and
participation

6. To underst~nd small farmers'
extension messages (e.g. lima
radio forum, etc).

perceptions
prog"'amme

and responses to
recofilrrlQ:nd~-;.ti or~s ,

7. To provide a liaison position and feedback vehiclo
between small farmers and technical scientists to foster 2
way dialogue and interactions.

8. To initiate training in IATK in Zambia:

a) • Tni ti al' ~,F:riIi nar'~, wi tt1 P.F~F'T,

apprc~chcs to formali~ing small
maki ng stt'atec;/i ps;

and tectlnical scientists O~

farmers' IATK and decision-

b). To introduce training matGrials into apprcpri~t2 sy!l~LJ

at the Univcn:;ty of Zambia School of Agt-icultuno!, the N""t,.H",,-,l
Resow-ct:?s ~E:'veloprnEnt College c:,nd thE',- Colleges cd, r-.9rici.-tlturc;

c). To establish pet-iociic follow-up ,,-,ftot-noon s<=minat's based
on formalized IATK findings.

9. To inc~rporate IATK into the FSR se~uerce. mor2
completely. The social. scientist working with IATK shc0ld be
involved in an nn-going process of facilitatiGg intersction
betl'Jl::;:.:>n the r-sr: te:-ITi .:"\nd the small fat-mE:"" at all S"!::.,:;gC3 8f

the FSR sequence.

3.34. gQ§g[~§iiQQ§ 2~9 C~SgS~~~Q2iigQ§l lQ9iggQQ0§ I§sbDi~:21

~D9!:i!.§~9Q

A ger,cral cbs2i~vz:\ti~n is th.:\t F-'Sr:: pro;)rar:;rr:~::

l.lnder-utili":'e "i"·.hr=o stcu-::k of kncMlodg-==.' hi:::ld by the -fcir-if,;2t

are tryi'lg to <;,ssist. Oft:;,n impc':-ti.~;·lt dsci::,ions arC?
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without properly involving the farmer in the decision process
and without making full use of his knowledge of both
technical and social relationships which are likely to
influence the performance and adoption of new technologies.
To increase the usc of farmers technical and social knowledge
by FSR programmes in the region it is suggested that most of
the recommendations formulated for Zambia (3.33) are
introduced in other countries.

3.40. INVOLVEMENT OF WOMEN IN FSR & E

The involvement of women was a topic listed on the
preliminary programme, but it did not attract specific
papers, although some papers did touch on the topic.
However, the topic was discussed during a small group
concluding discussion session which is reported below.

3.41."Involving women in agricultural research" by CONCLUDING
SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION SESSION (Group members: B. Habowa, K.
Munyinda, P. Kishindo, D. Rocheleau, P. Hachongela, A.
Suther I and [secret.:.':\I~y] ) •

The group discussion ranged over a number of topics with
female members providing first hand examples of some of the
difficulties professional women face in agricultural research
and development. Three main topics ~ere covered during the
d i scussi Oil

1. How to involve female farmers Qore in the
extansion process, 2) how to improve training
colleges and departments of agriculture, and 3)
imprOVE the working environment for women in
extension ~rogrammcs.

rr2search and
-f (Jr women in
hm;J to bet ter
research and

1. In order to involve women farmers more in research and
extension some suggestions were made. Generally, it was
agreed that both agricultural researchers and extension staff
need to be sensitive to the importance of women in
agriculture. This could be through the in-se~vice training
and by modifying the course content in agricultural colleges
and universities. At the Field level, the possibility of
wOI-k i ng thorough ~'Jojnen'sgr-oups during the survey c:md on-f~'n-m

research stages was also raised. It was agrEEd that on the
spot education of male far-mers and extension workers on the
relevance of conducting diagnosis and ori-farm researc~ on
problems facing women would help. On the selection of women
farmer cooperators the group discussed the merits of choosing
prominent women in the community who are often not typical of
most rural women. ~labowa fel t SL,ch women can set a <;Jood
example as they a~e usually less home bound and less likely
to spend time drinking. Rocheleau noted however, that wives
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should also be included, and that OrR progr'ammes need to tak2
account of thp complexities of decision making where both
husband and wife are involved. In order to address this
issue Sutherland felt that techniques for intervieHlng
spouses needed to be further developed. He suggEsted that a
strategy of posing a set of questions to both spouses and
coming back later to get a response after the spouses had
discussed the matter in private. Rocheleau endorsed this
idea and emphasised the importance of using such a strategy
when ~·\jor·king ~·\)ith a group of f,:::U"'mf:?r":~ nt- ",1 cCJij1 mUnl1.".y in
evaluating an on-farm experiment. It was noted that married
couples tend to interact in exchanging ideas related to the
household economy, and that giving farmers time to think and
discuss the questions could reveal a lot about decision
(il""ki ng CIt. thE' communi t '! emu hDUSehQ] d 1 evel ~::.. The gj~ClLlP

agrr:)c~c~ t hot thf2l'-E:~ ~\lc;'S a s,.;&:r- i OLl':;; d.;3.n~J2f'- of i11~i.k i r-lg ~c·rI2ral i ·~;;C:1-·~

t i Ot"i!:"~· c:\~::.r.)L.lt of i:~t-rfii r)(J s\/str·:1nl£:. basE:c! G~) i r1{ C)('Ct'i£it. i {)n f,r-'C,l\/i deci b'i
men Oflly in t~leir role as spo~~esmen for the hOLlsehold ar;d
communlty. A further point agreed was that male members of
some farming communities required education so that they
would accept the practice of their womenfolk talking directly
to male extension workers.

The issue of employing more female extension staff was
discussed. It was agreed that this would not, in itselF,
sGlve the problem, and would only help if those recr'uited
were appropriately trained and properly motivated. It was
p£.~r·rlii\ps; rnot- E"~ i iTipOr" t ant t (:t tr' a i n Er>~ i s t.i f19 s t af ~f i r"i e>~ t E"r', :::~.t f)fl
and t-c<;e,?,t-ch to bE'? mOY-f) sensi ti. v(~~ t..:o thp i mportcl.nce of
femc'l CIS i n fi:·~t-nd. rIg. F\c!·~hE·lEclLt ;;;L\~J~JE'sted tt-ia't FSF\ rii-8gr~\r;i;nc's

should employ a professional, such as a sociologist, to
en SL.tr [:": t h c\t t h t.:: i r. t f~'}'~ E::>t s c){ ~"JCJrri~'n f c,r [nE~t-S "'-Jer· e t. ci r"', 9 c:;;. -~:: F:~r- E:rJ
fOFw ill t(7.~chricJlci(]Y gE~nei··"a.tion" SLlthcr-l~~r,d not2cJ tt-iat this
w~s being dor1e ifl Zanlbials nor"thern r2gion~

2. elrl j.m~J·F·ov·i?:.~rnF.0r1t c)f tri:\ining for- t·\jDtn~!rl cl9:""'icLfltu.r-ist~-::., t.(~iE:

group notpd the need to pay more attention to technical
subjects for women 2rld to disregard the curr-cnt p~acticG irl
the region emphasising home economics in the training of
female e:<b::nsion. Similar-ly, it ~<:as ·::;ugqf"1<·31:.ed that feiIl~\I~:.?::.;

should nol be accepted into agricultural colleges if they
lacked the appropriate entrance q~alifications to t~ke

COl.WSt-\~" in techniC:o~l subject~;.

:::::. I ri ordet- to i. mpt"ove thf.-? \."Jor k i n~~ envi rDnment ·f Ol"- WO(]1':3tl ,

the group felt that professional men needed to be educated
fUlrthE.':'" i"-i'~cjc\~-dir;\J SE":nl.~':\l. equal i ty. There \;-.2<:.; need t.o att·t",:l·c"L.
more women to wor~~ in th2 agriculttlr"C sec'lor~: the greater th2
number of wom2n the better their working environment would
become~ The respor"lsibility of campaigning fo~ a better
€-~n".;i t'''CJf1{j'jt:'!nt shOLtl c! 1 i E? pt'-i l!i-::tt- i 11 ~/ ~..~i t.h \·\;0 HIl,::.'n E~inpl CJYE:-"':O in

Sf::?n i c)r' J:j~- elf G."! 5::) j, on .;.\.J. pc.s;.::' t j cJn £';. }'iab ~~~"Jc\ ~tnd r~C'C h col 2C\L.l r-;c!t sod
that. ir research work prof8ssional. women needed to be
p!-,"~/s.i c z~ 11,... t tlLtgr-; i::'tnd C:ilip} 0"/ st.' ;:).tc~'g i 2S~. t. c; ·c:;tbt i.\i ri t.r;2 r E'~'P c'c: t:
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of men. Habowa said she did this by working alongside manual
workers and staying out in the field longer than her male
courlt21~par·ts.

§~igQliD£§ iQC ~l~~YI
The following suggestions were agreed on in order tD
strengthen the CIMMYT approach tc FSR:

a) Use the forthcoming FAD gUidelines (coming out through
ICF~AF, l',lail~obi)

b) Make efforts to secure participation of more female
professionals in FSR.

c) Create a better working climate for the employment of
female professionals.

d) Carry out in-service training
extension workers relating to the
women farmers and methodologies
participation from females.

for both f(?male
i mpor-tanc:e o·f
for achieving

c,nd mal e
involving

grec::tter

e) Use more female household heads as both key informants
and as farmer cooperators.

f) Aim to design more technology specifically addressing
women's interests, and covering the full spectrum of women's
work (including food shortage, prese~vation, processing and
off-farm work).

g) Develop more sensitive interview and interaction method~

vJI""; i ch take into account pt- i v,~\te "i n-the--house" dec i si on
making, and cultural differences in this.

h) To note that in the design of FSR projects\institutions
womenls int2r'est~; StlDUld t)2 ir'}tegv"ated creatively - but ther"c
l1!ay sti 11 bc~ <";t net-~d to contact women separEltel y.

i) In training of national professionals, more attention
should be paid to training in the local context, rather than
imposing ideas about women's development learned over·seas •

. )J. Training in agricultural colleges on
need to bE imprOVEd in ordEr

WCJmcn IS

to rrli':\kc -t- ..... .-..
.... '1>::::

in
FSR

e:·:tfmsion link mon,~ effectiv€t.

The guidelines presented above provide some suggestions as to
how to tackle this important issue. As one major workshop
h",\s publis.hE,j findings:- r-eIE=}vant to this is:.sw~ (Th",:
Rockefeller Foundation and International Service for
Agricultural R2sear=h. Women and Agricultural Technology:
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Rplevance for R~sea~ch. Vols. 1 ~nd 2, 1985. The Hague,
Nether 1 ands) and ,,-;nother is short 1 y to ti~\I;:e place <FSSP
and l.>JolTiF.m in Agr'i cuI tUI~e C(.jn-f ar'ence on I! Eienclet" Issues in
Farming Systems Research", University of Florida - 26 Feb. to
1 March 1986) plenty of u5ef~1 information will shortly be
available to policy makers and FSR practitioners.

THE BROADER CONTEXT OF SOCIO-POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT AND
I NFRrlSTRLJCTURrlL_ f.-3UPPORTS

~Jhi Ie the VJot"'k~:;;hop aiHied to i.~t.t.ract papel~5 \<'Jhich focused cw:
FSR and technology generation, three participants presented
papG:'r's wh:i.c,.h took in thE' 1.=,rg2r' conte;,:t of sm<:~ll farmE'r'
development. While provoking discussion relevant to the
topi cs, eli sLu~;::~f]d abO'v'E, t.hes,::, papf~r's al so made i mpcwtant
points relating to the relationship between FSR programmes
and the larger political and organisational context, and the
resulting role of anthropologists/sociologists.

3.51. "HDUSE?hcld differentiation and macro factors in
farmi ng systems; re'5earch ". by HAN BANTJE

Bantje put forward the case for a more complete incorporation
of a sociolofjical perspective into farnling systems r-2search~

Criticising conventional FSR for cGncentr~ting too much on
micr~o-lev21 E?CUnOfllic and aQF'Q--technical 'factol-s ar~d paying
too little attention to micro-level social factDr's, and
macr'o-level socia-economic and political factors, Bantje
Pt-E'~.;(!nted C2'_-C fT!D,teri21 ft-om t.he Mbozi F'ldt€'?,'H,1 111 Tanz~ni,:,

to i:lt'gLlC:2 rli ~-5 C(':,~'~jf::M r)eas.i".,i"'i-C pr-c)d,-~ct i on ~:··.las Sf~:8n a.s conti ng2nt
C)j-. t. h 7~~ mi c: r CI ~. \/==; t (::rfns (:of :::~CtC i ~'11 r- E~ 1 at i C);'j 5 i n t r-i 0? h C)Lt":::;c:,'h [) 1 d i~ri d
COii"ilT!unity' Of1 the onG! hand, ,::,nd on n",,,tion,:,l policies End

budgetary priorities en the other. Bantje argued that a

social factor, the domestic development cycle, was the major
basis for differentiations between Mbozi small farmers.
Differential control over resources led to different income
levels, which in turn determineri the ability to respond to
econo~ic opportunities. The poorer hOGseholds had to
supplement. their income from farming with wage labour and
trades. 1'1210 r-'C.1-' 1 eve1 i nfrastructur,:\l i nadf.2quL1ci 2S > in
particular shortage of fertilizers, farm equipment, and
credit, were the major constraints t.o agricultural production
in t-1boz i.

Bantje concluded by arguing that "efforts to tinker with thQ
local system v'li thout tak inc] into ac:c:ount thfi.! macro 'setti n';'F;

are esscnt i all y f rui t I ess ". f-lco! ':,t-gued that. high qU21 j, t '/
applif2d r'·c-:?sE?arch should be ba·;;;t?d on .:;{ bt-O'7~d ':;ociulCJ'Jical
perspec::ti.\/e. Thus hG"! sLlggests that "quick i:\nd reliat)le
assessments of social situations are hig!)ly contingent en
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prior familiarity with the area and its social systems,
knowledge of the local languc~ge, etc." Dantje's final
suggestion is that the expense of high quality social
resear"ch can be rc~cuperated by avoi di ng "coS">t 1 y mj stakes in
the implementation phas;e".

Kean pointed out that the CIMMYT methodology criticised by
Bantje does recognise differentiation among farmers, both in
relation to natural factors and hierarchical <socia-economic)
structures. However, he also noted that the four broad
groupings in the Zambian classification need to be further
refined. Kean also pointed out that the CIMMYT methodology
incorporates the means to identify external constraints, such
as infrastructure and budget allocations, and stressed the
need to persuade pol icy ma!::ers to make deci si ons ~Jhen~

possible.

Definition of target groups w~s also discussed. It was
recognised that a farmer may change his or her group over
seasons and there was a need to retain a dynamic view of
target groups. It was felt that a social scientist should be
involved in farmer selection in order to identify and correct
bias.

One discussant felt that FSR offered a genuine opportunity
for both presenting options to policy makers and
simultaneously serving the needs of farmers within a
parti cuI ar an::!a.

The two natural scientists,
following comments~-

Shumba and McPhilips, made the

1. To be of use to an agronomist, the table showing
characteristICS of Mbozi farmers must give more details on
the proportions in each group~ and it was suggested <and
agreed by the author) that age is an unreliable variable.

2. The ownership and control of cattle needs to be teased
out to be of use to scientists.

3. Natural scientists should seek from social
information on the social impact of the natural
innovations, especially the possible impact on
technological innovations.

scientists
scientists'

equal itY o-F

The discussion focused on the relationship of social
scientists in FSR to policy makers. Sutherland responded to
Bantje's criticism of the micro focus of Zambian FSR by
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pointing out that part of the current pra~tice is to report
infrastructural constraints facing farmers back to policy
makers. Kerven wondered if social scientists might
sometimes annoy or challenge p~licy makers by stressing
concerns of interest to themselves. Collinson responded that
often social scientists emphasised the need to help the poor
without reference to national economic objectives and
policies for production and export. Grandin concurred but
added that social scientists were obliged to inform policy
makers to make them aware of the long term ill effects of
ignoring the poor. Whalen noted that international

.organisations operate in c."l. "socio-pDlitical contE;;~;{t" and on
requests to secure production increases based on limited
resources, and are under pressure to place resources where
results are most likely to be forthcoming.

Shumba, bringing the discussion !J,:.ck to faY"iTling systems,
noted that Bantje's base for defining target groups was
somewhat fluid. He suggested that agronomists are someti~es

sceptical of the value of reliance on sociological base data.
Bantje admitted that households move between groups, and this
fluidity was inherent to the Mbozi system. Rocheleau said
that FSR must be a part of applied research system, in which
resources also go into large scale production in order to
feed the nation and minimise poverty.

3. ~)2 ..
and development issues" by ALUFEYO CHILIVUMDO

Chiluvumbo's paper, like Bantje's, steered clear of the
discussion of sociology's role in the generation of more
appropriate technology. The paper st~rted with the
assumption that appropriate agricultural technology (suc~ as
hybrid seed, fertilizer and ox implements), is in existence,
and the argument focused instead on the poor performance of
infrastructural 5upp6rt services supporting the Zambian small
'farm sector". Using the findings of his field n::~seal-ch in
Zambia to support his argument, Chilivumbo called for more
research intci the operations of agricultural support
organisations. He argued that these organisations and
related agricultural development and support projects are
often set up and evaluated by experts from outside of Zambia
who have a poor understanding of the need~ of the small-s~ale

farmer. Ch iIi vumbD strE',~s.ecl the need f or a researcher II ab Ie
to ufld~?r"':5tand t.hE' neec:ls of the small-seal e -f armer and
translate the needs of the farmEr to the planner". Pelatedly,
he suggested rural development programmes should be more
"human oriented", 2.nd th.:\t ",in c\rea requiring resea~-ch "is the
proulem of CD;1li1H,mica.tion beb~f'?en n?searchers, planner's and
donor·s", ThuF, while cI,::\ta relating to sinall far'mers' neF-ds
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and perceptions in Zambia was plentiful, in some cases it w~s

poorly analysed, and o+ten the implications of analysed riatd
were ignored in agricultural planning. The needs of the
small farmer we~e neglected most when plans were based on
'quick and dirty' research by international consultants, and
Ch i 1 i vumbo call ed for "greater use of I Deal soc i al
researchers able to carry out more intensive and higher
qu,,,l itY research".

Two specific areas requiring sociological research and
relating to the small-farm sector were mentioned. One was
"f\2se':;trch i.nt.o t.he at.titude, ability, skills, manpovJer and

.recruitment of the personnel as well as the whole functioning
o'Y the cooper.:.-\ti ve uni on~;". The other was "The major
values, attitudes, social organisation and concerns of the
l"ecipients of chan<;)e" especially in relation t.o technology
and in·::;;titutions Wllich "make t-ur"al life more attractive and
indirectly contt-ibut€iJ to productivity".

§Ymm~~Y g£ g~Q~Q ~i§£Y§§igQ (secretary J. C. Kabagambe)

The group noted that while Chilivumbo's paper did not
str'ictly conform to the format recommended in the guidelines
it fell within the broader issues raised by the CIMMYT
methodology. Much of the discussion centred on the issue of
how planners use social research. It was noted that planners
do not eften treat research done by local people seriously,
but pref er "f I yi ng reseurchers II from out ~"i de vJho conf i t-m ~'Jhat

the donors want to hear. It was also noted that the wor~ of
the out si dE' 'e:·:perts' is never eva} l.lat ed, and that FSR is
best carried out by researchers with local background
knowledge. A suggestion was made that donors should consider
drawing on a po~l of experts with local knowledge in their
pr·ogrammes.

The discussion group supported Chilivumbo's plea for more
socia! research into the functioning of institutions suppor
ting small-scale agriculture, particularly the uncaring atti
tudes of bureacrats'commonly found in the institutions. The
discussion moved on to look at the relationship between the
small-scale farmer and the institutions. It was noted that
if FSR addressed itself primarily to increasing commerciali
sation of small farmers, it should do so with caution. The
argument was that, due to the importance of kinship
structures and obligatons in small farming communities,
increased product. ion mi ght be used to servi ce dependency.. (by
some members of the community on others) ~ather than raise
the level of production by the local population as a whole.
Sociology can contribute by examining the social consequences
of i ncr'eased pr'oduct i em, .=\nd the soci aJ. changes necessary few
a small farmer to move from subsistence production into
permanent surplus production.
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Di scussi on {allowed the same 1 i. nes as in the SfTia] 1 gt-[)i!P,
covering the same points. It was noted that FSR should not
look at increased production in isolation from increasing the
small farmers' welfare. Chilivumbo noted that for most small
farmers, welfare is provided by kinship and village ties, the
second and les5 important (for most) being that provided by
organisations supporting agriculture. Farmers who were more
commercially successful had often broken off dependence from
kin and village. The session endorsed the need for more
utilization by donors supporting FSR programmes of social
scientists with local expertise and knowledge, and that more
donor resources should be used for analysing existing data
rather than sending in experts to do rapid surveys.

3.53. J1Ant_I-H~Clpological contributions to systems-'-oriented
research in pastoral development; the case of the Niger range
and 1 i vestoc ~:: development project" by JOHN CUF~RY

Curry's paper looked at the contribution an anthropological
approa~h can make to livestock research and development with
a farming systems perspective. Using case material frum the
livestock project (CRED) in the Niger Republic 1 Curry
demonstrated the relative advantages of an in-depth anthro
pological approach, over the ·more conventional economic
approach of a 'cost-route' survey involving frequent visits
to sampled households over a season. Given the need for low
cost socio-economic research which provided quick answers {or"
planners and technical scientists, Curry suggested that
informal anthropological methods are superior to those of
formal pastoral aconOffilCS in providing quick answers to
questions, and on-going advice on general issues which may
not have been includ~d in the design of formal surveys.

§~mm~c~ Qf 9C9~2 ~i2£~22igQ (secretary Dianne Rocheleau).

It was noted that the project was not an FSR project as such,
but a livestock project with an FSR orientation. Findings
based on ethnographi c ,..-esear-ch had beer"! Llsed to dE:!si g.... 3

credit programme for herders based or indigenous credit
systems. Anthropologists on the project were regarded as
credible informants and had a considerable input in planning
the second phase of the project. Group members noted that
often anthropologists are valued for their ethnographic
e:·:pE~rtisr:? and tr'8it- opinions a~-e highly respected dur'ing the
interpretation af quantitative socia-economic data. Tho
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basic units of analysis used in the collection of socio
economic data were discussed. It was noted th~t different
residential units were used for different ethnic groups, but
a common feature was d distinction between smaller units
<such as a household or tent) and larger units (such Q~

glroups of tent.s), and attc·ntion t-Jc:\S p":lid to c:Iif-h=,·rrmt.iaticn
within and between units. Discussion revealed that a
household and community focus was complemented by the
incorporation of a 'political-economy' per3pectiv2 which was
critical to planning.

The cost-effectiveness of a conventional ethnographic
approach was discussed, along with the willingness of donors
to fund long·-term in depth s;t.udi es.. It IrJas noted that the
support by donors of anthropologists in this instance was
sompwhat unt.ypical. Other l[~ss cos.tly IrJays of providing a,n
anthropological input were discussed, including hiring an
ethnographer alreddy familiar' with an area, or using local
people who have a good knowledge of local conditions even
though they may be less trained professionally. A further
points was that now that the background ethnographic work was
complete, rapid appraisal met.hods could be effectively used
by a "well read pa'3tor-al anthro·-e:·:pert".

Discussion also touched on interaction between social
scientists and technical scientists in the project. It was
noted that some of the anthropologists worked in relative
isolation while others were in close cooperation. However,
one important aspect was that technical scientists were
trained to work with local groups, and in designing the
second phase of the projects the anthr::oplogist was able to
build in a strong threeway interaction component between
technical scientists and social scientists and 'client
gr"oups' •

Curry was asked how the project anthropologists responded to
requests for quantitative economic data. He replied that it
gavp thern enb-y into the f i el d si tuat. i on and e\l so perini t ted
them to raise social equity issues with project
administrator's based on hard data. Another question relatsd
to project continuity. Curry noted that he helpad the new
team to plan phase two of the project. Collinson noted that
a ch~nge of administration can dramatically interrupt
programmes. Sampling methods were discussed, and Curry noted
thctt the new dev".!lopment gi'·C.oLlpS w(::'!re us(,?d.:\5 a basi s - f or
sampling. In response to a question on ~nt.hropological

attitudes to qUcditific:ation, CurT,! noted that number"s c.:.::.m
only be given a meaningful interpretation by someone familiar
with the local languag2 and social institutions, such O~

anthropologists. It was also noted that the use of
anthropologists with a qu&litative orientation allowed the
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quantitative data collection to change focus as the project
evolved, and include larger inter-household processes.

3.54. Q~2~~~~tiQQ§ ~QQ ~~£Qmm~QQ2tigQ2£ tb~ ~~Qe9.g~ §Q£L2=
2Qliii£el ~QQt~~t

1. FSR programmes need to take the broader socio-political
context of small farmer development into account. Team social
scientists should be prepared to spend time studying issues
which are not technical related but are nevertheless vital to
agricultural development once technologies have been
identified. They should be prepared to comment to relevant
authorities on the eqUity implications of policies and
practices, while being sensitive to the fact that national
'interests may differ from their client group (Bantje (3.51
spJ, Chilivumbo [[3.52 spJ, Curry [3.53 spJ, Merafe [4.30
sp J) •

2. .Relatedly, anthropologists/sociologists have a role to
play . in studying the larger institutional context of
agricultural development with a view to making it more
effective in meeting the needs of the small farmer (as well
as national interests). Research is required into both the
internal functioning of inefficient support institutions and
1 i nkages betl'leen i nst i tut ions servi ng a common f1 at i onal goal
CChilivumbo [3.52, sp. gd.J, BantJe [3.51 sp]).

3. FSR programmes often tend to be production oriented and
pay little attention to the social impact of technical
innovation, and its impact on ~arger org~nisational fo,ms.
Sociologists/anthropologists can be us~d to assess social
impact, both at the individual farmer/household l~vel and at
the level of larger community agriCUltural support servic8s
operating at the local level (Bantje [3.51 gd] Curry [3.53
spJ, Merafe [4.30 gdJ).

4. In looking at the larger environment there is clearly a
difference of perspective between FSR projects of a limited
lifespan and programmes for institutional ising FSR into the
national agricultural research and extension structure. FSR
projects tend to have a more holistic view of development and
may run the risk of undertaking support activities which an'?
the responsibility of other government departments fo~ the
sake of "project success"; government employees may be Llsed
to further project objectives, rather th~n to increase the
effectiveness of the government department from which they
are seconded. Prog~ammes of FSR institutionalisation atterr.pt
to build up the national capabllity to carry out on-farm
researc~ and extension which will, in the long~r term, lead
to improved smallholder productivity. Sociologists have a
role to play in the evaluation of projects and sup~ort

programmes to ensure that national interests and manpower
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development are at the forefront. of activities and short-term
visible effects (measured
agricultural activity)
P€,~t-sppctive.

as a simple increase in output or
are placed in their proper

4.00. INSTITUTIONALISATION AND INTER-DISCIPLINARY COOPERATION

This topic attracted three papers and was discussed in a
-concluding session as well. Opio-Odongo presents a general
discussicn of the role of rural sociology in FSR, including
ways if increasing its involvement. Kean and Sutherland
provide an account of the Zambian programme for
institutionalising rut"al sociology into the natic)l"h'\l FSR
team. Merafe gives a summary of the operations of Botswana's
Ministry of Agriculture's Rural Sociology Unit in relation to
FSR type issues. Coming at the end of the final day,
discussion of the papers was less full than for previous
tord,cs .

.1.1,.10. "Contribution
generation in the context
1'1. OF' I C·,-DDONGO

of rural sociology to technology
of farmi ng systems res,;?arch II by J.

Opio-Odongo's paper tackled four main issues relating to the
contributicn of rural sociology to technology generation.
The first was to und~rstand the factors leading to the
belated recognition that rural sociology has aorole to pl~y

in agricultur'al technology generation. The author identified
three factors which have contributed to this. Firstly, the
emph<''1sis placed by American rur-'::11 sociDlogy on social
welf2re iSSUES and on technology adoption has steered the
di sci pI i ne away from thE? issue o·f appr-opr'i at e t.echnology
generation. Secondly, in Africa while rural sociology
resei.U'''.:h has been b-i ed out ina few i. nstances wllere there
has been an American influence in institution building, the
strong British agricuIt~ral research tradition has largely
precluded the posting of social scientists to rese~rcn

sti::ttions. The third factor·· he identi-Fied was the earlier
recognItion of the Importance of agricultural economics,
deriVing initially from farm management research and later
extending in~o farming systems rese~rch, which has resu)ted
in economists taking on some research tasks better left to
sociologists or anthropologists.

The second issue discussed was how rural sociologists can
contribute to the better understanding of farmers' circ~m

stances.. Opi w-Odongo ernphas:;i. s:,ed the pr'obl em di c.ignosi s phase
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rather than experimentation and extension phases. He
suggested that sociologists co~ld usefully contribute by
identifying recommendation domains (using aerial photography
and secondary sources), master decision process in target
groups, informal.survey techniques, paradigm clashes as they
affect both group interviews and cooperation between FSR team
members, and farmer decision making. Opio-Odongo argued
further that the contribution of rural sociologists could be
advanced by developing theoretical perspectives which include
explanations for small farmer poverty and the influence of
different modes of production on farmers' circumstances and
technology options.

The third issue was factors which inhibit the contribution of
rural sociologists, pointing to certain weaknesses in
disciplinary training and development. The lack of training
in biological sciences, and, sometimes economics also and the
possibility of applying political economy models of
development at the neglect of technology ones, reflected
weakness in professional training and rendered rural
sociologists open to accusations of radicalism and
tresspassing on the ground of other disciplines. Another
factor ~..,as the "poor visibility" of sociologists, but it was
noted that visibility was imprOVing with greater sociological
involvement in project feasibility and evaluation studies.
The other constraining factor Opio-Odo~go discussed was the
academic inclinations of mal1Y sociologists which may div8.-t
them away ft-om a "community sei~vice" attitude to vmrk.

The final topic was ways of improving rural sociology's
contribution to FSR. The three remedies proposed were: 1) to
gain official recognition of t~e importance of FSR by the
Rural Sociology Society and the International Rural
S8ciological Association; 2) to persuade Ministries of
Agriculture and Rural Development in the region to provide an
institutional base for practising rural sociolugy, and 3) to
create more opportunities for rural sociologists to
participate in regional training workshops on FSR, (eg.
CIMMYT workshops).

§Ymm~c~ e£ 9CQY~ ~i~~Y§§ieQ (secretary B. Grandin)

The paper was felt to be rather theoretical, which Dr. Dpio
Odongo explained was due to the fact that he is just now
embarking on an FSR project and can't be considered a
practitioner as yet. However, being the only rural
sociologist in the Faculty of Agriculture (Department of
Agricultural Economics) has given him an exposure to inter
disciplinary work and its problems. This has given him
critical insights into the problems of a social scientist in
a non-social sciences world.

There was some discussion of the traditional rural sociology
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work on adoption of innovations - its emphasis en. purely
sociological variables (i.e. progressive, educated, young
etc) in explaining adoption, was felt to Le a major
limitation. It was felt that a major contribution to these
studies would be to look .at soci8logical, economic and
agr'onomi c vat.. i ab 1es togethf.01'·. II Pro'Ji~G)ssiveil was 1 i ke the
residual term in a linear regression: it·s dimensions needed
to be teased oul. This could be an important contribution of
a social scientist willing\able to look beyond purely socio
logical variables.

In terms of the low utilization of rural sociology, in
addition to other points mentioned on the paper, questions
arose as to the extent to which rural sociologists are
trained in specific skills for cross-cultural work. It was
consi del~ed th-."-it the ui-·ban--rl.lf"al d1 chotomy can be so gt-edt
that even indigenous researchers working in their own ethnic
group would benefit from these skills. Dr. Opio-Odongo
agreed this would be useful; it was not traditionally done in
rural sociology, but was beginning to be done.

The group then focussed on the marginal position of SOCIal
sci FHl"ti sts wm'king in agt-icultLwal devf:?lopment _. which has
both structural\institutional and personal dimensions - both
of which are brought Gut beautifully in Opio-Odongo's paper.
The group spent some time on this emotive issue. Emerging
conclusion's were that that for social science to become well
integr~ted into agricultural research and development,
several things are necessary or desirable (some of which have
been touched on in one fashion or another heretofare):-

1. Convince both bio-physical scientists, and ministry
administrators th~t we have something to contribute;

2. Then hopefully they will begin to build in career
structures and rewards for social scientists. As things are
now, as far as our experience goes, there are limited or no
career structuros for social scientists in agricultur21
ministries in the region. This presumably would only come
after we have provpn our importance. But it will be
necessary to supply the security\rewards necessary to keep
good people in the j6bt

3. Regarding role of our discipline, professional bodies
and journals. The group agreed applied anthropologists and
rural sociolugists are frequently isolated; outcasted in
their larger professions. Feelings of marginalization are
strong~ with personal implications. The value of this ~ort
of workshop for alleviating this isolation was noted. There
is no easy solution. Although Opio-Odongo has called for
professi~nal society support, it is not clear how we pract
itioners Cdn foster this.
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1. In rf."sponse t.o the paper' it was poi nted out by Ron ~'Jat t s
that unit farms were started in Uganda in the late
1960's and a faculty member in rural sociology and
extension worked with thii. The suggestion was that
unit farms were a form of FSR. Current models of FSR involve
a lot of travelling, which is expensive and cannot be
supported without foreign aid, 'and it was suggested that
these petrol-expensive forms of FSR would die without foreign
aid. If so, then cheaper forms like unit farms might be the
solution.

2. The question of training in rural sociology was
addressed in Zambia, where students are not very much trained
with skills that are useful in development situations. The
rural sociology courses do not provide all the needed skills.

4.20. "In~;i;:it:utionalising rur,,11
rescc\r-ch: the Zambi i:Hi e:-:ampl e"
SUTHERLAND

sociology into agricultural.
by S.A. KEAN and A.J.

Kean and Sutherland's paper provided a case example of the
institutionalisation of rural sociology into the Zambian
farming systems research programme ARPT (Adaptive Research
PI ann i ng Teiam) • Beg i nni ng ~'IIi th the assumpt i Oil th2.t
"sociology has an important contribution to make in helping
to plan the technology generatio~ and adoption process", the
paper firstly considered general factors influencing the
incorporation of sociology into agricultural research
organisations. It argued that the existing structure of
these organisations, the state of knowledge from past
sociological research, the extent of geographical and
cultural variation, manpower availability, financial
constraints, and the sensitivity of policy makers to social
issues are all important factors. The paper then outlined
four basic options for intitutionalising a sociological
input: fulltime incorporation into local level research
teams; fulltime incorporation on a national or larger
regional basis; use of undergraduate and higher degree
students to undc·rtake speci f i c soci 01 ogi cal studi es, and
close cooperation between natural scientists in agricultural
research with sociologists working in other organisation~ in
the country and abroad also.

The paper next gave a background to farming systems research
in Za~bia, before discussing specific aspects of
institutional ising so=iology. It discussed conceptual and
specialist areas where sociology can contribute, further
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broadeni ng thE? i nter--d i ~;c i pI i nary fCi(:/.I~; pr"clvi d~'}c.i by the?
combination of agr-cnomy and economics. The pap2~ then
descr-ibed specific sociological inputs within the framework
of the CIMMYT sequence for on-farm r-escarch, as applied in
Zambia,. identifying a t"ole fqr- t.hE' socinlngi<;t,;:, a:.: i:"dch point
in the s;equence. Finally, ths crgi\rlisational plan for
institutional ising sociology into Zambia was discussed. An
elaboration of specialist subject areas and a summary of
specific studies car-r-ied out to date were pr'ovided if!

app£mdi ces.

§~!I!m2LY- Qf. £E::'9h\~ QIJ.Q E!.9!:.1~r..Y. Qi.2L,lJ2~~ifm EQmt?i!J.§:9-
H. B.::mt j F!) •

A number of comments focussed on the pr-acticalities of
incorporating a sociological approach in FSR. For exampl~,

how can one overcome the natur-al sciences bias of
agri cuI tLwal t-ese,;;lI'-ch, and hen" can onE' br·.i. ng togf?thI'2r
research institutions, par-astatal or-g~nisations,

univer-sities, that each tend to consider their activities as
a!.ltonorrIOll£~•

It was pointed out that such issues may be very sensititive.
One has to be very watchful of creating impressions of loss
of status or power. An example was given how 4 years of
pj.- ::::91'" eS:iS ~;J:::.r0 de·:;tr"o'>!ed by the appcJ~"ntmerit of a n£?w d i r-c:!C tor'
of n,?s.;cc,rch l",it.h diffcr'E:>nt intc;-'csts. OnE' ~;houlc:1 identify,
and wor!~ en, points of leverage in the related or-ganisations,
identifying influ0ntial people who happen to be sympathetjc
to the cause! .. - arid ,::;tress cOi'npl ementio\ri ty of appr-o<i;\c:hcs
,-athel'- tr'Lin co rnpE!titioll. F'E?t'c:;Ui::l,,;,ion will 'finally be possible
when the benefits of a sociological component will be clear
-f ,- om sue ces£,',{ ul demcmstr <'--it i Oil~;. I n t.h£.~ mean~', i (;;2

interdisciplinary appr-oaches should be built into training l

so that new gradu~tes are sensitive to the requirements of
interdisciplinary r-esearch.

Regf.i~ding the I at ter poi nt it vJ",iS quest. i onE!d Hhet her" 't'0ur:g
graduates wer-e reall~ interested to wor-k in the rural areas.
This appears to be more so in Zambia than in some other
countt-ies. Currently the A.R.P.T. teams typically consist of
young graduates. On the one hand this may m~ke

interdisciplinary communication easier. On the other hand
fears were expressed that beiween scientists with a low level
of training, ther8 would be a very low level of interaction.
The maturity needed to st.ep over disciplinary boundaries pnly
co~e5 with experience. In the Zambian case there is a
commiLment to a long term nationalisation programme, thr-ough
in-service training and counterpar-ting. One participant
rem<':irked. on the difficultiE!s of countcTpart tt-.:dning when
there is insufficient commitmEmt fr-oi1l trcdi1f:"i,?S.

{\ st?cond area of genE)r-al intE.'I'-f:~st w.;.:\s the quest.ion of hC\.'J {D,i'
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the interdisciplinary approach described really works, or
works better than conventional approaches, and what results
can be shown. In this context one participant remarked that
the results to be expected have not been specified. Is the
aim increase of production, or improvement in standards of
living? Obviously the i~corporatiun of social science
approaches is a means to an end rather than a goal in itself.

Some positive results can be indicated. Sociologists are now
involved in A.R.P.T., so it is possible to p~y attention to
socia-cultural factors. Sociologists take part. in the
formulation of research programmes, and the importance of the
human factors is being recognised. Some results are coming
out of the trial programme. An example was given where
sociology served to narrow down the seemingly wide range of
technical solutions to problems in a farming system. Crop
scientists need sociologists to develop a broader systems
perspective.

Nevertheless some doubt was expressed whether the social
scientists should purely serve to sell the packages developed
by natural scientists, or whether they should instead more
precisely question the soundness of particular technological
approaches. To really make an improvement over the
convent i onal "adopt i on of i. nnov<3.ti ons" appro2.ch, adapti '.Ie

research by incorporating sociology could more firmly base
itself an the perspective of the small farmer.

The point was raised that conditions in other countries may
differ" fr-om those prevailing in Zambia, making the
incorporation of sociology perhaps less easy.

A participant noted that more atfention might be given to the
impact of the i nst i tut i onal and pol icy envi t-onment of the
smallholders, e.g. in terms of pricing policies, input
supply, and marketing structure. If adaptive research limits
its perspective only to the community itself, important
parameters of farmer's responses will be missed out. A
Zambian participant noted that the existing FSR methodology
incorporates analysis of the effects of national policies and
institutions; A.R.P.T. passes on its findings on this, but it
is up to the institutions to make the necessary changes and
improvements.

4.30. "The role of rural
development in BotsW<:irI<:\"

sociology in planning fOt- livest.ock
by YVONNE MERAFE

Merafe's paper documented
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recognitions of th~ importanc2 of sociology by a Ministry of
A(Jr" j cuI tUI"e :i. n Southen1 Afr'i ca. She dC'SCT i bE~d hC~;J Bot~5wc,nd.' s
Rural Sociology Unit has responsibiliti2s to provide a broad
socia-economic impact on agricultural planning and in the
monitoring and evaluation of on-going programmes and
projects. This includes the responsibility to identify
constraint problems to the adoption of innovations introduced
t.hl'·ough t'-LW al d2vic~1 opmi:.:'nt pro O~.il'· dmmes\pt" Gj ec t s, dnd to ma,k(=
recomnlendations to releV2flt der)a~tments. The paper described
hov~ th(::? ~.;ol" k of thf.-? Un it i '::" C::i:.'lr-r i ed out ~,~i th ina bt-oadc"?t""
int.t'T'-discipline:H"y contE':d:, so th2lt it cc~n "complement .,',nd
rf?i n f Oi-ce tcc:hn i c:a I i. nV(2'"d: i ged:: i orF'~ in beth cr'op <:ind J. i vestoe k
product i em" , f;:,mphasi si ng t hF' i nter;w' 2,t i on of c:\r c1b Ie c:ind
livGstock sectors within a wider framework of a policy of
"Commerci31 AI~T",a Pli;\[lrdng and D0?vclopment".

Merafe's paper then described some of the agricultural
and livestock projects in which the Rural Sociology Unit has
been involved, detailing some of the rural sociology input.
Her case studies suggested t.hat the original ideas of
agricultural planners had to undergo considerable
modification following implementation, and t.hat the sociology
unit has played a role in the revision and adjustment of
livpstock pr"ojec:ts at-i~;;ing out of Botsi-'Jc,na's "TI~ibal Gr'c:izing
Land Policy" (TGLP). The Unit has also been able to point
out many of the equality implications of the increasing
commercialisation of livestock, and has been involved in the
planning and evaluation of programmes (e.g. communual service
centres) designed as part of the setting up of commercial
r' ant:.h(,2=-~.

Whilv Merafe's paper did not focus on technology 2~C gg, lt
did address some of the socia-cultural constraints to the
adoption of improved livestock management practlces, 0nd
shOl,vec.! hOI;) the sucC:t;.~·:;sful implf?mf~nt.:~tion of pr-ojects, such as
the Vil10ge Area Development Prog~ammc, benefited greatly
from the broad view of sociologists involved in the plan~ing

team. This enabled the team to go beyond the narrow
technical focus of an improved package of livestock
man~'HJPmt7!nt~ to i nvol ve the IDco;\l popul at ion in devol op i ng a
broad based plan which includod the whole farming systsm In

the 3rea. In part, this was necessitated by socia-cultural
factors: the idea of cooperative ranching as part of the
technical package being incompatible with local social
i:.rTangement':::; and pl'-:ioritie~;.. r1er'aff,1 pt-ov'idl::?d other' e:·:anpl~:?'5

0'[ the,,; SOL.iolo~IY Unit's involvemE.'nt in lhe planr,ir;g,
monitoring and evaluation of livestock projects, inclUding
grazing land reform programmes and commercial ranches, noting
tbat in ec;11~Ii.t;:r livf2s:,tock pr-ojects, "Planners seem not to
have been aware that among traditional fartners socio-cultural
factors very oFten play an equal if not more significant role
in dec i £,i on ..nak i ng than ecrmomi. c con~:;i dc",r'at ions ". HEr
overall conclusion, based en 10 years of practice in
Botswana, was that the inclusion of the Rural Sociology Unit
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in both project planning and monitoring had significantly
increased the relevance of projects to local needs and also
reduced the level of project failure.

The group felt that the strength of the study lay in the
broad view which it took of the policy context of
agricultural decision making, in particular of the framework
given by the national land use policy. Specific sociological
insights of relevance to farming systems research includEd:-

a) the relationship between livestock,
off-farm economic activities,

subsistence,

b) the importance of differential access to resources as
indicated by the skewed distribution of cattle ownership,

c) the significance of kinship based institutions for the
sharing of draught power - in particular for female headed
households and the role of these institutions in risk
aVf:?r~;ion, a.nd

d) the significance of ethnicity in determining access
to resources, especially land.

The group felt that findings given at pp.
be elaborated so as to establish the basis of
decision making with regard to :-

15 -- 16 coul d
agr i cuI t:.W"· al

b)
rathelr

to ti.~ke

a) the overstocking which seems to be widespread;

the rational for the continued employment of
than managers and the failure of the

ad\!D.ntage of tr·c\ining pr"ogr-ammes;

herdbays
far-riter's

c) the delay on the part of ranches in putting up
perimeter fences and the probable lack of incentives which
e:<pl""ins this

It was noted that the disciplinary distinction between
sociologists and economists was often overlayed by a
distinction in working environments, the former being
predominantly field-based and the latter office-based.
Furthermore, the failure to involve sociologists in the
design and planning stages of programme formulation
frequently led to their being regarded as 'problem solvers'
after the event, while questions as to the target
orientations of these programmes were not formulated.

It was noted that closer interdisciplinary cooperation
would have led to the investigation and quantification of
stocking rates and herd off-take rates which are clearly
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critical to the continued viability c'F
que£;t ion.

Dr. Kerven noted that a farm management unit had
present in the Ministry of Agriculture for seven years
could have provided information on stocking rates etc.
noted that they WE!n:? per-haf)'::; i nhi b i teci by t.hei I' n:~l i anee
excessively for-mal survey and analysis techniques.

beG!n
a,nd

orl

Dr-. Grandin asked how the strength of the staff
complement in r-ur-al sociology compared with that of other
disciplines represented in the Ministry. Ms. Merafe replied
that the Rural Sociology Unit tended to be regarded as a
service unit with:in th('? Ministt-y r'£,th(:.~r than b€~'i.nl;;; (Jivr::m <:.".
opportunity to develop its own priorities and terms of
n?fer-ence.

Dr-. Ker-ven asked the extent to which the Unit had been
involved in the on-going farming systems research programme
in Botswana. Ms. Merafe r-eplied that there had been very
little inVOlvement, in part because of a shortage of
qualified manpower, but sh~ was optimistic about the
potential role of the Rural Sociology Unit in such
programmes.

4.40. "Interdisciplinar-y Workshop
CONCLUDING SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION SESSION

Rela.tion~,;hips" by
(Secretary S. Kcan)

1. Specialist ar-eas wher-e sociologists can make specific
contributions were identified as follows:-

-Specification of the production unit.

-Decision making affecting behaviour e.g.
li:\boLw.

-Farmer selection for surveys and trials

-Farmer assessment

the allocation of

2. Economists should collect. more quantitative data.
Sociologists would add a wider breadth to the data because
they approach rural households with broader perspective of
farmer- values and attitudes.

3. Soc.i c)l ogi ~;ts st"ioLll d be i n'.;ol \led t.hr··oLtghoLit thE.::- seqJ_l2ril:e
of CIMMYT dependent on each specific or-ganisation. The
sociologist has a critical role to play in the diagnostic
survey stage <and tar-get grouping) to set the team on the. ,
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r- i cJh t t r- de: k d t ttl~.0 r::;t. ar-t, and Dr. imp cwt Dn t r' ()lei n mon iten":i l"lt;)

Clutput.•

iI,. f30ciolD(Ji~;ts; Ci::,ll
grouping; stratifying
eLll tlJF',:;"ll fE,ctC)j"·<'::>. -(tiC::.t

play an itnr:~ortar'lt role
the pGpul~tion looking at

in tD.r"uc,t
ethn j, c ~lnd

t 21'- 9 (:::1:. <;J I"~ OLlp in 9 CJn co t!"j f.? SOC i 01. c:g i .:; t I'.?:l '::; g i \/t~~n the c: r~ i '1:. i::-?I"'~ 1. ';:i.

f Cir" ~/cr' '''d:. i -f i C cd:. i Dn •

5. The sociolcgist has a role to play in training. Training
S',hould c:dm to (Jiv£? ~.;:;ciE0ritists -Ft-orn cEfff2l'-ent di~;ci.plil"iE\::; ",-d;

appreciation cf the ccntribution one another can make.
Courses at university incorp6rating an interdisciplinary
approach are important for undergraduates who have
~;p C!C :i. ,:,1. i ~;f::,'d • S:i mil at"l '/ agr-' i eu 1 t :.J.n::> s· t UCk:T: t s sh DU 1 d t,:;'.l-::e ~;C)iTIE.:·

sociology courses and vice-versa.

sr"10i-t CflJI--a1.: ion in C(Jl\f1tt-y /,"'89 i enal FSr-~ ti·-~3.i. n i r,g wc:r kSr1CJp':::' c:I.I'~E~

also LlsefL\l in heJ.ping scientists ff"om elifferent discifJlir'~es

to i ntE!I- act, c,~,;pc'c i.:t J. 1 Y if the':,.' an:! ab U. (;F?d to clo ·F i t·?l cI " ~";C:)l" k.
Universities could run multidisciplinary research projects in
specific 'far-rnir"lg systems e.g. SelJungwe if} Zimbat)we. Tt1er-e is
a r'ol e -f.or fric:,ni:H;.JE'ment tt-ai r,i nc;) in tPi.UfI wOlr'k to assi st ne~\I

teams being set up.

4.50.

Institutionalisation is clearly = critical issue when
developing guidelines for the incorporation of sociology and
anthr-opology i.flto farmir~g syste~s r2S82r-ct1. Policymakers ir'l
each country will be faced with the decision of how to
incorporate sociology. Some may consider it is better to set
up a separate sociology u~it, others to incorpo;r-ate social
scientists as nlemtJ2rS of existing specialist resca~c~~ te~,nSh

Yet cthers with mcre restriction on resources may choose to
forge closer links with sociologists working in allied
departments or related institutions. If resources permit,
the likely best option may b8 to employ a small number of
sociologists and use these both in training non-social
scientists and in carrying out special research tasks which
cannot easily be delegated because they demand professional
expertise. Such people must be properly qualified and above
all have the relevant experience and approach to the job.
Given that the choice of how to institutionalise rests with
individl,lal countr"ies, several important points ar"ise from tJ'12
papers and discussions on this issue.

1. It i~; vc:'ry important, whr?t-e evet-· poss.ibIe, to involve
sociologists at the plar1ning stage of FSR projects, to help
get the team on the right track. This will avoid the
sociologist who joins later being regarded by other team
members as a problem solver or trouble shooter (Merafe [4.30
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pdJ, Bantje [3.51J, CDS [4.40]).

2. In situations where economists and sociologists aros
working together in the same team, avoiding a rigid division
of tasks, the economists should concentrate on the
quantitative aspects and the sociologist the qualitative
aspects of data collection and analysis (CDS [4.40], Kean ~nd

Sutherland [4.20 ps]).

3. Of great importance is the training of graduates.
Agricultural graduates require a sociolugical perspective,
while sociology graduates require more background in
technical subjects relating" to rural development and
agriculture (Opio-Odongo [4.10 pd]).

4. The creation of a career structure
necessary to retain good people in post
psJ, Kean and Sutherland [4.20 ps]).

with incentives is
(Opio-Odongo [4.10

5. Sociologists or anthropologists employed fulltime in FSR
should have a training role in sensitising other scientists
to social and cultural issues and improving communication
between s~ientist5 and farmers (CDS [4.40.], Curry [3.53 gdJ,
Opio-Odongo [4.10 gdJ, Warren [3.31 gdJ.

6. Sociologists or anthropologists who are thinking of
working in FSR need to have a good record of, and attitude
to~ teamwork (Tripp [2.31J, Opio-Odongo [4.10 gdJ CDS
[4.40).
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5.00. (:il'ojhir.::::x: ES_.. ----~_._--

5.10. PROVISIONAL WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES AND PROGRAMME

"ThE:.! rolE' c::;-f rOur"c:d ~;Dc:iclog'/ (jiic3.uclin~1

anthropology) in farming systems research and
tE.'chnol ogy (~JE'n£?fOoc0.tion e,nd c\dcpt i 0:01".

Ridgeway Hotel~ Lusaka; Zambia.

26 - 28 November, 1984.

b ~~ f:.~ r:. [1 i..Q9
mus:!; 1;. i.. ~~ ~~ =':'.:.

1. ~~R~Q~ tQ9U!E~9Q: increase their knowledge of the role
rural sociology currently plays in agricultural research and
in technology generation and adoption in Africa.

2. §bQC§ !~§~s The opportunity to cut forward and listen
to ideas aGout the role that rural sociology ought to play in
agricultLtral ~'esea~ct'l af1d techr1010gy generation arld adcJptiorl.

3. !~Qutif~ §Q§~ifi!; §uhi§~t Qc§~§ To learn about and
discuss through C~~Q §tu~~ material subject areas where rural
sociology car") nlake a special contribLltion to farming systems
research and development.

4. ~i§~y§§ ~§tbg~glQgi~~l !§§YQ§ To learn how colleagucE
decide which methods of data collection to use, to discuss
the potential for methodological standardisation in relation
to farming systems, to discuss low-cost methodologies, and to
identify methodological differences between rural sociology
and agricultural economics.

5. RiSCY§§ QCg~Qi§QtigQ~l

sociologists do and ought to
natural scientists in:-

!~§y§~ To discuss how rural
work with other social and

a) Interdisciplinary agricultural research teams, and

b) I n the conte>: t of ' c~epar-°tmental' structure',;;, and

c) To discuss improvements in a and b

1.
wider

Summary
b6dol of

of workshop proceedings in
i nter-°ested pY"ofessi oneil s.
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2. Edited collection of workshop pap~rs.

3. Preliminary set of guidelines for the incorpo~ation of
rural sociology into farming systems research.

Qi§~Y§§iQO IbQmQ~: The workshop will discuss three themes
t-clE'v';;lnt tC) thE' inc;::;r-'pc;;-,':ltion of I-ur-'al sociology int.o
aglr i c: ul t loW a 1 Y-€")',;Pi",!'" c:: hand t (:)chno 1 D9 Y gen f:0r- e\ t i CHI <='Hid c.\dop t ion:

A~ Subject areas not us~ally covered in the farming systems
research approach.

B: F'ol nt.~;

soc: i 01 ogy hic,~;

in the existing
a 1"'01£) to play.

FSR .:~ppr"oach

c: PY"ocF·!dur"e~:;

rural soiciology
and organisational options for
into farming systems research.

Themes A and B will be considered in relation to cost
effective methodologies appropriate to specific roles. All
themes ~",i 11 addrci"!5fc' the gen£Tal objecti ve of "maki fig r'uTclI
sociology more useful and more applicable in problem solving
and problem ident.ification". The three themes are elaborated
in Appendix 1 below.

F'i:\r-ticipc\t.irm in the wCTkshDp will i.nvolve the pr·es€~nt.ation

of a short working paper. It is intended that participant.s
will cnntt'-ibutE' hy dt""alr,dng on their e:,:periencE? of technology
generation and adoption in countries where they have worked.
Papers should US2 case-study material to address one (or
filor'e) of the sJ,eci'fic subject areas in theme A (or arlott1er
subject area not included in the~e A) See Annex I.

The paper ought to focus on the social and cultural factors
which influenced the shaping and\or adoption of a particular
'h~chnology (i Ii the broad sense of the term) or- techn:i ciil.l
pa~kage, or the identification of a technical problem.
Methodologies used to identify and evaluate the influence of
such social and cult.ural factors should be described. It is
considered that specific working papers on themes Band C
will be less easy to focus t and unless participants can
present case-studies to address particular aspects of these
t.hpmes, it. is i nt.E'rlc1p'c1 t.hat. thFj' wi 11 be di scu':;sed by '.;('OUPS

during the workshop instead.

Q~tliQS2 Q£ ~QCL2bQR P.2RQC2~
A brief outline of intended working
specific subject area, should arrive
after which further ~rrangements will

papers, includin~ a
by the end of August,

be made.

k9ffi£D§oi.2:
Comment~ on the content and direct.ion of
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pl'''ugr"C\fllme dr"p mC)~:;t t"'Jplcomf!!,
working paper outlines.

and can be sent along with

THEIVIE A.: SUBJECT AREAS NOT USUALLY COVERED IN THE FARMING
SYSTEMS APPROACH

1. QiYiSiQO Qf !§hgyC ~~ Qge~ §§~ §od ffi§CiiQl st§tyS ~iibiQ
CYCQl hgYSChg10s· The extent to which age, sex and marital
status regulate lahour in agricultural production with
particular emphasis on 'peak' labour periods and competition
between agricultural and non-agricultural cash earning
opportunities: question the simplifying assumption of
agricultural economic analysis.

2. tiDsbi~ ~§ an iostiiytiQOQ! f§£t9C Cggyl~tiOg

0grisYltYr~1 !0~9YC §D~ §~£§SS tQ !§D~~ !iY§§tQst~ g9y!gffiQOt
§D~ ffi0Ch§is· The way that ties of marriage, descent and
filiation which extend beyond the household intervene, either
positively or negatively, in the allocation of labour during
peak periods, in the acquisition and extension of rights in
land and livestock, in the sharing of agricultural equipment,
and the clistribution and marketing of agricultural produce;
bring in the importance of inter-household processes.

3. BgligiQO~Qtboisit~ io rQl~tigD tR RCgQYSiiYQ
§RQSiQli§QtiQD Qnd ~~~~§s ig LQOd §D~ §gyi~mgot. The extent
to which religion or ethnicity are a factors which intervene
in the organisation of specialist agricultural activities,
access to land for cash cropping or pasture, cooperation irl
the purchase of scarce inputs, sharing of expensive
equipm~)r"lts:" <7HH1 the inforrnal 1I1cTketing of products.

4. b~o~ I§o~c~ ~o~ Ig£bD9199i~~! !oigCY£Oii90. The
influence of local land tenure systems on technology
involving; an expansion of acreage, an extension of the
period of cultivation, an improvement or alteration of
ex(sting holdings, or a more 'rationalised' pattern of land
holding.

5. 8sttlQmQnt E~iiQCO§ ~nQ bQ£~l ERliti£~l QCg~Oi§~tigQ·
The way that settlement and local political institutions
influence access to land, and the regulation of farming
activities, particularly in relation to changes in cropping
systems and animal husbandry which imply changes in
settlement patterns.

6. Ig£b091ggy e~QRiiQD ~OQ ~uliuc~l ~b~Qgg. Processes of
social and cultural change which facilitate or increase the
scale of technology adoption: Ways of evaluating the lifespan
of a new technology in relation to the time necessary for the
cultural adjustments implied in the new technology (assumming
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the economic benefits are constant).

7. bU~0L RQ~§lg2mQQt ~i§tgCi§~. The way local peoples'
previaus experience of ~evelDpmcnt projecLs and agricultur01
pro 09 r' aiHinl"?S; i~; 1 ike 1 y t Cl i I) f 1 u,=~f') ce' 1'- C"""p en ,,:;Ci t 0 FEF~ f' j' cCjr" am,i';E: ", ..

8. Ih§ ~g~iQl [got§~t gf Eg9d CCQC§§§iou QOd §tDCG9Q·
implications of new varietios or new food crops for
Pl~oc:c':;',",~in~l ~'\Iitl'lin t.1"10::\ huu;;:;c·hcli..!; pc\l.;.tih,ilit'l, cODI,:ing
procossing requirements, storago requirements.

Ti- •.,
1 ! 1\..-..

t i !TiC ,

C), .
ways in whcih a male dominated profession can develop a
s;ur'vey and e:-:perim£';!nt<.d pro:;:jl'''",'Unri'!E-' ~'Jr'lich t-ec()<;Jni~,~E'S the
importance of women in small-scale agriculture.

10. BUCQl UCh00 ~i9C0tigQ. Ways of assessing
of rural-urban migration for household
management, and investment patterns.

the 1. ffipc~r'tancE"!
1 abOUi" , c:as::,n

~g~i~l ~~£~etQ~ilit~ Qi
relation to equity

11. ~Y0l~~ting 0n~ eC§~~c§QQiQg ttQ
OQH ?gCi~~Lt~Cful tg~bOglQg~: in
c(:)I')~,;i c:lE't- ",It ions and long tC?r'lTI
impl i.catinn<,;.

soc i ",,} l?C c)n CJIT. i c

12. !n~igQQgU~ IQ~hQi~Ql tDg~!§dgQ~ its place in farming
systems resear'ch.

THEME B: POINTS IN THE EXISTING FSR APPROACH WHERE RURAL
SOCIOLOGY HAS A ROLE TO PLAY

a. Recommendation Domain: input into zoning questionnaire,
collection of secondary literature and analysis of material 5

variation in household types, extension worker bias,
selection of appropriate community leaders, and farmer
classification in relation to land tenure.

b. Informal Survey: entry into a new area: selection of
farmer informants, interview approach, content of
investigations in r~lation to local cultural patterns
in"fluenc:ing fi:it'''ming and .::\ls.o res.pon~,e t.o out.side officials,
more accurate assessment of farmers' goals 5 and methods of
standardising working definitions of sampling units.

c. Formal Survey: sampling methods to counter extension
worker bias, organisation and content of questionnaire,
analysis of findings, definition of unit of sampling.

d. On Going Data Collection: methods of organising frequent
visit surveys and assessment of subject areas likely to be
socially sensitive or to influence farmer cooperation
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2. Ic:U~l. 1~s§L£El
Sociological pre-screening and planning of experiments:
social '-"=\fld cultur-.::~l fac:tolr.~; ~~hich Hill influence po<;;sibJc
solutions to identified problems.

:~. ![i~l ~§D~9§ill§Di illod ~~~l~~tiQDA
Contribution to proceedures for: seJecting trial farmers,
monitoring of farmer response and evaluation, obtaining
farmer response to problem diagnosis and on-farm trial
proposals, site selection for trials, and organisation of
farmer managed trials.

4. EQcmYL~tiQQ ~Qd Qgl.i~§c~ gf BQcQmmQQd§tiQQ§~

Contribution to formulation of recommendations in
target group specificity, develop procedures for
the delivery of technical recommendations and the
recommended technologies.

t- e I co\ t i on to
monitoring

adoption of

C. PROCEDURES AND ORGANISATIONAL OPTIONS FOR INCORPORATING
RURAL SOCIOLOGY INTO FARMING SYSTEMS RESEARCH.

1. Rural sociologist as a substitute for an agricultural
economist in a locally based ~SR team.

2. Rural sociologist as an addition to an economist
locally based FSR team.

in a

3. Rural sociologist centrally placed working full time and
serving several FSR teams.

4. Rural sociologist located in ~nother research institution
working part-time on a call basis.

5. Rural sociology in interaction with agricultural
economics: disciplinary boundaries and procedures fo~ inter
disciplinary interaction.

6. . F':ole of rl.wal sociology in training agr·onomists and
economists: a) in. identifying areas of social sensitivity
within the FSR sequence, b) making the most of indigenous
knowledge, and c) recognising the roles of the disciplines
of fellow team members.

7. Role of rural
linkages between FSR,
e:·:tensi on.

sociology in building or evaluating
commodity research, and agricultural
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5. 2(). ANI'JEX:

QCs~I~Q 6DDB~e2 ~X I~~ ~Q~~ D~ ~~~tQ~~s~ ~1~I§IsE QE §IBIs
EQB 8§BI~~~IU8E B~D ~BIsB Ds~sbQE~~~I~ QN I~s Q~~B§IQ~ QE I~~

NsI WQBt§~QE QN I~s BQbs QE B~B6b §Q~IQbQ§X IN E6B~I~§

§Y§Is~§ BE§E6RG~~

MR. CHAIRMAN, DISTINGUISHED GUESTS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

I whole heartedly welcome all participants especially those
who have travelled long distances to attend the workshop. I
am told we have representatives from Zambia and neighbouring
countries, including Botswana, Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania,
Swaziland, Uganda and Zimbabwe and the international
organisations operating in the region namely:- the
International Livestock Centre for Africa, (ILCA): the
International Centre for research in Agro-Forestry (ICRAF);
the World Bank and most especially the International Centre
for Maize and Wheat Improvement (CENTRO INTERNATION DE
MEJORAMIENTO DE MAIZY TRIGO, u. CIMMYT) whose economics
programme's regional representative, Dr. Collinson, is
attend:l ng thf:j ~o~ol""°b;hop.

Mr. Chairman, to put the occassion in perspective, I would
like to begin by emphasising the high priority which the
party and "its government attaches to agriculture. The
Ministry of Agriculture and Water Development is spearheading
the government's "opf?rat.ion food production programme" ~\lhich

places special emphasis on small-scale, agricultural
production. A major part of this programme falls under
Zambia's Agricultural Research Programme which cames under
the umbrella of the Department of Agriculture. For a number
af years, the party and its government has recognised the
need to give greater attention to research for small scale
farmers, as evidenced, for exa~ple, by the Lima programme
\o';hich Ha:-, initiE<.ted in 1978. Of p<:(rtic:uli.~r n""levc,u°lce to this
occasion is the strong link bbtween the Departmpnt of
Agriculture and CIMMYT's Regio~al Economics Programme which
was farmed in 1977.

Mr, . Chairman, this was the year when the Department invited
CIMMYT's East African EconomICS Programme to come and
demonstrate their farming systems research methodology for
planning research programmes to generate technology that is
more appropriate for Zambia's small scale farmers. Following
these demonstrations the Ministry of Agriculture and Water
Development decided to incorporate the CIMMYT methodology
into the Research Branch through adaptive research. The
Adaptive Research Planning Team was established in order to
spearhead and institutionalise this methodology and is now
operating in Lusaka Province, Eastern Province, Luapula
PrQvince~ We~tern Province, Northern Province, and Central
Province, which are six of Zambia's nine provinces.

In each province the Adaptive Research Planning Team has an
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agronomi st clnd
hand undf:.'rtaki ng

an agricultural economist who work
farmer surveys and on-farm trials.

hand in

Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out and emphasize the
continuity of the above developments with Zambia's overall
development strategy, as outlined in the Third National
Development Plan. This plan gives high priority to local
problems in the provinces and the 1981 Decentralisation Act
states that greater attention should be given to locally
identified pr-obleln:; within agt·-icultw-al n·:?s(2C:d~ch. It is fOf"
this reason that adaptive research has been given high
priority and is regarded as spearheading the move to 'take
research to the people'.

Mr. Chairman, this workshop is addressing a most important
topic. It is widely accepted that social and cultural
problems rank high among those of the small scale or peasant
farmel-, and that s,oci .:\1 and cuI tLwal factors, e;·:ert a mi:;;jcw
influence on their farming decisions in general and on their
adoption of new technology in particular. I should emph~sise

that this situation is not peculiar to Zambia, but wid2spread
within thG region and further afield. It is precisely for·
this; reaS{)fl tt.at you have all been invit~d to stlarc
experiences gained in your respective countries and
ur·~FHl i ~,at i Dn~;, cHid to d i SCLlSS and c1f::-bate methodel cg i G'S",

appropriate for tackling problems which are common to the
region as a whole. I must emphasise that this is a regional
undertaking whereby we are pooling our professional expertise
and experience through the assistance of the CIMMYT
'networking' programme, designed to facilitate improved
regional ecoperatien.

t1r. Chait-m""n, I beliF:vE' that LcHfibi'7:\ is "'". 3ppt-Cpr-12t.c
location for- dj,scu5sing these jSSljeS for two reasons"
Fir-stly, Zam~ia has a lo~g tradition of SOCIal r2s22r-ch
c:ondLlctE-?cJ froffl tf'll:::~ Utli.'/e~-,:~it..." o·f Z~\rnbii.:\'i:; InstitlJt~·? crf
African Studies and the Rural Development Studies DurE3u
(formerly the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute) dating from
before the secof1d world war. Sociologists and social
arlth~opc)logists at tt18se irlstitutions I,ave 10119 been ir1volved
in the planning and evaluation of rural development and
agriculture, including the Kariba Ddm re-settlement project
and a variety of important land-use and agricultural surveys
in different parts of the country. Secondly, Zambia's
Adaptive Research Planning T2am was perhaps the first farming
systems research programme. in the region to explicitly
recognise that rural sociology had a specific contribution to
make, and has begun to institutionalis8 the sociological
component. Zambia welcomes the oppo~tunity this work~hop

will provide for it to share its experiences with
neighbouring countries so that we can learn from each other.

Mr. Chairman,
would like to

in welcoming participants to the workshop I
clE:'.:wly state the l<'iOt-ks-,t,;:)p's objectives <::5
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follows:-
1. I9 ~Sbi~~g §Q Q~~c=~ig~ to see across Africa what has
been the usefulnEss of rural sociology, its contribution
to research on farming systems, its importance i~ §2e~Q2=i~1g

and acceptable technological change;

2. IQ
ought to
research;

finct
be

tbg u~~ fQC~~Cd 
the role of rural

to share ideas
sociology in

about what
agricultural

3. In 9~iD tQQulQctgg in QQutb - to use actual cases
our discussion on solid ground, with specific data on
sociology's special contribution;

to put
rural

4. To ~l~cifY ffi§tbQQ§ - to examine how decisions
about methods of data collection; discuss the
for standard methods in studying farming systems;
low-cost methodologi2s; compare methods of rural
and agricultural economics; and

are made
pctsntial
evaluate

sociology

5. I9 imRCQ~£ int£cQi2SiQliQ~C~ ~Q=QR€C~tiQQ - to evaluate
how rural sociologists work with other social and natural
scientists in interdisciplinary agricultural research teams
and in the context of 'departmental structures'; and to put
forward suggestions for impro~ed co-operation.

The discussions should address themselves fully to the
objectives of the workshop so that at the end of the day we
will have achieved the task for which you are meeting to day
and the next two (2) days to enable you to go back to your
cGuntry programmes ready to make positive contributions to
the solution of problems for our small scale farmers.

Mr. Chairman, b~fore opening the workshop, I would like to
take this opcrtunity to thank the organisations which have
made this occassion possible. Not~bly, I would like to thank
CIMMYT for their support in organising and financing the
workshop and for their long term involvement and support of
farmjng systems research in Zambia and. within the region.
Se~ondly, I would like to thank all those officers within my
Ministry for the extra efforts they have made to assist with
the organisation and running of the workshop. Thirdly, and
finally, I would like to thank the staff and management of
the Ridgeway Hotel for agreeing to host this workshop and
look after the participants.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen, I
would like now to wish you every succes in your
deliberations. It is now my honour and privelege to declare
this workshop officially open.

Thank you.
***************************
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5.30. ANNEX:

KEYNOTE SPEECH
by
ART HANSEN: UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, U.S.A.

Madame chair, distinguished representatives of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Water Development, scientific colleagUES
from the various disciplines, and observers:

I am honoured to be here at this workshop, and it is
certainly a pleasure to be once again in Zambia. My wife and
I first came here in 1970 to carry out anthropological
research in North Western Province. We were affiliated to
the Institute for Social Research, now the Institute for
African Studies, of the University of Zambia, a relationship
we have maintained over the years whenever we have been
fortunate enough to return to this country. We learned about
many facets of life in Zambia during our first stay here.
Our son grew up and learned to walk and talk in the villages
of Zambezi District, and his first language was Chiluvale,
one of the many languages of Zambia. When we were ready to
return to our university in the U.S.A. our Luvale friends and
neighbours understood that we had to leave. They only wished
that we leave our son, Chinyama, whom they called a real
Muluvale, with them to raise.

Our experiences here make it clear that Zambia is a wealthy
country - wealthy in its people, the diversity and complexity
of its many cultures, and in the optimism and fortitude of
its people and their leaders. At the same time the country
faces economic difficulties as do its neighbours and, indeed,
most countries in our world. Increasingly Zambia is looking
to its farmers for support. Th~~e people in the rural areas
have the power to make Zambia self-sufficient in food and to
i mpY-"ove the nati oneIl bal anCE o·f imports emd e:-:ports.

The issues which Zambia and its African neighbours confront
are:

1. how to encourage farmers to produce more, and

2. how to utili~e the services of the state to
farmers around the country so that they may
themselves and help the country.

assist
help

The country has resources: skilled agricultural research
staff experienced agricultural extension and credit staff~

marketing, transportation and processing agencies, 'and
pricing policies. These must be efficiently used to assist
and encourage farmers.

~Q8t§tJQE
This workshop is part of a continuing effort to help Zambia
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and its neighbours in this effort. As its special focus the
workshop is designed to identify specific ways for non-

.economic social scientists to work with farming systems
research (FSR) progr-ammes. In other- wor-ds, how C':l.n the non
economic social sciences contribute to under-standing farming
systems dynamics in or-der- to help generate improved
agricultural production technologies that ar-e accepted by
farmers? An earlier workshop with similar aims was convened
in the Philippines in 1981 (Inter-national Rice Research
Institute, 1982).

People have gathered here for this occasion from Botswana,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda,
the U.S.A. and Zimb~bwe. A number of colleges, universities,
international and supporting agencies are represented, just
as I am representing the small International Farming Systems
Supporting Project which is funded by the United States <of
America) Agency for International Development (FSSP - USAID)
to support programmes like this around the wbrld. The
disciplines of anthropology, geography, rural sociology and
sociology are also represented.

The workshop addr-esses national FSR programmes that are
working in specific localities, although much of the argument
also appltes to pr-ogrammes oper-ating at international levels
to develop more general models. Whatever our theoretical
concer-ns, we must remember that the essential criteria in
evaluating the contr-ibution of anthropologists and
sociologists, ar-e increased pr-oduction and cost-
effectiveness. Increased agr-icultural production is
essential to feed an increased population, provide ffior-e
material for industrial processing and export, and avoid or
diminish imports. Increased production is also one of the
ways by which r-ural families may improve their living
stand.::n-ds. Th-ough the ultimcit.e clients are faromer-s, national
governments and inter-national agencies are paying the bills
for research and wi 11 ~.oJant an accounti mg of our respons:,i bl e
use of their resources.

~e~~lB~ EB~[~Q~~I§
Zambia is an appropr-iate site for this workshop.
Agricultural research here offers historic precedents for us.
One example is the multidisciplinary team composed of Willian
Allan, an agriculturist better known for his later book IbQ
af~i~~D ~Y§~~O~m~o, Max Gllickman, an antt\ropologist who
directed the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute in Lusaka for many
years, Colin Trapnell, an ecologist, and D.U. Peters, a soil
scientist. These four collaborated in 1945 on a study of land
tenure and land use in Mazabuka District and made
recommendations on how farmers' production and incomes could
be increased (Allan, et ala 1948). Although this and other
earlier- policy oriented investigations of African farming did
not include all of the features associ~ted today with FSR
these words from an earlier Director of Agriculture should
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sound familiar:

Recognition of inherent soundness under natural
conditions, of native agricultural practice has
only become general in recent years. Practices
apparently contrary to the accepted principles
of good farming, usually prove on investigation
to be the best possible in the circumstances
under which the nat~ve cultivator works- but
their natural mode of life has been rudely inter
rupted. Thus agricultural problems have arisen
which were previously nan-existent - and some
guidance toward the adaptation of long established
methods to new needs and cbnditions is usually
neCEssary; but it becomes (sic) an agricultural
department to investigate local practices with the
utmost care before presuming to attempt to improve
them (Lewin in Trapnell And Clothier, 1936).

It is chastening to realise that these words were published
approximately fifty years ago in the foreword to Trapnell and
Clothier's pioneering work on soils, vegetation and
ag;r'icultural syster~s (1936). This er.::\ of "prCJto--FSF~1 \rJOr~::

during the 1930's and 1940's was cut short by the dispersion
of perso~nel to other work in other countries, a familiar
occurrence today as well, and other paradigms of agricultural
research took over.

[GB~INQ ~~gIg~§ Bt2gBBG~
What is called ~SR today is an agricultural research approach
that r-ecogn i se~; the importance of 1 Deal f arme~-s. Tli :i.. '5

research approach also recognises the compleXIty of t~e

strategies that villagers have evolved to earn a living and
earn enough ~o educate their children and contribut2 in
other ~'>Iays to helping theit- fami 1 ie~;. FSR -fccuses the ski 115
and resources of many scientific disciplines, because no
single discipline possesses the tools and insight necessary
to. totally understand farmer's strategies, the ~d2ptive

interaction of farmers and their environment, and the most
effectiVE ways to help them improve their production and
living standards through agriculture.

This multidisciplinary research approach complements and
strengthens existing commodity and single discipline research
programmes. The other programmes focus their efforts on
individual agricultural commodities or categories (maize,
legumes, liVEstock, etc.)in order to probe deeply into
technical and biological potentials. FarmIng syslems
research investigates a broad range of commodities and
factors as they are found in local farming systems. FSR
serves as a bridge between technical research programmes and
far-mer:::.
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On the one hand FSR investigates existing farming and
clarifies its problems, constraints and the highest priority

·opportunities. This provides direction to the technical
research programmes by identifying high priority research
targets. On the other hand, FSR investigates how technical
recommendations and suggested technologies operate in local
farming conditions. Over a period of time these experiments
on farms identify the most important and effective ways for
technical research findi~gs to be applied to help farmers.

Agricultural research is a cost-effective investment for any
country. Additional funding for agricultural research
provides for a stronger national agriculture and increased
production. This is a safe and productive investment when
FSR and commodity research programmes are both well funded.

The two types of research are complementary. Each supports
and strengthens the other. There is no question about the
systems approach replacing technical commodity research.
Together the farmer-focused systems approach and the
commodity-focused approach provide a more effective
agricultural research programme for the country.

If fundi~g is not increased as the newer systems research
begins, then commodity research programmes have to be cut
back to provide funding for FSR. This creates resentment and
conflict and weakens the agricultural research effort.
Funding agricultural research is a good investment, and the
additional funding necessary for the FSR programme will be
returned and multiplied for the country as more effective
research recommndations help farmers produce more.

The FSR approach varies from one country to another and from
one theorist ~o another, but there is general agreement on
the essential features. Increased agricultural production is
the primary goal. The goal is achieved through the creation
of alternative technologies that farmers adopt. Farmers are
th~ real producers and the source of incre~sed production.
Technological alternatives that are inappropriate or
unacceptable to farmers are not adopted and do not contribute
to increased production. In countries like Zambia and its
neighbours the majority of farmers are smaller and relatively
poor in capital resources. This majority must be encouraged
and assisted to increase their production.

In order to ensure that techn~logical alternatives suggested
by research are appropriate and really successful when
applied by this majority of farmers, research must
investigate and understand the empirical reality of farming.
Farmers try to achieve a number of personal and family goals
through farming and other enterprises.

These goals, the combinations of
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resources, and the physical, biological and institutional
environmental features form systems. To understand farming)

.research must understand these systems. These systems are so
complex that the skills, experience and interests of
technical and social scientists must be combined.

When farmers are involved in the research process, when their
ideas and interests are included, and when research
scientists actually see and appreciate how farmers operate,
then research has the be~t opportunity to really learn about
and understand the existing farming systems. Based on this
k~owledge and combining it with technical information about
the biological and physical potentials of alternative
technologies, research staff may devise appropriate
technologies that will be successful under local farming
conditions. Before recommending these to farmers and as part
of the process of devising appropriate technology, research
tests the alternatives on farmers' fields and under farmer
management.

These essential features of FSR are important but FSR
programmes in different countries are going to be different.
It is important to be flexible. Earlier this year I headed
an evaluation of an FSR programme in Central America. Thet"e
were problems caused by conflicts between the expatriate
technical assistance team administrating the programme and
host country professionals. The expatriate team had a clear
but rigid interpretation of the FSR process. In order to
implement this process as they understood it, significant
changes needed to be made in the host country's existing
agricultural research programme. The existing programme
exhibited many of the characteristics of farmer-focused
research, and the host country research staff were loyal to
what they saw as an innovative (although earlier version) of
FSR.

Conflicts such as these may be minimised by clearly
understanding the essential features and the ability to
compromise on details. FSR is different from commodity and
diicipline research, and the introduction of FSR does require
some change~, but arguments over the purity and correctness
of procedures should not be allowed to dissipate energies
and clear concentration on the goals. Just as we must
understand exisiting farming systems in order to successfully

generate appropriate technology for farmers, so we must 0150

take the time to understand existing research institutions in
order to create an FSR programme that will fit successfully
into the national research environment. Expatr1ate
assistance is very important at this phase of technology
development but sustainable effective agricultural research
requires the embedding of FSR into the administrative
structure of the host country departments and ministries.
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Social scientists have ~oles to play in the ~esea~ch

p~og~amme and p~ocess desc~ibed above. This wo~kshop

·p~ovides an oppo~tunty fo~ scientists wo~king in diffe~ent

~esea~ch capacities to come togethe~ and share thei~ ideas
and expe~ience5 about these ~oles. My collegues will be
p~esenting papers and discussing specific methods and areas
where social scientists may contribute to imp~oving FSR and,
consequently, imp~oving the capacity of national agricultural
resea~ch prog~ammes. I wish to add~es5 only one a~ea in the
~emainde~ of this paper~ and that is the cont~ibution that
has been made, and may still be made, by the anthropologist.
I do not mean to exclude a simila~ cont~ibution from the
other social sciences; what follows reflects my personal
familiarity as an anthropologist with the accumulated
knowledge of my own discipline.

EeB~l~§ §~§Is~§ B£§£eBG~ e~R I~£ B~I~BQEQbQ§lGeb ~QP.Y. QE
t~Q~bf:P.§£
FSR attempts to understand the complex interdependencies of
localized ecosystems and farm based economics in order to
make fa~m tested recommendations that are appropriate for
farmer conditions. Anthropologists may directly contribute
to this research staff conducting special studies. Another
way to ~ontribute, even though not affiliated with an
agricultural research agency, is through continuing
professional investigations into rural life, ecological and
socio-economic systems.

Let us start by considering the last role. Many developing
countries and Zambia in particular have available an
exteMsive set of anthropological monographs, articles and
disse~tations covering numerous localities within the country
side. Four consistent features of anthropological studies
are an intimate familiarity with the people being studied,
inclusion of a broad range of factors, emphasis on inductive
discovery, and systematic analysis. In addition, many of the
rural studies were explicitly problem-oriented. Numerous
ge~eralized insights drawn from this literature form part of
the body of knowledge that supported the evolution of FSR
activities.

These existing studies and their authors may also be used by
FSR national programmes for information about specific
localities and local systems. To start with some famous
examples; ~ho would work in Zambia's Western Province without
reading Economy of the Central Barotse Plain by Gluckman, in
Zambia's Northern Province without reading land, labour and
Diet in Northern Rhodesia by Richards, in Zambia's Southern
Province among the Tonga without reading Colson, in Malawi
among the Yao without ~eading Mitchell, in Mozambique among
the Nyakyusa without reading what both of the Wilsons have
written or in Sudan among the Nuer without reading Evans
Pritch~rd? Anthropological interests in these issues and
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peoples continued through the years. In 1938 the first paper
published by the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, now the

. Institute for African Studies of the University of Zambia,
described the fundam~ntals of land tenure among the Nyakyusa
people of TanzanL;\ and MaL::u'Ji (Wilson 192:3). In 1982 Mph,:;nya
Mvunga published in the Institute's Zambian Papers series on
the fundamentals of land law and policy in Zambia.

FSR is action-oriented ~ot academic, but it is a research
based programme. The diagnostic phase emphasises field
sur~eys among farmers because this farmer focus is an
important innovation, but review of the relevant literature
is also important. Revelance extends beyond rainfall, soil
and cropping trials. Information about farmers is relevant.
FSR is f armer- or i (anted because prooduct ion technol ogi es mu~ot

be adopted by farmers in order for increased production to
occur. Techni call y correct i nnovat ions that aroe I ocall y
inappropriate or unacceptable are not cost-effective.

Acknowledged expatriate experts in African FSR such as
Michael Collinson, David Norman and Elon Gilbert have spent
years learning about Africa and are aware of the relevance of
anthropological experience. That expertise is, however, a
limiting factor to the expansion of effective FSR programmes.
As the po~ularity of this approach among foreign aid agencies
has increased, the demand for expatriate technical
assistance, the importance of this limiting factor has been
ignored. It is unfortunate that some agriculturists and
economists now working in African agricultLtral research and
extension are unfamiliar with the extensive collection of
anthropological writings.

B ZB~~I8~ ~XQ~Cbt
Apart from the famous studies noted above there are many
mcn- e. M)/ esl/,Hl l~-eseai·- ell in Z~'\iTibez i Di str- i c·t of nOI'- ttjW(-2/~at 8r n
Zambia is an example. For more than two years (1970-1972,
1977, 1979) my family and I lived in a rural settlement
ob~erving and interviewing. My dissertation examined how
people and systems respond to changing conditions, both in
terms of hD~sehold level socioeconomic process as well as
district level ecological and economic systems. That
information would be of benefit to FSR teams working in the
area (Hansen 1977).

Many households on both sides of the Zambezi River earn their
living by combining farming, fishing, local trade and labour
migration. For many young men agriculture is an old man's
acti\.:ity. f-)ttr'active cash returns from flood plain fir";°hing
pull many men away f~Gm farmin~ during the growing season,
leaving their wives to produce the crops. Agricultural
i nnovati Dns rOE-qui ri ng more labor input wi 11 be competi ng
against fishing. People believe strongly that every
household should be self-sufficient in staple food
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production, so even those farmers who produce commercial
maize usually have their cassava fields as well. There is an

'obvious sexual division of labour. Wives have the primary
responsibility for food production, while husbands are
responsible for bringing cash into the household, so
innovations in food crop production should be geared toward
women.

Agriculture has changed in many ways in the past few decades,
and someone without a sense of history might misunderstand
trends and potentials of local farm~ng. Only in the last few
decades have the majority of farmers changed from shifting to
stabilized cultivation, largely in response to population
pressure from Angola immigratioh. Farmers are still in the
beginning stages of coping with soil fertility problems
associated with stabilising cultivation on infertile sandy
soils. Green manuring occurs, and cassava is left in the
ground longer to mature, but groundnut production has
dramatically diminished due to problems of pod filling
("pops" or what. 1aCed peapl e call .t~QQh~.b'€!QQ.tg). Reseal'"ch on
these problems would be eagerly accepted.

Villagers are ~onstantly experimenting with new varieties.
Many frui~ trees have been introduced by labour migrants and
travellers who brought home the seeds, and the same with
cassava cuttings. Villagers appreciate the potentials of
dambo cultivation of fruit, out of season maize and
vegetables. Production could be greatly expanded, but
marketing is the problem. Although independent truckers
service the district because of the fish trade, it is too far
by gravel roads for transporting perishable crops to the
urban markets.

The western side of the river features extensive flood plains
of Kalahari ~ands, and roads are poorly developed. Flood
plain production of rice has been thwarted by marketing
problems; farmers grew rice but became discouraged when it
was never picked up by NAMBOARD the National Marketing
Agency. Villagers remain interested in rice production
technology because they consistently have to import staple
crops from the eastern side. Farmers east of the river
consistently have to import ~taple crops from the eastern
side. Farmers east of the river consistently produce a
surplus of cassava which is traded across the river for fish.
Important intra-district trade occurs involving food crops
(unprocessed and in the form of flour), fish, livestock and
trade goods (clothes, etc.). Only a portion of intra-
district trade involves money. Marketing studies which
restrict themselves to commodity-cash exchanges ~ill

dramatically underestimate the extent of trade and crop
production.

Outside of
agr i CLll tural

the district the major markets now
production are the urban centres hundreds
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miles away over gravel roads. This was not always the case.
Western Province lies just downriver, and an important

-exchange of cassava from Zambezi against fish and cattle from
Western continued for several decades. Beginning in the
later 1970s with people walking back and forth, the trade
escalated to include barge traffic. This ceased when cassava
could no longer compete with subsidised maize trucked into
Western Province on the new roads from the east. This
historical information remains relevant because it
demonstrates the potential of cassava production if another
market appears and because Western Province remains just
downriver.

My research was not unique; many other anthroplogists have
conducted res~arch just as relevant to FSR teams working in
their areas. What inhibits other scientists from utilizing
this material? First of all they may not know of its
existence ~r of its utility. Second, many disciplines have
th~ir own style and language, and the anthrolopogical
materials were not written for an FSR audience. A similar
problem exists for Evaluation Officers in Malawi. They
annually survey random samples of smallholder patterns,
yields and labour. This is potentially invaluable to
research and extension staff. Their annual reports,
unfortunately, feature tables of data which are virtually
incomprehensible to the agricultural staff. The staff in
tUl-n g(?nc=:~rall y i gnor"e the eval uat i on mat£0r i al •

Perhaps we could model a solution to our communication
problems along the same lines as did several Evaluation
Officers. Instead of writing the reports and merely
c i rcul cit i ng t.hf,~m, these of f i cer"s called pub 1 i cstaf f meeting;;;
where the material was reviewed and staff asked for questions
and suggestions. Staff began to ask questions of the
m~terial, and ·the material in the tables was picked apart and
discussed. Once it became obvious that the evaluation
material contained information that the staff could use, they
became interested in it. At the same time evaluation
officers usually learned that the standard formats they had
been using were useful for national accounts but needed to be
substantially modified for field use by research and
extension people.

FSR projects could invite anthropologists with field
experience in an area to publicly present their material and
answer questions. Anthropologists could be short term
(temporary duty or TDY)· cons~ltants to a field team.
Questions about an area could be written to an anthrGpologist
for a wri tten response, but t.hi s woul d not be as useful" 2",

the actual face-to-face dialogue. Institutions such as the
Institute .for Rural Development or Institute for African
Studies in Zambia or the centre for Social Research in
Malawi, all of which are affliated with their national
universities, could be used to sponsor these exchanges or to
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sponsor anthropological research directed towards answering
questions posed by FSR programme staff.

1. International Rice Research Institute, 1982. B£eQct gi §Q
~llQlgC~1QC~ ~gct§bQQ QO 10g Cglg Q£ 00!bCQQQlg9!§1§ ~Qct Q1b£C
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1948. bDQQ ~QlgiOg §QQ b£09 ~§§9§ §illQQ9 tbg Eletg£~ 19Q92 Q£
~~~§m~yt£ Q!§tC!~t, Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, Lusaka,
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5.40. ANNEX

"AN OUTLINE OF CIMMYT PROCEDURES FOR ON FARM RESEARCH WITH A
FARMING SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE

By MIKE COLLINSON, CIMMYT ECONOMICS PROGRAMME, NAIROBI

CIMMYT's primary aim iQ the use of FSR methods in on farm
research is to bring a farming systems perspective (FSP) to
bear on technology generation. FSP is the perspective
farmers take in choosing new technologies, and using it in
technology development increases the relevance of the
results. There are other usbs for FSR methods but CIMMYT
procedures concentrate on technology generation.

CIMMYT OFR proceeds in four stages:

Di agnosi <:;

Planning

- Experimentation and Assessment

Recomme~dation and Extension

These stages are best implemented by an OFR team including an
agronomist, a farm economist or social scientist and an
animal scientist in those regions where animals are important
to farmers. The outline summarises the main ideas and
methods of each stage.

Ql.e§~Q§I§
Diagnosis ai~s to understand farm family priorities in
operating their farming system and how they decide to
allocate their resources to manage the natural and economic
circumstances surounding them. From such an understanding
diagnosis identifies major problems impeding expansion of
farmers' system activities. Primary interest is in problems
which might be resolved by agriculture research, whether
technical problems arising from the climate and biology of
the area, or management compromises forced on farmers by
either economic and social circumstances or by their limited
resource endowments.

CIMMYT uses FSR methods in a four step sequence towards
understanding and problem identification:

officials is
gt-oups, in

It is a
identi'fy

1. l.Q£Qtifi£~tiQQ gi ~ !§C9gt 9CQ~~ Qf f~~m§~§
Secondary information and discussion with local
used for a preliminary specification of target
CIMMYT jargon, a "recommendation domain" (FW).
stratification o·f the rural population, aiming to
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groups of farmers operating the same system for whom the same
research effort is likely to be relevant. It is an iterative

.process and the specification of RD's may be reFlned at any
stage of the OFF.: proces~, as illore i nformat i on and
understanding accumulate.

2. n~2£~iuL09 §OQ U~Q~c§t~OQiQg tn~ £i~£~m§t~Q£§§ t9 ue
m§Q~ggQ ti t§C9g1 9CQ~~ £~CffigC§·
Fdrmers manage the circumstances in which they operate. The
second step in the diaghostic sequence seeks, again by the
use of secondary information and discussions with local
leaders and officials, to understand the management
opportunities offered and the uncertainties posed by the
local environment. It provides an initial basis for
understanding what the OFR team subsequently see on farms and
what they hear farmers saying.

3. lQfQCffi~L §~~~§~ ilE§L
The OFR team members visit farmers of the target group. They
use guidelines to prompt them on facets they need to discuss
with farmers to understand their system. The guidelines are
organised first to describe and then to understand farmer
activities, then to identify prDblem areas and to assess
these problem areas in some detail. The OFR team may write
their ow~ special guidelines sometimes with the help of a
specialist researcher, in order to probe problem areas.

Although not the final stage of the diagnostic sequence the
informal survey is the bridge between diagnosis and planning
and may also be seeh as the first step in planning.

4. EQCffi§l Y-~ciii£§tiQQ §~Cygy iEY-§l
Can be seen as the final step in diagnosis or the second step
in planning.. Its title describes it - a random sample of
target group farmers is administered a standard questionnaire.
The aims are;

(a)

(on
major

To verify hypotheses set up after the Informal Survey
refinements in target grouping, farm characteristics,

farmer practices, major problems and their causes).

(b) To verify the relevance of potential
indentified in the early planning stages.

solutions

(c) To collect information to allow proper location and
effective detailed planning of experiments.

These four steps describe the initial diagnostic sequence
probably occupying the team from 1/2 3 months for any
particular target group. The end of the IFS and a proportion
of the content of the FVS can be considered the start of
planning technology development.
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E!:"ebJ~J!!'j!2
.With the major problems of the system identified during the
informal survey, planning begins. The initial aim is to
identify new materials and techniques which appear
potent i all y n:?l evant to the sol ut i on of system prohl E?ms.
Identified solutions are then screened against the teams'
knowledge of the circumstances within which the target group
farmers operate, and against farmer resource base and current
farm system activity. Fbur steps are followed.

(a) The
i nf I uenCE'
solution,
needed to

£~~§£ of the problem is specified (This has a vital
on the direction of any research thrust for its

further diagnosis including experimentation, may be
specify the cause.)

(b) As wide a range as possible of relevant potential
solutions are identified from past technical research or f~om

farmer practice elsewhere.

(c) These potential solutions are pre-screened technically
and economically. Technical scientists answer 3 questions:

i.
if it

Will the te~hnical relationships of the solution
is transferred into the local environment?

hold

ii.
when
group

Will the technical relationships of the solution hold
incorporated into the management practices of target
fay-mer s?

iii. What level and timing of purchased inputs,
labour are required to implement the solution?

(d) Economic pre-screening asks four questions:

cash and

i. Will the inputs needed and the outputs
adequately serviced by the market or government

e:{pecb:~d

agE'nc i e:s?
be

ii. Are the resource requirements of the solution within
th~ reach of target group farmers?

iii. Will the implementation of the solution be compatible
with present system activities and with social and cultural
behaviour and obligations?

vi. If the solution creates conflicts in the system, are
the expected benefits likely to induce acceptance?

If a possible solution passes through these
becomes potential content for experimentation.

'screen:-,', it

gXEsBl~sNIBIIQ~ BNR QQ§~§§~s~I
The essence of CIMMYT procedures in OFE is that experimental
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work is done under farmers' conditions with farmer
participation. Th~ central idea is that CgQ[~§gD~~ii~g

·f~~m~c§ from the target group are exposed to ideas for
solution. Th~y may find ideas usefuf or unacceptable. 80th
research and extension find this out ~§fQ~g any
recommendation is considered.

The level of confidence in the
solution into local conditions
experiment. Where confidence is
necessary:

transferability of
dictates the t~Q~

low three steps may

the
of
be

(a) g~eiQc~~Q[Y Ici~i§ - looking to
components are effective in improving
local farmer conditions.

see which solutlon
productivity under

(b) b~~gi§ Ici~l§ - Tuning various components to find their
most cost-effective levels locally.

(c) E~cmgc ~g[ifi£§~igD I[i~l§ comparing improved to
current practice under farmers conditions. Where the
technical scientist is fully confident that the relationships
will transfer inlo local conditions the potential solution
may be immediately compared to local farmer practice in a
farmer verification trial.

CIMMYT procedurps advocate formal statistical, agronomic and
economic assessment of the trial results, but emphasise that
thf:>s,e must b€:~ parall ell ed by mnni tor i n9 farmers' asse'E,sn;€:>nts
of the performance of the solutions. Farmer assessment
should be continuous throughout experimentation, not only
after harvest.

B~~Q~~E~~QIIQ~O~~ sXI~~§lQ~
One of the outcomes of a season o'f e:·~ per i me'nt<'\t ion ma',- be
farmer recommendations. It is felt important that
rccommendations release is decentralis2d and c<'\n be done
locally, and that decisions on supplies and services needed
to' implement the solution can be taken locally. E:-:tension
staff should be partners in the administration of the on farm
experiments. By such cooperation, as they go through one or
two experimental cycles, they become familiar with all the
managem~nt facets of solutions under test, and with farmers
attitudes to the different possibilities. They also have the
opportunity to modify solu.tions tD better fit the local
situation they know. This involveme~t of both research a~d

extension in the later stages of technolcgy development
solves the longstanding linkage problem.

This, in outline, is the CIMMYT oFR sequence aimed at
generating technology relevant to local farmers.

Two points should be made in conclusion.
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process, using the farming systems perspective to catch the
local view on things, operated nationwide, represents a
bottom up information flow. This bottom up flow offers a
balance to the top down flow of national considerations which
have for too long dominated project formulation. National
priorities can be brought to bear on the OFR process at
several places; in the selection of target groups, in thG
ranking of priority problems, and in the comparison of
alternative solutions to the sam~ problem. Secondly,
significant policy spin off can occur, or be engineered from
the diagnostic sequence. With technology development as a
centr~l focus for CIMMYT OFR, this concerns the institutional
and service support required to mobilise the results of a
particular research thrust. However the focus can be widened
'to cover any major policy issue to which a micro-perspective
can contribute.
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5.50. ANNEX:

GUIDELINES FOR GROUP AND PLENARY DISCUSSIONS

"I. !m2Qci~n£~ Discussion sessions are the most important
activity during the workshop. They provide the opportunity
for small groups, containing different disciplines, to give a
full discussion to participants' papers. This kind of
discussion will not be possible during plenary sessions due
to the large number of participants and papers.

2. Q[Q~Q ~Qmgg2iiiQn~ There will be five discussion
sessions during the workshop. Participants have been divided
into six discussion groups, each with a secretary and a chair
person. In addition to sociologists and anthropologists,
each group contains an economist a~d at least one natllral
scientist. The composition of groups will remain essentially
same over the five sessions. This will enable a working
relationship to develop, so that group members discuss each
others pap~rs frankly. It will also allow for the tasks of
secretary and chairperson to be rotated fairly. Details of
gro~p composition sre attached.

3. §g~c£tQC~ The full recording of discussion at these
sessions is very important. The position of discussion group
secretary carries considerable responsibility and work, and
for tl,is reason we suggest that the position be rot~ted in
each group.

The Secretary is expecte~ to record the comments of
individuals during each session. These should be summarised
so they can be presented to the plenary session briefly and
succinctly; within the 10 minute~ allocated. The discussion
group secr2tary will be th~ raconteur and secretary during
the plenar"y session. 6t ibg £Q~ ~£ ~~~b ~~~~ the discussion
group secretaries will hand in their written up records of
comments to the convenor, Dr. Sutherland. The comm2nts will
be typed up and handed back fur corrections, so that
di~c~ssion group members can each receive a copy of their
group's deliberations.

4. ~h~ic~gc§Qn Each discussion group will have a
chairperson. This position may also be rotated o~ not,
according to the wishes of the group. The tas~ of the
chairperson is to ensure that each gruup member has the
opportunity to speak and have their comments recorded, that
all the main points are covered ~iihin ibg iim£ allocated
for discussion (usually one hour).

5. ~i§£y~§iQn EQ~Y§. The focus of each discussion session
will need to be adjusted somewhat for each paper. The
following suggestions apply especially to papers which
present case studies, relating to surveys and on-farm
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research:

a) How does the case example relate to the CIMMYT sequence
for FSR? (Refer to Collinson's briefing paper).

b) Methodology used:

i) Is it sufficiently low-cost?
reduced?

How could the cost be

ii) What level of accuracy was achieved,
accuracy of data relate to cost

and how does

iii) Is the methodology more widely applicable, or is it
specific to an individual sociologist\anthropologist or
cultural area?

iv) What are the inter disciplinary implications of the
methodology?

v) What is the level of training required
methodology, how easily could it be delegated.

c) Economist's comment on the case study.

d) Natural Scientists/Agronomists comments

for the

e) Are there any related studies or individuals working on
similar cases. Details known to group members should be
recorded on a piece of paper and handed to the secretary to
save time during the discussion.

f) Any further points which the author wishes discussed

g) Any other comments generally, it would be helpful if the
authors of papers made it clear t6 the group which as~ects of
their papers they would like to be discussed, especially if
they feel the above format needs to be modified for their
pap~r.

6. Ec£e~c~iiQQ~ . It is very important that participants
read papers carefully ~££gC~ the discussion sessions. This
means reading five papers fully during the workshop. It would
also help if they make notes of their comments in advance,
taking into account the format described above.

PLENARY SESSIONS

1. Q~i~~ti~g§ Plenary sessions give the opportunity fbr
the author, and the sR/all group discussing his or her paper
to present a summary of their main points to the workshop as
a whole. Following this, comments will be invited from ether
participants. However, there will be very little time for
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discussion or for presenters of papers to respond to comments.

2. !meeCi§Q£E Qf Iim~ Each working paper will have to be
dealt within 30 minutes due to the large number of papers.
The author will have 10 minutes to present his or her main
points. The discussion group secretary will also have 10
minutes to present a summary of the group's comments on the
paper, preferably following the format suggested in the
guidelines for- discLlssion groups (se.e point 5). This will
leave 10 minutes for other participants to make comments not
covered in the previoLls 10 minutes.

3. ~b~ice~c§QQ Each of the five plenary sessions will have
a different chairperson. Their job will be to introduce the
paper and author, and to ensure the papers are dealt with
inside the time allocated.

4. §~£c~i~c~ The discussion group secretary will also act
as the plenary session secretary for each paper. This will
involve according the author's (or presenters) main points and
the comments from other participants. To assist the
secretary with recordings authors could provide a written
summary of their main points presented during the plenary,
session.

5. §E~tiQg Full participants should ensure they sit at
their allocated place so that they can be easily identified
by the chairperson, secretary, and other participants.
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5.6. ANNEX:

WORKING PAPERS PRESENTED AND DISCUSSANTS

1. Baker- , Doyl e and Lesothlo John "A methodoi ogy for- f ar-m
management r-esear-ch in Botswana".

2. Bantje, Han, "HoLlsehold differ-entiation and macr-o-factor-s
in far-ming systems r-esear-ch - the case of the Mbozi Plateau,
Tanzani a".

3. Bulla, Gr-asiano, "Impr-oving far-mer participation in on-
f ar-m e:-: per i men tat ion" •

4. Chilivumbo, Alufeyo, "Small - S",cale far-m resource
endowment evaluation and research and development issues".

5. Collinson, !'like, "An outline of CIMMYT procE'edures for
farm research li'Ji th a farmi ng systems perspec:ti 'Ie".

6. Curry, John Jr. "Anthropol og i cal contr i but ions to systE'rns
oriented r-esearch in pastoral development: The case of the
Ni ger Range imd Li vestoc k project.".

7.
small

Franci s, Paul, "FactoI'" all ocati on and technology
agriculture: a cc::se study from Norther-n Zambia".

in

8. Gr-andin, BadJara, "Delimiting target populations throLlgh
infC)rm~int ~'JE-:>alth ranking".

9. Hansf~n,

recognition and
Ar-t, "Anthropological contributions

analysis in farming systems research".
to

10: Kabagambe, John, C.f<. "Using_ locc:"\l pE':rceptions in target
grouping for far-ming systems resear-ch".

11. Ke'an, Stuc:t-t and Sutherland, A.J. "InstitutionaliS",ing
rural sociology into agricultural research - the Zambian case
StLldy" •

12. Kerven, Cc:r·ol., "Th2 family farm and out migration:
some i SSLles for FSR in Afri ca".

13. Kishindo, Paul,
matrilineal system".

" Ag t- i cuI t l.lr a 1 Development in a

14. l"1erafe, Yvonne, "Role of rur,::\l sociology in planning
for livestock development in Botswana".

15. Onyclngo, Chr-istopher, A. "E:-:tracting and measuring
farmers' val LIes and at t i tudes to agy- i cuI tural technology".

16. Opio--Odongo, J.M.A. "Contributions of rural sociology
to technology generation in the context of farming systems
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resea.... ch".

17. Reynolds, Pamela "An examination of children's labour
ina SLlbsi stence economy".

18. Russell, 1'1a .... go , "C1clse.... focus:
scale face-to-face interviewing in
soc i al resE-arch".

a plea for more small
contempo.... ary African

19. Sharpe, Bar-rie, "Social kno\."Jledge and fa .... ming systems
research: ethnicity, power and the invisible farmers of North
- Central Niger-ia".

20. Rocheleau, Diane,
families in Kenya".

"Land-Use pI anni ng ~"i th .... u .... al fa .... m

21. Simelane,
homestead th,at
considerations
S~'iaz i I <':\rl d " •

Funekile, "Is it
is the basic unit
on data collection

the household 0.... the
for research? Some
methodology in rural

22. Sut.herland, A.J. "HUt-al Sociology and
generat.ion fer subsistence farming systems:
e:·( amp 1 E;'" •

23. Tripp, Robert "Anthropology and on-farm
(p .... esented in absentia).

24. Wart-en, I"hke "Co!:'~t effect.ive ITiE-thod:::, for
i ndi g(2nOI.-lS ag .... i cuI tL.lI~al techni cal knowl edge. "

technology
{~ Zamb ian

obtaining

25. ~'Jhal E'n, I rene, T. "Land TenurE' and technol ogi c.ell
innoYation~; in the Ethiopian Highlands."

26. N::\tirmal Scir'O'nt.ists involved ·as. discussants included:
E. Shomba (FS Agronomist) from Zimbabwe, and from Za~bia; M.
Chisi (Sor'ghum Bn=:'E'dE'r), V. Eylands (Oilseed Agronomist.) ~ B.
Habowa (Oilseed Breeder), R. Hudgens CFS Agronomist), J.
Kanyengwa (Nutritionist), R. Litt.le (Wheat Breeder), C. Masi
(FS Agroncmist) , K.. McPhillips (Soil Scientist), K. Munyinda
(Soil Scientist), C. Ndiyoi (FS {:~gronomist), C. Nkoma nJk~ed

Specialist), A.J. P .... ior (Cereals Agronomist) B. Verma
(Sorghum Breeder), V. 0eldkamp (Soil Scientist), and R. Watts
(Research Extension Liaison Officer).

27. Economists and other social scientist discussant.s f .... om
Zambia included, P. Chipulu (Ru.... al Sociologist), G. Geisler
(Anthropologist), p. Hachongela (Rural Sociologist) and C.A.
Njobvu (Agricultural Economist).
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5.7. ANNEX:

.ADDRESSES OF MAIN PARTICIPANTS (ORDERED BY COUNTRY)

1. ~e~g~ JOHN LESOTHLO,
EQ§IIIQ~ RURAL SOCIOLOGIST,
aQRB~§§ MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, RURAL SOCIOLOGY UNIT,

PRIVATE BAG 003,
Qe~gBQ~s~ £QI§~0~0·

..,..... ~0~s~_

EQ§IIIQ~

BQQBE§§

MISS. YVONNE MERAFE,
SENIOR RURAL SOCIOLOGIST,
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, RURAL
PRIVATE BAG 003, .
Qe£EBQ~s~ £QI§~a~a·

SOCIOLOGY UNIT,

4.

t!B~s~

EQ§IIIQt!
QQP-[~S§§

~et1s

EQ§lIIQ~

BQQB§;§§

DR. IRENE WHALEN,
F<L!RAL SOC I OlOG I ST ,
INTERNATIONAL LIVESTOCK CENTRE FOR
(ILCA) P.O. BOX 5689, ADDIS ABABA,
sIt!lQE:IO·

DR. MIKE COLLINSON,
CIMMYT REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE,
CIMMYT, P.O. BOX 25171,
~f!lBQ£l ts~~B·

AFRICA,

5. DR. CHRISTOPHER ONYANGO,
HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

AND EDUCATION,
EGERTON COLLEGE, PRIVATE BAG NJORO,
ts~~e·

6. ~Qt1E .DR. BARBARA GRANDIN,
EQ§lIIQ~ DEVELOPMENT ANTHROPOLOGIST, PRINCIPAL

SOCIOLOGIST FOR THE ILCA TEAM IN KENYA.
eRRBs§§ KENYA COUNTRY PROGRAMME, KABETE,

INTERNATIONAL LIVESTOCK CENTRE FOR AFRICA,
P.O. BOX 46847,
NelBQfn~ t~~1::a

7. ~Bt1E

EQ§IIIQt::!
emmE§§

DR. DIANE ROCHELAU,
RURAL SOCIOLOGIST,
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL
AGROFORESTRY (ICRAF),
P.O. BOX 30677,
NelBQ£l~ tEN1::B·

FOF: RESE?)RCH IN

8. MR. C. 1'1. BULLA,
SOC I O-ECONO!'1 I ST ,
ADAPTIVE RESEARCH MALAWI,
CHITEDZE AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
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9.

P.O. BOX 158,
blbQt::!@~~..l. t1ebO~l

DR. PAUL KISHINDO,
LECTURER IN SOCIOLOGY,
UNIVERSITY OF MALAWI, CHANCELLOR
DEPARTMENT OF OF SOCIOLOGY,
P.O. BOX 280,
~Q!:1~th !:1ebB~l

COLLEGE,

10.

11.

12

13.

14.

15.

~a!:1~
EQ§lIIQb!

~e!:1s
EQ§lIIQb!
e~gB~§§

DR. CAROL K. KERVEN,
CONSULTANT ANTHROPOLOGIST\SOCIOLOGIST,
C\O. MOKORO LTD., 1 THE MANOR HOUSE,
~Blbb..l. ~V~tg~..l. ~EI§ ~B2..l. V~L~

OF: • JOHN CURRY,
SENIOR SOCIO-ECONOMIST, PENNYSYLVANIA
STATE UNIVERSITY ON FARM RESEARCH PROJECT.
C\O. MALKERNS RESEARCH STATION,
P.O. BOX 4·,
~Bbt~B~§..l. §~B~lbB~R

DR. JOHN KABAGAMBE,
LECTURER, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY,
UNIVERSITY OF SWAZILAND, KWALUSENI CAMPUS,
PRIVATE BAG KWALUSENI,
§~lB~lbe~J2 .

DR. MARGO RUSSEL,
SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW,
UNIVERSITY OF SWAZILAND, SOCIAL SCIENCE
RESEARCH UNIT, KWALUSENI CAMPUS, PRIVATE
BAG KWALUSENI,§~B~lbB~D or

DEPARTMENT OF DEV. STUDIES,
UNIVERSITY OF EAST ANGLIA,
~QB~lG!j..l. !::!..'!..t~

MISS. FUNEKILE SIMELANE,
RURAL. SOCIOLOGIST,
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, MALKERNS RESEARCH
STATION, P.O. BOX 4,
MALKEHNS,
§~eIlbet~~

PROF. HAN. F.W. BANTJE,
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY,
UNIVERSITY OF DAR ES SALAAM,
INSTITUTE OF RESOURCE ASSESSMENT,
P.O. BOX 3509"7,
~eB gg gBb6e~..l. IBt::!IBt::!lB
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16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

tlQ!'::1S;
EQ§IIIQt'::!

NQ!'::1g
eQ§IIIQt1
eRRB~§§

~e!'::1S;

EQ§IIl.Qt1
BQRB~§Q

t'::!et:1~

EQ2IIIQ~

e!:mBs§§

~f}t:1~

t:mHIl.Qt~ •
BQr2B~§§

DR. J.M.A. OPIO-OOONGO,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS.
MAKERERE UNIVERSITY,
P.O. BOX 7062,
t:B!'::1EBbB.J. !:J§Btme

DR. BARRIE SHARPE,
LECTURER, DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY,
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF LONDON,
GOWER STREET LONDON, WC1E 6BT,
!:J..!!-r..!!-

DR. ART HANSEN, .
SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW
INSTITUTE OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA,
3028 MC CARTHY HALL, GAINESVILLE,
EbQBIR£h !d.:.§.:.t:!.:.'

DR. PAMELA REYNOLDS,
RESEARCH FELLOW, FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE.
DEPARTMENT OF LAND MANAGEMENT,
UNIVERSITY OF ZIMBABWE, P.O. BOX 167,
MOUNT PLEASANT, ~B~eBS;.!l. l!~~B~~g.

MR. ENOS SHUMBA,
AGRONOMIST, RESEARCH AND SPECIALIST SERVICES.
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF
RESEARCH AND SPECIALIST SERVICES,
P.O. BOX 8108,
~8!:J§~~B~.!l. Zl~~O~~~·

PROFESSOR ALUFEYO CHILIVUMBO,
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY,
RURAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES BUREAU,
UNIVERSITY OF ZAMBIA, P.O. BOX 30900,
LUS(.IKA Zm'm I A._______.!l. _

DR. PAUL FRANCIS,
SENIOR SOCIO-ECONOMIST,
INTERNATIONAL LIVESTOCK CENTRE FOR AFRICA,
Fl. O. BOX "),.,

l.J2BRB!:h t'::ll.§f:";Bl.B

23. t'::!Bt:1f;
EQ§IIIQt:1

. eQQB~§§

PROFESSOR MIKE WARREN,
PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLGY,
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY,
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY,
e~~§ l.B~QQ11.!l. !:J..!!-§..!!-B..!!-

24. t'::!O!'::1S; MR. STUART KEAN,
EQ§IIIQt'::! ADAPTIVE RESEARCH PLANNING TEAM LEADER,
eRRB~§§ MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND WATER DEVELOPMENT,
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·25.

26.

...

tJDt::!E
EQ§IIIQU

~Bt![

EQ§IIIQt::!

P.O. BOX 50197, bY§aLQ~ Ia~Qla.

DR. ALISTAIR J. SUTHERLAND,
RURAL SOCIOLOGIST, ADAPTIVE RESEARCH

PLm~NING TEt~,I'1.

MOUNT MAKULU CENTRAL RESEARCH STATION,
PRII"Jf'HE [{PIG 7,
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MR. CHARLEt K. CHILEYA,
RURAL SOCIOLOGIST, ADAPTIVE RESEARCH

PLANN I NG TEfH'1.
MOUNT MAKULU CENTRAL RESEARCH STATION,
PRIVATE BAG 7,
~UlbDt::!§8~ 18t!Q10·
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